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NEW DELHI: Women officers in
the Indian Army are set to climb
the career ladder with the force
conducting a special selection
board to promote 108 of them to
the rank of select-grade colonel
for the first time in a move
aimed at bringing about gender
parity, offering them command
assignments in select branches,
and giving them new hard-
earned identities, officials famil-
iar with the development said on

Thursday. 
As many as 244 women offi-

cers in the rank of lieutenant col-
onel are being considered by the
board for the 108 vacancies, said
one of the officials cited above
asking not to be named. The
selection process began on Janu-
ary 9 and will culminate on Jan-
uary 22. As on Thursday, 66
women officers have been
cleared for promotion to colonel,
and the remaining vacancies will
be filled by the weekend, said a
second official, who also asked

continued on →15

{ BREAKING BARRIERS } MILITARY SERVICE

Women in Indian Army set to climb career 
ladder with command roles for 108 officers

Vinesh Phogat, Sakshi Malik and Bajrang Punia at Jantar Mantar on Thursday. RAJ K RAJ/HT PHOTO

‘Nothing left in tank...’: Jacinda steps down

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern grimaces as she announces her resignation on 
Thursday. Ardern said that she will not contest the 2023 general elections. Related story on page 15 AP

Rezaul H Laskar 

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: China is building a
new dam in Tibet on a tributary
of the Ganga, close to the tri-
junction of its borders with
India and Nepal, that could be
used to control the flow of water
downstream, new satellite
imagery has revealed.

Satellite images tweeted on
Thursday by Damien Symon, a
geospatial intelligence
researcher, showed earth devel-
opment and dam construction
activity done by the Chinese side
on Mabja Zangbo river in
Burang county of Tibet since
May 2021.  →P10

CHINA BUILDS NEW 
DAM IN TIBET THAT 
COULD HIT FLOW 
DOWNSTREAM

Hemani Bhandari

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Delhi Commission
for Women (DCW) chief Swati
Maliwal on Thursday alleged
that she was dragged for 10-15
metres by a car that was driven
by a drunk man who made lewd
gestures at her outside AIIMS.

The Delhi Police said the
47-year-old man, Harish Chan-
dra, has been arrested and
charged with molestation and
other offences.

Maliwal said she stepped out
on Wednesday night to assess
how safe the city was for women.
The DCW chief visited several

places near Kanjhawala,
Munirka, Mundka and Hauz
Khas, inspecting the deployment
of police and safety measures. 

When she reached the area
near AIIMS and was standing at
a bus stop on the Ring Road
opposite the hospital, a car
approached her, Maliwal said.
The man rolled down the car’s
window and asked her to sit in
the car, the DCW chief added.

“He started making lewd ges-
tures at me... When I tried to
catch hold of him, he rolled up
the window and my hand got
stuck. Knowing fully well, and
extremely drunk, he still pushed
the accelerator,” she said. →P3

{ CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN } UNSAFE IN NCR

DCW chief dragged 
by car outside AIIMS

Debashish Karmakar 

letters@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM: A 35-year-old
woman was allegedly dragged
out of her car and assaulted on
the MG Road flyover near Sector
17 in Gurugram after she alleg-
edly failed to give passage to
another car, police said on
Thursday, adding that the
accused is yet to be arrested. 

The incident took place
around 10am on Wednesday
when traffic flow was at its peak
on MG Road, police officers said.

The woman was on her way to
a multinational bank near Sikan-
derpur where she works as a

manager at the time of the inci-
dent, the officers said.

A senior police officer said the
woman was in traffic before the
flyover in Sector 17. “She was
travelling just ahead of the sus-
pect’s car. He honked several
times but the victim was unable
to move her car out of the way
due to the congestion,” he said. 

Once the traffic cleared, police
said the accused tried to over-
take her. 

“The suspect managed to
block her on the flyover where
there are no CCTV cameras
installed. He slapped her multi-
ple times after dragging her out
of the car,” the officer said.  →P3

Ggm woman pulled 
out of car, assaulted

The first set of command assignment postings will be issued by 
the end of January. SANJEEV SHARMA/HT ARCHIVE

Avishek Roy

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The unprecedented
revolt by India’s top wrestlers
against the Wrestling Federa-
tion of India (WFI) president
Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh
gathered momentum on Thurs-
day — Tokyo Olympics silver-
medallist Ravi Dahiya joined
the sit-in at Jantar Mantar —
with the protesting wrestlers
saying they wanted action, not
words, from the Union govern-
ment, and that they were pre-
pared to lodge a police com-
plaint over the alleged sexual
harassment and mental torture
of women wrestlers by the WFI
chief.

The impasse led to a late-
night meeting between the
wrestlers, led by Tokyo Olym-
pics bronze medallist Brijesh
Punia, Rio Olympics bronze
medallist Sakshi Malik, and
twice world championships
medallist Vinesh Phogat, and
Union sports minister Anurag
Thakur.  

The meeting was still going
on till the time of going to
print, with people aware of the
matter indicating that Thakur
has reassured the wrestlers of a
thorough probe into the mat-
ter. Thakur has also asked the
wrestlers to wait for WFI’s
reply to the allegations. The
federation is likely to submit its
response on Friday morning.

“The allegations of sexual
exploitation are true. Don’t

continued on →13

Wrestlers say want action, 
not words, as more join stir

Sharad Deep and 
Manish C Pandey

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: When Brij Bhushan 
Sharan Singh enters the wrestling
hall, one can’t help but notice. He
arrives in a cavalcade of SUVs, 
with a throng of 20-30 followers 
in tow. The officials bow to him, 
touch his feet, and chant “Neta ji 
zindabad” as he settles in his 
chair. It is clear that he is the man

in charge, and that he enjoys the 
attention. The bouts continue but
only until Singh, the 66-year-old
who has been Wrestling Federa-
tion of India president since
2012, starts talking. He
shouts at wrestlers, offers
advice, cracks jokes,
threatens to throw par-
ents out, calls himself the
most “shaktishali (power-
ful)”, and his posse
responds by laughing

and cheering him on.
The cheers, though, might

have fallen silent on Thursday as
calls for his ouster reached fever
pitch. A group of wrestlers, led

by Olympians Vinesh Phogat
and Sakshi Malik, has
accused him of mental tor-

ture and sexual harass-
ment, and said they won’t
get back on the mat as

long as Singh remains at
the helm. →P19

As stars revolt, walls closing in on 
‘netaji’ who rules with an iron fist
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Reading the budget with 
state spending statistics
By Roshan Kishore

Finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman will present her fifth consecutive budget on February 1 
this year. The Union Budget, as the blueprint of Union government’s spending and receipts, 
attracts a lot of attention. But its importance in overall government spending has actually 
reduced overtime. Here are five charts that explain this argument in detail.

State governments, put together, now spend more money than the 
Centre in India. A comparison of central and state expenditure 
statistics from RBI’s database shows that the share of central 
spending in total government spending fell below the 50% mark for 
the first time in 1999-2000. While the Centre’s share crossed the 

50% mark in 2002-03, between 2008-09 and 2010-11 and in 2020-21, 
it has stayed below the 50% mark in every other year in the post 
1999-2000 period. The 2020-21 rise in Centre’s spending share was 
perhaps a result of the pandemic and it has gone down in the next 
two years for which data is available.

1
States’ expenditure has overtaken central 
expenditure in India

3
Individual states have different levels of 
dependence on Centre’s tax devolutions 

The Union government’s fiscal deficit has seen a sharp increase in the wake 
of the pandemic. This increased to 9.2% of GDP in 2020-21, and is yet to 
come down to pre-pandemic levels. Unlike the Centre, states have been far 
more restrained as far as the post-pandemic fiscal deficit is concerned. 
While this number did increase to 4.1% of GDP in 2020-21, as per provisional 
estimates, it came down sharply to 2.8% in 2021-22. While the Budget 
Estimate (BE) of states’ fiscal deficit for 2022-23 is 3.4%, it needs to be kept 
in mind that the provisional estimate for 2021-22 fiscal deficit ended up 
lower than the BE and Revised Estimate (RE) numbers for 2021-22, which 
suggests that the 2022-23 fiscal deficit number could also end up lower 
than the BE figures. To be sure, a stable fiscal deficit does not mean that 
state finances have not suffered because of the pandemic. This strain can 
be seen in an elevated debt-GDP ratio for the states which increased from 
26.7% in 2019-20 to 31.1% in 2020-21 and is only expected to have come 
down to 29.5% as per BE numbers for 2022-23.

4
However, states’ actual share in central taxes 
is lower than what Finance Commission says

This is the result of the Centre keeping a large part of its taxes out 
of the divisible pool. The Finance Commission’s formula for sharing 
revenue with states does not apply to Centre’s tax revenue that is 
collected under heads of cess and special duties. This means that 

states’ share in Centre’s gross tax revenue is much lower than the 
currently mandated 41% share by the 15th Finance Commission. In 
fact, this has come down significantly in the last few years. This has 
been a major source of friction in India’s fiscal federalism framework.

5
To be sure, states also widely differ in their 
spending priorities

While states always make it a point to raise issues which work in 
their favour in the debate on India’s fiscal federalism, the 
qualitative difference in spending pattern of various states is not 
given as much attention. For example, the share of spending on 
pensions varies in a big way across states. It is as high as 14% for 

Himachal Pradesh and almost zero for Delhi. Similarly, the share of 
non-development expenditure – it includes spending on adminis-
trative services, salaries and pensions, interest payments etc – in 
total expenditure of states varies from just 11% for Delhi to as high 
as 41% in the case of Punjab.

While some of the spending commitments of states are legacy 
commitments and therefore difficult to change suddenly, their 
attention or lack of it towards aligning spending patterns with 
current and future development and sustainability requirements 

does play a big role in determining the quality of public spending in 
the Indian economy. Given the fact that states spend more than the 
Centre, the Union Budget only plays a limited role on this front.

CENTRAL AND STATE SPENDING

SHARE OF CENTRAL TAXES IN TOTAL TAX REVENUE OF STATES

STATES’ SHARE IN CENTRE’S GROSS TAX REVENUE

SHARE OF PENSIONS IN STATES’ SPENDING
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To be sure, headline numbers on state spending hide a lot of 
divergence in spending ability and patterns of individual states. The 
first big difference is in terms of dependence on central taxes for 
state spending. Data from Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy 
(CMIE) database shows that share of central taxes in total tax 

revenue of states varies significantly for different states. This share 
is less than 20% for states such as Maharashtra, Karnataka and 
Tamil Nadu but 66% for a state like Bihar. Share of states in central 
taxes is determined as per a formula decided by the Finance 
Commission, a constitutional body set up every five years. 

Centre States (in ~ lakh crore)

0.06 

0.05 

39.45 

47.60 

Source: RBI; 2021-22 and 2022-23 are Revised Estimates and Budget Estimates

There was no significant increase in states’ 
fiscal deficit post-pandemic2
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Fiscal deficit as share of GDP Centre

Share of central taxes in total tax revenue in 2020-21

States' share 

(In %)

States (In %)

(In %)
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Source: CMIE 

 Note: Data for 2022-23 are Budget Estimates (BE), Data for 2021-22 are Revised Estimates (RE).
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over the next six days under the
influence of the western dis-
turbances, IMD predicted.

“The first western disturb-
ance will remain in place till
Friday and the second western
disturbance will be more
intense and will impact the

western Himalayan region from
the night of January 20 to Janu-
ary 26, while it will impact the
plains of northwest India
impacted from January 23 to
25,” an official at IMD said.

Under the influence of a
continued on →15

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
on Thursday reserved its order
on the bail petition of Ashish
Mishra, son of Union minister
Ajay Mishra, in connection with
the Lakhimpur Kheri violence,
after the Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment said the case involved a
heinous offence. The state gov-
ernment informed the court
that the case involved a heinous
offence and the presence of
Mishra at the incident spot was
testified by witnesses. →P9

U.P. GOVT OPPOSES 
ASHISH MISHRA’S 
BAIL IN TOP COURT

NEW DELHI: Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) MLAs held a protest in
the Delhi Assembly premises on
Thursday demanding the sus-
pension of the chief secretary
and the secretaries of the health
and finance departments for
allegedly sabotaging the works
of Delhi government “at the
behest of lieutenant governor
VK Saxena”.

The LG office and the chief
secretary did not respond to
request for comment. →P6

AAP PROTESTS IN 
HOUSE, ASKS FOR 
OFFICIALS’ REMOVAL

NEW DELHI: Air India on Thurs-
day imposed a four-month flying
ban on Shankar Mishra, who has
been accused of urinating on an
elderly passenger in a New York-
New Delhi flight in November
last year. Mishra is currently in
jail after a Delhi court refused to
grant him bail last week.

“[Mishra] is banned from fly-
ing for a period of 4 months as 
per relevant provisions...” an Air
India spokesperson said. →P10

4-MONTH BAN BY 
AIRLINE ON FLYER 
IN AIR INDIA CASE

Utkarsh Anand

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Standing by its deci-
sion to appoint Somasekhar Sun-
daresan and R John Sathyan as 
judges in the high courts of Bom-
bay and Madras, the Supreme 
Court collegium stressed that 
“expression of views by a candidate
does not disentitle him to hold a 
constitutional office”, even as it reit-
erated advocate Saurabh Kirpal’s 
name. The collegium, for the first 
time, put out in public its resolu-
tions with detailed reasons. →P10

AFTER KIRPAL, SC 
COLLEGIUM FIRM 
ON 2 MORE NAMES

NEW DELHI: India on Thursday
dismissed a BBC documentary
on Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s role during the 2002
Gujarat riots as “propaganda”,
with the external affairs minis-
try saying the film reflected
bias and a colonial mindset. 

UK Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak, too, said in the coun-
try’s parliament that he
“doesn’t agree with the charac-
terisation” of his Indian coun-
terpart in the series. 

The documentary, India: The

Modi Question, has generated
controversy since the first part
of the series aired in the UK on
January 17. 

External affairs ministry
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi
questioned the timing of the
release of the film and the
“agenda” behind it.

“Let me just make it very
clear that we think this is a
propaganda piece designed to
push a particular discredited
narrative,” Bagchi said. 

→FULL REPORT ON P11

‘BBC documentary on 
PM Modi propaganda’

HT Correspondent 

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The first of two
back-to-back western disturb-
ances brought some respite
from winter chills to the Capital
with cold wave conditions
finally abating on Thursday.

The mercury rose 3 to 4
degrees in most parts of the city,
with the Safdarjung station, rep-
resentational of Delhi’s weather,
recording a minimum of
5.6°Celsius — one degree below
normal, but three degrees
higher than Wednesday’s low of
2.6°C.

The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) has forecast
isolated spells of drizzle or light
rain late on Thursday and in the
early hours of Friday. More rain
is expected between January 23
and 25, IMD said, indicating it
was likely to get colder again
from January 26 onwards.

The rise in minimum temper-
ature is expected to continue

Cold wave eases, IMD 
predicts 6-day respite 

Arun Dev

letters@hindustantimes.com

BENGALURU: The Bharatiya Jan-
ata Party’s (BJP) double-engine
government prioritised develop-
ment over vote banks and
focused on amenities such as
drinking water and road con-
nectivity, Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi said in Karnataka on
Thursday as he launched his
party’s poll campaign in the
crucial southern state.

Modi was speaking in Yadgir
district in northern Karnataka,
where the BJP is in direct con-
test with the Congress. Karna-
taka, the only southern state
ruled by the BJP, is scheduled to
go to the polls this summer.
This was his second visit to the
state in seven days. 

He laid the foundation stone
for and inaugurated various
developmental projects related
to irrigation, drinking water and
highway development, worth
nearly ₹10,000 crore. 

“Our government’s priority is
not any vote bank, our priority
is development. You all blessed
me in 2014, and entrusted me
with a huge responsibility,”
Modi told the gathering. 

“I know that as long as even a
single district remains back-
ward, the country cannot
develop. Therefore, we have
encouraged the aspiration of
development in those districts
declared backward by the previ-
ous government,” he added,
referring to the Union govern-
ment’s aspirational districts
programme.

In January 2018, PM Modi
launched the Transformation of
Aspirational Districts initiative

continued on →15

With aim at Cong, Modi 
sounds K’taka poll bugle

Surendra P Gangan 

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: For the uninterrupted
growth and development of
Mumbai, its civic body should be
governed by the party that is in
power both in Maharashtra and
at the Centre, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said on Thurs-
day. During his three-hour stay
in the country’s financial capital
on Thursday, the Prime Minister

launched development projects
worth ₹38,000 crore, inaugu-
rated two Metro rail lines and
took a 7-minute ride in Metro-7
from the Gundavali station in
Andheri. 

Addressing a rally at the Ban-
dra Kurla Complex (BKC), Modi
said many cities across India are
going to power the growth story
of the country. “Therefore, mak-
ing Mumbai future-ready is one
of the commitments of the dou-

ble-engine government (a term
used for same party at the Centre
and in the state),” he added.

Mumbai will be transformed
in the next few years, he said.

Elections to the Mumbai civic
body are due since April 2022. 

Modi also praised the state
government and said the city
will develop faster under the
leadership of chief minister
Eknath Shinde and deputy CM
Devendra Fadnavis. →P9

PM unveils ₹38k-cr projects in 
Mumbai in civic polls run-up 

After three back-to-back days of cold wave, Delhi finally got 
some relief as the minimum temperature rose to 5.6°C

Min temp in Delhi (°C)
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi is flanked by Maharashtra chief minister Eknath Shinde and deputy 
CM Devendra Fadanavis during a ride on the Mumbai Metro on Thursday. PTI
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was based on biology. 
Researchers from Gero, a

Singapore-based biotech com-
pany, in collaboration with
Roswell Park Comprehensive
Cancer Center, US, used an
index called DOSI, based on
complete blood counts, to
measure the ability of people to
recover from various stresses,
such as illness, strenuous exer-
cises and lack of adequate
sleep. 

Extrapolating their findings
from study subjects, they found
that human body loses its resil-

ience completely at some age
around 120-150. 

The caveat is that these pro-
jections are for individuals
without any major illness. 

The modelling study used a
tool called Bayesian statistics
and a database of individuals in
13 countries to calculate what
the longest individual human
lifespan could be in the year
2100. 

Its calculations were based
in part on the observations that
one’s chances of survival flat-
tens out after a point.

That is to say, a 10-year-old
may have a much higher
chance of surviving another
year than a 90-year-old has of
living to be 91, but the differ-
ence is narrow between people
of very high ages. To illustrate
with an example, the oldest liv-
ing person today, Morera, who
is almost 116, has as much
chance of living to 117 as the
eighth oldest, Japan’s Yasue
Okai, who is 114, has of cele-
brating his 115th birthday,
going by the findings.

At those advanced ages, the

A photo dated Monday and 
posted on the dedicated 
website for the Central Vista 
on Thursday shows final 
touches being applied on the 
new chamber of the Lok Sabha.
The Union ministry of housing 
and urban affairs on Thursday 
published, and later removed, 
the photo of the interiors of 
the new Lok Sabha on the 
website centralvista.gov.in. 
Part of the government’s 
ambitious ₹13,500-crore 
Central Vista Redevelopment 
Project, officials have told HT 
that it may be possible to shift 
to a fully functional new 
Parliament building for the 
second half of the budget 
session, HT reported on 
December 20, 2022.

ageing (and consequently
death) is inevitable, even
though people are living much
longer today than they were a
few centuries earlier.

The projection that the
record of 122 years is set to be
broken came in a study pub-
lished in June 2021, when Tan-
aka was 118 years old and Sister
André had just crossed her
117th birthday. 

Using statistical modelling,
researchers from the Univer-
sity of Washington projected
that it is: 

  Nearly 100% probable that
the record will be broken by
the end of the century; 

  99% probable that someone
or the other will live up to 124;

  68% probable that even the
age of 127 years will  be
breached; but, 

  Only 13% probable that any-
one will live up to 130. 

The last of these projections
need not necessa-
rily be a dampener.
Even if the proba-
bility of living up to
130 is low, the theo-
retically possible
limit is as high as
150 years, accord-
ing to another
study, also pub-
lished in 2021, this

one in Nature Communica-
tions.

The two studies reached
their respective conclusions
using vastly different
approaches. While the one
from Washington University
was statistical, the other one

chance of surviving one more
year is roughly 50:50 whether
the individual is 110 or 115.
Needless to say, it does not
remain 50:50 across longer
periods: if an individual’s prob-
ability of surviving one more
year is 50%, then their proba-
bility of surviving a second year
reduces to 25% (when calcu-
lated today), and so on. Hence
the differences in projections
for someone living up to 122,
124, 127 and 130 years.

The chances of surviving
from one birthday to the next
flatten out to 50:50 at around
age 105, according to an earlier
study, this one published in Sci-
ence in June 2018. It derived its
findings from data on all Italian
individuals aged 105 or more,
and concluded that this pla-
teauing of mortality risk
implies that there is no upper
limit to human longevity. 

That does not by any means
end the debate. In June 2021,
yet another study in Nature
Communications tested the
“invariant rate of ageing”
hypothesis, which essentially
means that the rate of ageing is
more or less constant among
adults of any given species. 

Using the index DOSI to ana-
lyse data from 30 primate spe-
cies, including humans of
diverse populations, the
researchers concluded that the
hypothesis is true. 

The University of Oxford,
whose researchers were part of
this study, summed it up with a
statement: “You cannot live for-
ever: Ageing is unstoppable.” 

Debabrata Mohanty 

letters@hindustantimes.com

BHUBANESWAR: The Orissa
high court has scrapped the
entire winners’ list of the 31st
edition of the Odisha state film
awards, announced in 2019,
after it found that two films
were “scene-by-scene copies” of
a Korean and a Punjabi film.

The reproduction of already
existing work in the two films,
that were to win five prizes
between them, harmed the
integrity of art, the court
observed. 

The Odia State Cine Awards
are handed out by the state cul-
ture department and are the
state-level equivalent of the
National Film Awards.

In 2019, 41 such awards were
announced.

In his order on Thursday,
justice SK Panigrahi said that a
fresh list of nominees should
be published within a month. 

The order came on a petition
of filmmaker Bobby Islam, who
approached the HC in Decem-
ber 2021, alleging that two
movies in the winners’ list —
Khusi and Golmal Love — were
reproductions of Korean film
Hope and Punjabi film Carry on
Jatta, respectively. 

While the 41 awardees were
announced, the high court
stayed the award ceremony two
days before it was scheduled to
be held.

The court, in its order, also
made it clear that both these
films will not be eligible for
fresh nominations. 

“Considering a comparison
of the films (Khusi and Golmal
Love) with the plot and scenes
in the Korean film Hope and
Punjabi film Carry on Jatta;  it
is clear that from the plethora

of facts, circumstances and
stated overlap that the
impugned motion films are
un-credited remakes of the
aforementioned non-Odia
films. These films have been
manipulated slightly to evade
the scanner of an uncanny
resemblance. The content of
the films cannot be called ‘orig-
inal’ with respect to Orissa
Film Award Rules from any
angle of judgement,” the HC
said in its order. 

Calling it a matter of “great
embarrassment”, the HC said,
“The manner in which those
films were considered and
declared the winners of the
prestigious Odia State Cine
Awards is a matter of great
embarrassment and concern
for the Odia cinema and artiste
community.”

In his petition, Islam had
alleged that Khusi and Golmal
Love breached the rules for
entry for the awards under sec-
tion 3(b) of the Orissa State
Awards for Films Rules, 2010 as
they were not original films.
While Khusi won the awards in
best actor, best actress, best
editor and best child artiste cat-
egory, Golmal Love won for
best comedy. 

Islam alleged that like the
Korean film Hope in which the
female protagonist, a young
girl named Hope, gets sexually
abused by a male stranger and
undergoes major surgery,
Khusi released in 2019, is based
on an incident of rape of a
schoolgirl named Khusi that
leaves the victim and her fam-
ily completely shaken. 

Similarly, Golmal Love,
released in 2019, was a frame to
frame remake of 2012 Punjabi
comedy film Carry on Jatta,
Islam said.

HC nullifies winners’ 
list for cine awards 
amid plagiarism row

Kabir Firaque

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The death of
French nun Lucile Randon,
known as Sister André, at age
118 — in fact, 25 days short of
her 119th birthday — has
revived the perennial question:
how long can a person realisti-
cally hope to live? 

Sister André, the oldest liv-
ing person until her death on
Tuesday, held that mantle since
April 19 last year, following the
death of Japan’s Kane Tanaka
at age 119 years and 107 days. It
now passes on to Spain’s Maria
Branyas Morera, whose 116th
birthday falls on March 4.

Tanaka led the second long-
est life on record, behind only
France’s Jeanne Calment, who
was 122 years and 164 days old
when he died on August 4,
1997. Given that the record has
stood for 25 years, is it realistic
to expect that it will
ever be broken?

It apparently is.
Recent research has
projected that it is
near certain that
the record will be
broken during the
current century.
Another study put a
limit to life expect-
ancy at 150 years, but a lot of
things have to work in favour
of a person to live that long.

Other research, meanwhile,
continues to keep the debate
raging. Some findings suggest
there is no upper limit
involved. Others stress that

{ LONGEVITY } 122 YEARS OR 150 YEARS?

A timeless debate: How long can a human live?
Those who have lived the longest

Source: Gerontology Research Group 

116 years, 
54 days 
Age at death of 
Jiroemon Kimura 
(Japan, 1897-2013), 
the oldest male on 
record. None of the 
supercentenarians 
(110+) surviving 
today is male. 

Name  Sex  Death  Age at death 

Jeanne Calment (France) F  August 4, 1997  122 years, 164 days 

Kane Tanaka (Japan)  F  April 19, 2022  119 years, 107 days 

Lucile Randon (France)  F  January 17, 2023  118 years, 340 days 

Nabi Tajima (Japan)  F  April 21, 2018  117 years, 260 days 

Violet Brown (Jamaica)  F  Sep 15, 2017  117 years, 189 days 

Emma Morano-Martinuzzi (Italy)  F  April 15, 2017  117 years, 137 days 

Chiyo Mayako (Japan)  F  July 22, 2018  117 years, 81 days 

Misao Okawa (Japan)  F  April 1, 2015  117 years, 27 days 
Lucile Randon 
(Sister Andre)

Oldest deceased persons 

Name  Residence  Sex  Age on Jan 19, 2023 

Maria Branyas Morera  Spain  F  115 years, 321 days 

Fusa Tatsumi  Japan  F  115 years, 269 days 

Edie Ceccarelli  US  F  114 years, 348 days 

Tomiko Itooka  Japan  F  114 years, 241 days 

Inah Canabarro Lucas  Brazil  F  114 years, 225 days 

Hazel Plummer  US  F  114 years, 214 days 

Kimiko Ono  Japan  F  114 years, 213 days 

Yasue Okai  Japan  F  114 years, 55 days 

Oldest living persons 

Pick Of 
The Day

Inside the new-look Parliament

Soumya Pillai

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: At least 250 fossil-
ised eggs and over 90 nesting
sites of the dinosaur titano-
saurus, dating back about 67
million years, have been discov-
ered in central India by scien-
tists from the Delhi University,
according to experts involved in
the excavation.

The team of scientists, led by
Delhi University’s Harsha Dhi-
man, found a hatchery of 256
eggs and 92 nests of titanosaurs
— the largest dinosaurs to have
ever lived — and apatosaurus at
three sites in Madhya Pradesh
and Gujarat. These sites are
believed to be at least 67 million
years old and some of the larg-
est in the world where fossilised
eggs have been found in such
big numbers.

Guntupalli VR Prasad from
the Delhi University’s depart-
ment of geology, who is also the
co-author of the study, said that
the first site where the eggs were
found was in MP’s Bagh district.
He said that spots of a single egg,
two-to-four eggs and even a large
nest comprising 21 eggs were
found in a 2km radius in the dis-
trict.

“We have found that most of
the eggs are in close proximity
and considering the tall stature
of these dinosaur species, it is

indicative that the parents were
probably unable to take care of
these offsprings,” Prasad said.

He also said that other sites
where these eggs have been
found are between eastern MP’s
Jabalpur, which is located in the
upper Narmada Valley and Guj-
arat’s Balasinor — a span of
about 900km. He said this is the
longest nesting site of dinosaurs
that has been discovered any-
where in the world. Before this,
large dinosaur nesting sites
were found in Argentina, Spain,
China and Romania.

Scientists also said that
another significant discovery at
the site was of a pathologic egg,
which is essentially an egg
which has multiple shells. This
is the first time, according to the
researchers, that a multi-shell
egg of a reptile has been discov-
ered in the world. They said that
this discovery could establish
similarities between birds and
reptiles, and their nesting hab-
its.

“Pathologic eggs are usually
seen in birds, where an egg goes
back into the ovum and another
egg is developed around it. This
usually happens when an ani-
mal is under extreme stress pos-
sibly due to floods, volcanos, cli-
mate changes, etc. This discov-
ery could establish how reptiles
were actually more similar to
birds,” Prasad said. 

{ 256 FOSSILISED EGGS FOUND }

Rare dinosaur fossil
discovery in C India

A three-member panel, headed by former CJI KG 
Balakrishnan, is expected to give its report in another 
six months on whether Scheduled Caste (SC) status 
can be granted to groups that claim to have been 
Dalits in the past but converted to Islam or 
Christianity, the Union government told the Supreme 
Court on Thursday. Solicitor general Tushar Mehta, 
appearing for the Centre, conveyed the tentative 
timeline to a bench, led by justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul, 
which is hearing a batch of petitions that want the 
umbrella of reservation be extended also to Dalit 
Muslims and Christians. Currently, the benefits are 
extended only to people from Hindu, Sikh or 
Buddhist faiths. The court deferred the hearing to 
March 22 after being told that a separate plea 
questioning the validity of the panel is likely to come 
up for a hearing on Monday. HTC

{ MY INDIA } DALITS WHO CONVERTED

Report on SC status 
likely in 6 mths: Govt

With the stalemate over the contentious Sutlej-
Yamuna Link (SYL) canal issue continuing, the 
Haryana government on Thursday told the Supreme 
Court that talks cannot resolve the dispute, and 
pressed for the execution of court orders that 
required Punjab to complete the remaining portion 
of the canal. As a bench led by justice Sanjay Kishan 
Kaul took up the matter, the Haryana government 
submitted that the only way forward seems to be 
issuance of appropriate directives from the top court 
to ascertain a raft of judicial orders starting 2002 can 
be given effect to.  “After this court’s suggestion in 
September last year, there have been several 
meetings... Unfortunately, there have not been any 
progress. No holistic or plausible solution is in sight 
through this process,” senior counsel Shyam Divan, 
appearing for the Haryana submitted. →P10

{ MY INDIA } IN SUPREME COURT

Talks can’t resolve 
SYL issue: Haryana

Alec Baldwin is to be charged with involuntary 
manslaughter over the accidental shooting of a 
cinematographer on the set of the low-budget 
western “Rust,” a prosecutor said Thursday. The film’s 
armorer, who was responsible for the weapon that 
fired the shot that killed Halyna Hutchins, will also be 
charged, New Mexico First Judicial District Attorney 
Mary Carmack-Altwies announced. If convicted, they 
both face up to 18 months in jail and a $5,000 fine. 
“After a thorough review of the evidence and the 
laws of the state of New Mexico, I have determined 
that there is sufficient evidence to file criminal 
charges against Alec Baldwin and other members of 
the ‘Rust’ film crew,” Carmack-Altwies said. “On my 
watch, no one is above the law.” AFP

{ WORLD } IN FILM SET SHOOTING

Alec Baldwin to face 
‘manslaughter’ case

India defeated Wales 4-2 to finish second in Pool D and qualify for 
the crossover match, where they will take on New Zealand, for a place in 
the quarter-final of the FIH Men’s Hockey World Cup on Thursday. India 
took a 2-0 lead through goals from Shamsher Singh (21st) and 
Akashdeep Singh (32nd) before Wales stunned the home team with 
twin strikes in a span of two minutes. Both the Wales goals came from 
penalty corners through Gareth Furlong (42nd) and Jacob Draper (44th) 
as they drew level. Akashdeep came to India’s rescue, scoring a fine field 
goal in the 45th minute before skipper Harmanpreet Singh converted a 
penalty corner in the 59th minute. Both India and England finished with 
seven points each from three games but the latter topped the pool on 
account of batter goal difference. In an earlier Pool D match, England 
beat Spain 4-0. →P20

{ SPORT } HOCKEY WORLD CUP

India beat Wales 4-2, to play 
NZ for spot in quarterfinals

Auditors of car service platform GoMechanic, 
whose founders confessed to “errors in financial 
reporting, had previously identified non-compliance 
with accounting standards that should have raised 
red flags for investors. Following the public 
confession on Wednesday, GoMechanic’s investors, 
who said they were unaware of the deception, 
commissioned a forensic audit of the startup’s 
financial reports by EY. However, statutory audit 
reports filed by the company indicate a history of 
poor financial reporting and weak guardrails in 
internal financial controls. In FY20, PwC’s India 
affiliate, the auditor of GoMechanic’s holding entity 
issued a ‘qualified opinion’, documents accessed by 
Mint from Registrar of Companies (RoC) show. →P17

{ BUSINESS } FISCAL ‘MISREPORTING’

GoMechanic auditors 
had raised red flags
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Harish Chandra was nabbed soon after the incident. HT PHOTO

Soumya Pillai 

letters@hindutantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-
ment’s family welfare department
on Thursday directed the district 
administration and the Depart-
ment of Education (DoE) to submit
plans for the administration of the
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vac-
cine in the Capital, which is 
expected to be launched by the 
Serum Institute of India (SII) by 
April this year, people aware of the
matter said.

A senior official from the family
welfare department said the Delhi
government has already started 
conducting awareness campaigns
for the prevention of cervical can-
cer and the importance of the HPV
vaccine among girl students. How-
ever, the Centre had asked states to

prepare a detailed plan for the 
administration of the HPV vaccine.

“We have now asked district
administrations and the DoE to 
chalk out a plan on how the vac-
cine will be administered once it is
rolled out by the central govern-
ment,” the official said.

Cervical cancer is the second-
most common type of cancer for 
women in the country, and cur-

rently, India is completely depend-
ent on foreign manufacturers for 
the HPV vaccine, each dose of 
which costs ₹4,000.

In September last year, at the
announcement of India’s first 
indigenously developed Quadriva-
lent HPV (qHPV) vaccine against 
cervical cancer, SII’s CEO Adar 
Poonawalla said that each jab is 
likely to be priced between ₹200-
400.

A Delhi government official
said they were working on bridg-
ing the Covid-19 pandemic-in-
duced lag in routine immunisa-
tion. “The progress on routine 
immunisation was hampered 
because the focus was on the man-
agement of Covid, and to ensure 
maximum coverage of Covid vac-
cination. We are catching up now,”
the official said.

Govt tells district admns, DoE 
to prepare for HPV jab roll-out

INDIA DEPENDS ON 
FOREIGN FIRMS 
FOR THE HPV JAB, 
BUT S.I.I. IS LIKELY 
TO LAUNCH AN 
INDIGENOUSLY 
DEVELOPED 
VACCINE IN APRIL

NEW DELHI: The unified MCD is
set to reapply for its open defeca-
tion-free (ODF) certification, offi-
cers aware of the matter said.

An MCD official from the
department of environment
management services (sanita-
tion wing) said the deadline for
the application is January 31.
“The North MCD had ODF+ cer-
tification, while South and East
MCDs had ODF++ certificates.
We were hoping to gain points
on the basis of these certifica-
tions, but the urban affairs min-
istry officials did not agree. We
have to apply from scratch.”HTC

MCD TO APPLY FOR 
‘OPEN-DEFECATION 
FREE’ TAG BY JAN 31

Debashish Karmakar 

letters@hindustantimes.com 

GURUGRAM: A 35-year-old 
woman was allegedly dragged out
of her car and assaulted on the 
MG Road flyover near Guru-
gram’s Sector 17 after she failed to
give way to another car, police 
officers aware of the matter said 
on Thursday. The suspect is yet to
be arrested, they said.

Investigators said the woman,
a manager at a bank near Sikan-
derpur, was on her way to work 
on Wednesday at around 10am 
when the incident occurred. 

An officer associated with the
case said the woman was caught
in a traffic jam before the flyover 
in Sector 17. “She was travelling 

just ahead of the suspect’s car. He
honked several times seeking pas-
sage, but the victim was unable to
move her car out of the way due 
to the traffic congestion,” the offi-
cer said. 

Police said when the traffic
cleared, the woman drove ahead,
but the suspect started trying to 
overtake and intercept her car. 

“After a few failed attempts,
the suspect succeeded in blocking
her on the flyover, where there 
are no CCTV cameras installed. 
He dragged her out of the car and
slapped her multiple times,” the 
officer said.

Police said the woman man-
aged to click a photograph of the
suspect’s car registration num-
ber, but had to go to a hospital in

Sector 25. “The blows were so 
powerful that the left side of her 
face swelled up and she had to 
undergo treatment,” the officer 
said, adding that the hospital 
authorities then informed police.

Officers then contacted the
woman, and based on her com-
plaint, have filed a case at the Sec-
tor 18 police station under various
sections of the Indian Penal Code.

Inspector Haresh Kumar, sta-
tion house officer (SHO) of the 
Sector 18 police station, said it was
a clear case of road rage. “We 
have got the registration number
of the car and will initiate action 
against him,” he said. 

The victim did not respond to
calls and messages seeking her 
comment on the incident. 

GGM woman pulled from car, 
assaulted in road rage incident

Leena Dhankhar 

leena.dhankhar@hindustantimes.com 

GURUGRAM:  A 46-year-old man
died on Thursday after a fire
broke out at his rented flat in
Tata Raisina Residency in Guru-
gram’s Sector 59, fire officials
aware of the matter said. 

Matias Minj, the deceased,
hailed from Beltoli in Jharkhand
and used to work as a driver in
the city, police said. The family
had been living in the apart-
ment, meant for the economi-
cally weaker section (EWS), for
the past four years.

Gulshan Kalra, deputy

director (technical), Haryana
Fire and Emergency Services,
said they received information
about the fire at around 12.25pm,
and three fire tenders were
rushed to the spot. “All safety
equipment were in place and
working condition,” he said. 

Prima facie, according to
police, the fire was triggered by a
short circuit.

Deputy commissioner Nish-
ant Kumar Yadav ordered a mag-
isterial inquiry into the matter.
“We have decided to give a com-
pensation to the family members
for their loss and the damage
caused to their house,” he said. 

Ggm: Man killed after 
blaze in Sector 59 flat

HT Correspondent 

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Pro-“Khalistan”
graffiti appeared in at least 10
locations across west Delhi on
Thursday morning, police offi-
cers said, adding that they have
registered a case in the matter.

Officers said it is not a secu-
rity-related issue, and opined
that it may be an attempt by
Khalistani sympathisers or
banned organisations such as
Sikhs for Justice (SFJ) to try
and grab attention ahead of
Republic Day celebrations. 

The graffiti, painted in both
Gurmukhi and Hindi in areas
such as Vikaspuri, Janakpuri,
Paschim Vihar and Peeragarhi,
was immediately removed, offi-
cers said. Police said some of
the graffiti was spotted by pas-
sersby or residents of these
areas, who alerted police, and
some was found by police offi-
cers on patrolling duty.

“After finding objectionable
graffiti in many parts of west
Delhi, we have registered a case
under Indian Penal Code sec-
tions 153B (imputations, asser-
tions prejudicial to national-in-
tegration) and 120B (criminal
conspiracy). The special cell
will investigate to identify and
nab the persons behind this,”
said a senior police officer.

Delhi Police spokesperson
Suman Nalwa said the perpe-
trators were resorting to such
tactics to get attention.

“Prime facie, it appears that
the graffiti were painted under
cover of darkness. All these
graffiti appeared in deserted
and empty places....SFJ is a
banned organisation. When-
ever they do something, they do
so under some other name…
We will also take action against
persons aiding the perpetra-
tors. They only want to be in
the news with such activities,”
she said. 

Case over ‘Khalistan’ 
graffiti in west Delhi

her, Maliwal said. The man – driv-
ing a white Baleno – rolled down 
the car’s window and asked her to
sit in the car, the DCW chief added.

The man left the spot but
approached her again after a 
while, asking her again to sit in his
car, she said.

“He started making lewd ges-
tures at me. When I approached 
him to reprimand him, he again 
made a vulgar gesture. When I 
tried to catch hold of him, he rolled
up the window and my hand got 

stuck. Knowing fully well, though
he was extremely drunk, he 
pushed the accelerator. I got 
dragged for several metres with 
the car,” she said, adding that the 
man stopped the car after mem-
bers of her team intervened. 
“While on the inspection, a man 
molested me and dragged me with
his car. If the DCW chief isn’t safe 
in Delhi, one can imagine how 
unsafe Delhi is for women,” Mali-
wal said in a video posted on social
media.

Hemani Bhandari

hemani.bhandari@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI:  Delhi Commission 
for Women (DCW) chief Swati 
Maliwal on Thursday alleged that
she was dragged for 10-15 metres 
by a car that was driven by a drunk
man who made lewd gestures at 
her outside the All India Institute 
of Medical Science (AIIMS).

The Delhi Police said the man,
Harish Chandra (47), has been 
arrested and charged with moles-
tation and other offences.

Maliwal said she stepped out on
Wednesday night to assess how 
safe the city was for women, espe-
cially after the Sultanpuri accident
in which a 20-year-old woman 
was dragged by a car for at least 
14km, leading to her death. The 
DCW chief visited several places 
near Kanjhawala, Munirka, 
Mundka and Hauz Khas, inspect-
ing the deployment of police and 
safety measures at bus stops. “I 
wanted to see what a woman 
standing alone at a bus stop has to
face at night,” she said.

When she reached the area
near AIIMS and was standing at a
bus stop on the Ring Road oppo-
site the hospital, a car approached

She said a call was made to the
Delhi Police on 112 and a police 
team reached the spot in a few 
minutes. “The man was inter-
cepted and arrested after some 
time. A complaint has been made
to the police in the matter.”

Deputy commissioner of police
(south) Chandan Chowdhary said
a control room call was received at
3.11am. “The call was made by 
Garuda 1 – a special patrolling 
vehicle in south district – to the 
control room. The patrol vehicle 
had seen the woman on the pave-
ment opposite AIIMS Gate Num-
ber 2 at 3.05am and had stopped to
enquire whether she was in dis-
tress,” Chowdhary said.

Chowdhary said Maliwal was
dragged for “10-15 metres”. She 
said, at 3.12am, the district’s con-
trol room broadcast the message 
about the car. “The offending vehi-
cle was stopped and the driver was
apprehended at 3.34am,” the DCP
said, adding that a medical exami-
nation of the victim and the 
accused was conducted later.

Chowdhary said a case under
sections 323 (punishment for vol-
untarily causing hurt), 341 (pun-
ishment for wrongful restraint), 
354 (assault or criminal force to 

woman with intent to outrage her
modesty) and 509 (intending to 
insult the modesty of any woman)
of the Indian Penal Code, and Sec-
tion 185 of Motor Vehicle Act was 
registered and the accused, a resi-
dent of Sangam Vihar, was 
arrested. 

Chief minister Arvind Kejriwal
cited the incident to ask lieutenant
governor VK Saxena to leave poli-
tics aside and focus on law and 
order in the Capital. “What hap-
pened to the law and order situa-
tion in Delhi? The morale of the 
goons has increased so much that
even the women’s commission 
chairperson is not safe. Only this 
work has been given to LG Sahib 
by the Constitution. LG Sahib is 
requested to leave politics for a few
days and focus on law and order. 
We will fully cooperate with him,”
Kejriwal tweeted in Hindi.

The LG’s office did not respond
to requests for comment.

The National Commission for
Women took cognisance of the 
reports regarding the incident. 
Chairperson Rekha Sharma wrote
to the commissioner of police to 
personally intervene in the matter
and to ensure that strict action was
taken against the accused.

DCW chief molested near 
AIIMS, dragged 15m by car

NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-
ment Directorate of Education
(DoE) has issued an order, stat-
ing that private unaided schools
can only claim reimbursement
for the admission of students
belonging to economically
weaker section (EWS) communi-
ties in pre-primary, primary, and
Class 1 if they have been admit-
ted through an online admission
process as per norms.

Directing private schools to
file reimbursement claims after
correction as per norms, director
(education) Himanshu Gupta
said that in order for the exche-
quer to be utilised in a legal and
just way, private schools will not
be allowed to get the reimburse-
ment if DoE norms are violated.

The order issued on Monday
comes in the wake of a Delhi
high court ruling in December
last year in response to a public
interest litigation (PIL) that chal-
lenged the DoE’s August 2022
guidelines to streamline the
reimbursement process. HTC

REIMBURSEMENT 
FOR EWS ONLY IF 
KIDS ADMITTED AS 
PER NORMS: DOE

HT Correspondent

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi high court
has said that barring a student 
from appearing for the board 
examinations over the non-pay-
ment of fees is a violation of their
fundamental rights, while assert-
ing that education has to essen-
tially be a charitable service.

The court was hearing a plea
by a Class 10 student from the eco-
nomically weaker section (EWS) 
community, studying at a private
unaided school, whose name was
struck off the rolls due to non-pay-
ment of fees. The student sought 
directions to be permitted to sit in
the upcoming Central Board of 
Secondary Education (CBSE) 
board examinations, and said that
not allowing a student to take 
examinations will be an infringe-
ment of his rights, akin to the right
to life.

The petitioner claimed he was

unable to pay his school fees regu-
larly on account of the financial 
losses faced by his father follow-
ing Covid-induced lockdowns.

In a January 17 judgment, jus-
tice Mini Pushkarna said, “Educa-
tion has been held to be essen-
tially a charitable object, a kind of
service to the community… A 
child cannot be made to suffer 
and not be allowed to attend 
classes or barred from taking 
examinations in the middle of an
academic session on the ground 

of non-payment of fees.”
The court added, “Education is

the foundation, which shapes the
future of a child and which in turn
shapes the future of the society in
general. Therefore, not allowing a
student to take examinations, 
especially the Board Examina-
tions, would be infringement of 
the rights of a child akin to Right 
to Life as guaranteed under Arti-
cle 21 of the Constitution of India.”

The counsel for the school con-
tended that a large sum towards 
fees, totalling over ₹3 lakh was 
due and payable, not only by the 
petitioner but also his sister, who
left school in the last academic 
session. It contended that being a
private unaided school, it was not
possible for the school to impart 
education if students do not pay 
their fees regularly.

While taking a sympathetic
and compassionate view in the 
case, the court allowed the stu-
dent to take the board examina-

tions.
The court clarified that even if

the petitioner is unable to pay the
fees, he “certainly does not have a
right to continue education in the
school in question” but he “cannot
be tormented in this manner in 
the middle of the academic ses-
sion”.

“A child’s future cannot be
allowed to be spoiled and blem-
ished by barring him/ her from 
taking examinations, especially at
such a crucial juncture. In the 
context of Indian Society, Class 
10th and Class 12th Board Exami-
nations are vitally important and
critical, having decisive repercus-
sions and bearing on the future of
a student,” the court said.

To balance the interest of both
parties, the court said the peti-
tioner should pay some amount 
towards the fees payable to the 
school, directing him to pay 
₹30,000 to the school within four
weeks.

HC: Can’t bar students from 
exams over fees non-payment

THE COURT NOTED 
THAT CLASS 10 AND 
12 BOARD EXAMS 
ARE CRITICAL, AND 
NOT ALLOWING A 
CHILD TO SIT FOR 
EXAMS IS AN 
INFRINGEMENT OF 
RIGHT TO LIFE
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Capital whitewash

Sanitation workers whitewash paan and gutka-stained 
columns in Connaught Place. After the exercise began on 
Thursday, the New Delhi Traders Association urged the New
Delhi Municipal Council  to also repaint the facade of heritage
buildings in the area before G20 meetings begin in the Capital.

HT PHOTO

NEW DELHI: At least 75 prison-
ers who had almost completed
their sentence were released
from Tihar, Mandoli and Rohini
jails for good conduct on Thurs-
day, officers aware of the matter
said. 

The 75 convicts were
released under Section 432 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure
after Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s message of “Reform,

Perform and Transform”. 
The released convicts include

those who were unable to pay
fines or penalties imposed by
court. 

In a separate matter, Delhi
lieutenant governor (LG) VK
Saxena is likely to remit the sen-
tence of 275 convicts, who are
eligible for remission of their
sentence, ahead of Republic Day
celebrations. HTC

75 prisoners released for 
good conduct in Delhi

Richa Banka

richa.banka@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi high court
on Thursday said that no minor 
victim of sexual assault should be
brought face to face with the per-
petrator in a court, likening the 
situation to revisiting the trauma
for the victim. The court directed
the authorities that the victims 
should either be produced virtu-
ally or be allowed to be repre-
sented by an authorised person.

The court added that hybrid
hearings should be conducted in
bail hearings for the convenience
of both the police and the minor 
victim.

Issuing a slew of guidelines on
court appearances by such 
minors, justice Jasmeet Singh 
that being in the same court with
the accused can have an adverse
impact on the pysche of the child.

While hearing an appeal by an
accused in a case of sexual 
assault of a minor girl, the court 
noted that the psychological 
impact on a victim in a Pocso 
(Protection of Children from Sex-
ual Offences Act, 2012) case being
present in court during the argu-
ments “is grave as there are alle-
gations, accusations, doubting 
the integrity, character, etc. of the
prosecutrix, her family, etc”.

“The presence of the prosecu-
trix victim in court at the time of
arguments, according to me, has

an adverse impact on the psyche
of the prosecutrix. The prosecu-
trix is forced to be present in 
court with the accused, who is 
the same person who has alleg-
edly violated her. It was felt that it
would be in the interest of the vic-
tim that she is not traumatised 
again and again by reliving the 
said incident by being present in
court proceedings,” the court 
said.

“Hybrid form of hearing of bail
applications would suitably 
address the concerns of the vic-
tim while at the same time safe-
guarding the rights of the 
accused. Victim and the accused
shall not come face to face in this
manner and this can prevent the
re-traumatisation of the victim,”
the court said in an order on Jan-
uary 11. The judgment was shared

on the court website on Thurs-
day.

The court said that the victim
can take the assistance of either 
the investigating officer (IO) or a
support person, or the District 
Legal Services Authority (DSLA)
to appear virtually in the court.

The judge also said that if a vic-
tim gives in writing that her 
counsel or parent or guardian or
support person will appear on 
her behalf, and make submis-
sions on the bail application, the
parties should not insist on her 
physical or virtual presence.

The counsel for the accused
and a representative of the legal 
services authority had pointed 
out that many victims in Pocso 
cases were being asked to appear
physically or virtually in court at
the time of hearing on bail appli-
cations.

Advocate Adit S Pujari, the
accused’s lawyer, had contended
that victims were forced to poten-
tially interact with the accused. 
Noting the submissions, the high
court asked the lawyers in the 
case to give suggestive practice 
directions to which the judge 
agreed.

According to new court guide-
lines, whenever a victim comes to
court for a bail hearing, the sup-
port person provided to her 
should be present with her to 
extend necessary psychological 
or logistical support.

The court also clarified that in
cases where both the accused 
and the victims are minor, the 
presence of the victim is not 
required as the considerations for
the grant of bail is not dependent
on the apprehensions of the 
minor victim.

The judge added that after the
bail plea has been disposed of, a 
copy of the order shall be manda-
torily sent to the victim as “this 
becomes important since the vic-
tim’s main concern is her safety 
in case the accused is released on
bail”.

The court also said that judi-
cial officers should be sensitised 
about the need to reduce the 
interface of the victim with the 
accused in court to a bare mini-
mum and to permit her to be rep-
resented through an authorised 
person at the time of hearing of 
bail application.

Issuing directions on the type
of questions to be posed to the 
child victim during the proceed-
ings for grant of bail to the 
accused, the court said, 
“……appropriate questions may 
be put to her to elicit her 
response instead of bluntly ask-
ing her “Do you want bail to be 
given to the accused or not?” 
Questions can be put to her to 
ascertain what her apprehen-
sions and fears are in case the 
accused is granted bail in the 
matter.”

HC: Spare minor assault 
victims trauma in court 

P
Victim and the 
accused shall not 
come face to face... 
this can prevent the 
re-traumatisation 
of the victim
JUSTICE JASMEET SINGH,  
Delhi high court

HT Correspondent

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A 13-year-old girl,
who was allegedly raped and
impregnated by a 23-year-old
man in outer Delhi’s Samaypur
Badli, gave birth to a boy, but the
infant died soon after birth,
police officers aware of the mat-
ter said on Thursday.

Police identified the accused
as Sujeet (single name), adding
that he has been arrested.

According to the girl’s family,
the matter came to light on Jan-
uary 12, when the victim’s
mother saw her daughter’s
stomach protrude. 

“When I asked her, she told
me about the man who raped
her, and said that she was six
months’ pregnant,” the mother
said. The family then took the
girl to hospital, and a medical
examination confirmed that she
was pregnant, following which
the matter was reported to the
police.

According to a senior police
officer associated with the case,
the victim’s family told police
that the girl was taken to hospi-
tal because she had started
bleeding. “The victim said that
the accused gave her something
to eat to abort her pregnancy.
Based on the statement, a case
was registered,” the officer said.

Deputy commissioner of

police (outer-north) Devesh
Mahla said the matter was
reported on January 13 and a
case was registered under sec-
tions 376 (punishment for rape)
and 315 (act done with intent to
prevent a child being born alive)
of the Indian Penal Code and sec-
tion 6 of the Protection of Chil-
dren from Sexual Offences
(Pocso) Act. 

“The accused has been identi-
fied as Sujeet, a resident of Siras-
pur. He was absconding but was
arrested later that day after
police teams conducted raids,”
he said.

According to officers probing
the case, the accused worked as
a driver. Police are still ascer-
taining how he came into con-
tact with the girl.

Police said the girl gave birth
to a boy on Wednesday, but the
infant died soon after birth. The
victim herself is out of danger
but is still hospitalised, the fam-
ily said.

Man rapes 13-yr-old, 
gets her pregnant; 
baby dies after birth

THE MATTER CAME 
TO LIGHT ON JAN 12 
AND A MEDICAL 
EXAM CONFIRMED 
THE GIRL WAS 
PREGNANT. THE 
CHILD WAS BORN 
ON JAN 18 BUT DIED 
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He is silently gazing at… perhaps the traf-
fic on the road. A tree leaf falls on his
shoulder. He continues to be still. Some
might say idle. He blames the season.
Harishchandra stirs less often during the

cold days of Delhi winter.
“Because few people want to get their hazamat

in thandi,” he explains. The elderly gent runs a
shaving stall on central Delhi’s Maharaja Ranjeet
Singh Marg. Unlike most pavement enterprises of
such nature, it has no table and no chair. The client
sits cross-legged on the ground, the seating indi-
cated by an empty gunny sack spread along the
dusty pave. Harishchandra too sits cross-legged,
working up the lather on the man’s face.

This late afternoon, all his tools are lying in a
single small heap: two combs, one scissor, one
razor holder, a shaving brush, and a handheld mir-
ror, currently turned upside down. One half of a
discarded blade is lying forlorn beside a water bot-
tle, perhaps it was used to shave the most recent
customer. “In the months of December and Janu-

ary, I’m able to earn only 100 rupees everyday.” In
summer months, “I earn 150 rupees daily, some-
times even 200 rupees.”

A white horse ambles by the pave, very slowly,
pausing here and there to graze on the grass grow-
ing in random patches. “It belongs to a tanga
walla,” he says. “I know all about this ilaka… I sit
here from morning to evening, watching everyone
and everything.”

Harishchandra arrived in the city from his
native Bulandshahr in UP “so many years ago…
perhaps in 1965.” He moved his stall through vari-
ous locations before settling down at this spot in
2008. “The rickshaw pullers around here are my
regulars… a lot of homeless men too come to me
whenever they want to smoothen up their cheeks.”

Despite his frail figure, Harishchandra com-
mutes daily on a bus from his home in Maujpur,
which he shares with two sons “who have jobs.”
His wife, Asha Rani, died of cancer in 2003. True,
he can stay at home “now when I’m so old,” but he
feels “as long as I’m breathing, I must continue to
work.”

For now, he continues to sit motionless, waiting
for business.

His place in the city
Glimpsing into a citizen’s life
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area,” a DMRC spokesperson
said.

The spokesperson said that in
addition to providing access to
Metro commuters, the subway
will also be open to pedestrians
wanting to cross the highway.

“Since the second phase of
expansion, DMRC has tried to
build such subways as well as
foot-over-bridges, which can

also be used by the general pub-
lic. The Outer Ring Road and the
highway connecting Faridabad
have a number of such facili-
ties,” the spokesperson said.

The Aerocity Metro station is
also set to emerge as a key inter-
link station going ahead as part
of DMRC’s Phase 4, as the
under-construction Silver Line
(Tughlakabad to Aerocity) will

Jasjeev Gandhiok

jasjeev.gandhiok@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation (DMRC) is set
to build a pedestrian subway
connecting the Aerocity Metro
Station with the nearby locality
of Mahipalpur, thereby improv-
ing accessibility to the Capital’s
Indira Gandhi International
(IGI) airport, officials aware of
the matter said on Thursday.

This subway, the officials
said, will pass under the busy
Mahipalpur flyover on NH48,
and will be 270m long. However,
no timeline has so far been set
for its completion.

Currently, the Delhi Aerocity
station is an important station
on the Airport Express Line,
providing direct connectivity
moving ahead to the Delhi air-
port, as well access to the Aeroc-
ity locality. However, people liv-
ing in hotels in Mahipalpur are
forced to cross the busy NH-48
to cover the 400m-odd distance
to the Metro station. “Therefore,
this subway will be a major
infrastructural boost for the

terminate here. 
A provision has also been

kept to connect the subway with
a proposed Regional Rapid
Transit System (RRTS) station at
Delhi Aerocity, which may cre-
ate a triple-interchange in the
area in the future.

“In the future, the station will
also have the provision of being
turned into a triple interchange,
as the National Capital Region
Transport Corporation (NCRTC)
will also have interchange facili-
ties at Delhi Aerocity for its pro-
posed corridor to Alwar,” said
Anuj Dayal, principal executive
director, corporate communica-
tions, DMRC.

DMRC said the civil contract
for the interchange Silver Line
station has already been
awarded, and the Metro corridor
is expected to be completed by
September 2025.

Earlier this month, DMRC
had opened a 130-metre long
underground pedestrian sub-
way, connecting the arrivals ter-
minal at T-1 of IGI airport with
the Terminal 1-IGI Airport Metro
station on the Magenta Line.

Upcoming subway to cross NH-48, 
link Aerocity Metro stn, Mahipalpur

Delhi Aerocity Station

Subway 
entry/exit

Airport Line

NH-48

Subway 
entry/exit

Silver Line 
(upcoming)

Subway to 
be open 
for general 
public

Provision to 
connect with a 
future RRTS 
station also kept 

Aerocity to emerge as key 
interchange station, 
connecting Airport Express 
Line with Silver Line  
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NEW DELHI: The MCD House
meeting scheduled to be held on
January 24 is expected to be
stormy as all the issues that led
to the chaos in the first meeting
on January 4 continue to per-
sist.

The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP),
which has 134 councillors in the
250-member House, had
objected to the appointment of a
BJP councillor as the presiding
officer. It had also alleged that
the officer was pushing the
swearing-in of the nominated
aldermen before the councillors
to get them to vote in the may-
oral polls.

Senior civic officials on
Thursday confirmed that Satya
Sharma, who was nominated by
the lieutenant governor, will
preside over the January 26
meeting as well. They added
that it is the presiding officer’s
prerogative to decide who will
take oath first.

“Her appointment was not
specific to the January 6 date,
and she has already taken oath
as the councillor. Sharma will
be chairing the meeting next
Tuesday,” an MCD official said.

As of Thursday, both the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
and AAP remained firm on their
stated positions, indicating

another stormy session.
While BJP MLA Vijender

Gupta on Thursday demanded
that deputy CM Manish Sisodia
give an assurance that the AAP
councillors will allow peaceful
conduct of the House proceed-
ings on 24th January, Sisodia
responded that the BJP must
ensure that Constitutional
norms are followed. 

“However, if they break the
norms, my party’s councillors
will not allow the BJP to do so,”
Sisodia said. 

BJP spokesperson Prem
Shankar Kapoor said that the
mayoral elections may be
delayed once again on January
24. “The AAP should under-
stand that both elected and
nominated members constitute
the MCD House. If they thought
the appointments of the alder-
men was illegal, the AAP should
have challenged it in the court.
We will insist that the aldermen
are allowed to take oath,” he
added. 

 Former Leader of the opposi-
tion in South MCD and second 
time AAP councillor Prem Chau-
han said, “If the nominated mem-
bers will not vote in mayor elec-
tions, then why can’t they take 
oath after the elected members. 
We can’t go back on this demand.
Why is BJP insisting on them tak-
ing oath first. It clearly shows 
their ill intentions,” Chauhan. 

Chaos likely at 
MCD meet as 
tussle goes on 

HT Correspondent 

htreporters@hindustantimes.com 

NEW DELHI: The police on
Thursday said they arrested two
men, including a disabled per-
son, for allegedly abducting a
40-year-old woman from Delhi
and killing her in UP’s Buland-
shahr 10 months ago — a crime
that remained undetected until
their arrest on Monday during a
vehicle checking drive. The two
were caught with a country-
made pistol, which they had

used to murder the woman, the
police said. 

Deputy commissioner of
police (north) Sagar Singh Kalsi
said the two suspects, 50-year-
old Shakir Ali, who also used a
pseudo name, Rajesh, Moham-
mad Faiz alias Faizan, 22, had
planned and executed the
woman’s killing in order to grab
her properties in Delhi and
Uttar Pradesh. Both arrested
men were found to be involved
in at least three criminal cases,
the DCP said. 

Two kill woman to 
grab property, held

Alok KN Mishra 

alok.mishra1@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The petitions com-
mittee of the Delhi assembly 
tabled two reports in the House 
on Thursday, and recommended
to the President and Union minis-
try of home affairs to take appro-
priate action against Delhi’s lieu-
tenant governor and the chief sec-
retary for “creating an 
atmosphere of fear among the 
departments of the Delhi govern-
ment and preventing officers 
from performing their duties”.

The reports, copies of which
HT has seen, have also urged 
action against director, social wel-
fare; secretary, health and princi-
pal secretary finance for “wilful 
delay” in executing government 
projects.

AAP MLAs also held a protest
in the Delhi assembly premises 
on Thursday, demanding the sus-
pension of the chief secretary and
the secretaries of the health and 
finance departments for allegedly
sabotaging the works of Delhi 
government at the behest of Lieu-
tenant Governor VK Saxena.

The LG office and the chief sec-
retary did not respond to request
for comment.

Petitions committee chairman
Akhilesh Pati Tripathi tabled the 
two reports --- “Abrupt stoppage 
of pensions of old age citizens in 

Delhi”, and “Conspiracy of offi-
cials to sabotage the functioning 
of Mohalla Clinics at the behest of
LG of Delhi”. The reports were 
later adopted by the House.

The AAP leaders have alleged
that services in Mohalla Clinics 
were being sabotaged and the dis-
bursal of old-age pension to over
4.1 lakh beneficiaries was dis-
rupted under an alleged “conspir-

acy to turn people against the 
AAP ahead of the December 4 
MCD polls”.

According to the reports, the
committee received multiple rep-
resentations from people and 
examined the issues between 
December 12, 2022 to January 17,
2023. The House panel also ques-
tioned the officials concerned and
recorded their depositions during

the course of examining the 
issues, the reports said.

Tripathi said, “LG had
directed officials to halt all gov-
ernment operations in the city.
Being aware of the fact that the
people of Delhi had rejected
them, the BJP used the LG to
threaten officials and halt pen-
sions of those who rely on it for
their daily sustenance. The
finance secretary, the social
welfare secretary and director
of social welfare department
were found to have deliberately
delayed the release of pensions,
citing the need to improve the
system, while causing immense
hardship to the vulnerable eld-
erly population.”

The government pays ₹2,000
pension to those aged below 70 
years, and ₹2,500 to those older 
than 70 years.

According to the reports, the
committee has asked chief secre-
tary Naresh Kumar to take action
against social welfare director. 
However, during questioning by 
the committee, the chief secretary
denied the suggestion that he was
arm twisting officers to create 
hurdles in functioning of the wel-
fare schemes of the government,
the reports said. 

None of the officials named in
the report on pensions were avail-
able for comment despite 
repeated attempts by HT.

In the Mohalla Clinics report,
the committee has recommended
to the chief secretary to take 
action against health secretary 
Amit Singhla and principal secre-
tary (finance) Ashish Chandra 
Verma for “wilfully causing delay”
in processing files and release of 
funds for clinic services and pay-
ing remuneration to the doctors. 

None of the officials named in
the report were available for a 
comment. 

AAP MLA Saurabh Bhardwaj,
who is a member of the commit-
tee, said “A few months before the
MCD elections, salaries of the 
doctors and nursing staff of the 
Mohalla Clinics were stopped. 
Funds for free tests were also dis-
continued,” Bharadwaj said the 
health department had unspent 
funds of ₹70 crore, yet it did not 
release money for salaries. 

The committee has also rec-
ommended to the Delhi
assemby to allow live telecast of
committees’ proceedings and
uploading of videos for greater
transparency.

Delhi BJP spokesperson Prav-
een Shankar Kapoor said that 
there is nothing new in the peti-
tions committee report. The AAP
government called this assembly
session to pass resolutions 
against the LG and the chief sec-
retary who have stopped their 
anarchic agenda.

House panel urges Prez for 
action against LG, chief secy

AAP MLAs protest against Delhi lieutenant governor Vinai 
Kumar Saxena in Delhi assembly on Thursday. PTI
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NEW DELHI: The murder of
32-year-old transperson Sakir
Hussain alias Pinki, whose body
was found with multiple stab
wounds in a subway in west
Delhi’s Rajouri Garden on Mon-
day, was executed by three con-
tract killers, including a 17-year-
old boy, for ₹50,000 at the behest
of another transperson over per-
sonal enmity, police said on
Thursday. Apart from appre-
hending the three alleged con-
tract killers, police said they also
arrested Bharat Chawla alias
Charu, a 41-year-old transperson
who planned the killing. 

The suspects, Krishan (26),
Vicky (22), and the minor, mur-
dered Pinki on January 13 , said
police officers. The subway near
Metro Pillar 152 on Ring Road in
Rajouri Garden is not in use,
which is why the suspects chose
it as the place where they mur-
dered Pinki, said deputy com-
missioner of police (west) Ghan-
shyam Bansal. 

The body was discovered as
part of security drills in the
run-up to the Republic Day cele-
brations by a police patrol team.

TRANSPERSON 
KILLED IN SUBWAY 
OVER PERSONAL 
ENMITY: POLICE

NEW DELHI: The Delhi Police on
Thursday said they have
arrested three people and have
busted an interstate syndicate
trafficking weapons.

The arrested men were identi-
fied as Jafar Ali Khan (28),
Dinesh alias Chhanga (24) and
Harender Kumar (30). The
police said Khan is a habitual
criminal and was arrested from
near the Mahipalpur bypass
with one pistol. His interroga-
tion revealed that he had pro-
cured the weapon from Dinesh,
who is a supplier of illegal fire-
arms, said deputy commissioner
of police (southwest) Manoj C.

“Accordingly, raids were con-
ducted and Dinesh was arrested
from Aligarh in Uttar Pradesh.
Dinesh’s interrogation revealed
that he sourced such weapons
from Harender Kumar, who is a
prominent firearms dealer and
previously arrested in Delhi, the
DCP said. HTC

POLICE BUST GANG 
FOR TRAFFICKING 
WEAPONS ACROSS 
STATES, 3 HELD

HT Correspondent 

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi assembly
on Thursday approved a supple-
mentary grant of ₹1,028 crore for
the Delhi Jal Board and cleaning
of the Yamuna.

Placing the Supplementary
Demand For Grants before the 
House, deputy chief minister 
Manish Sisodia said: “The lieu-
tenant governor made every pos-
sible effort to stop the cleaning of
the Yamuna by putting pressure
on the officers. Despite the 
approval of the budget from the 

House, the funds to Delhi Jal 
Board were stopped.No matter 
how hard BJP and LG try, the 
Delhi government will not stop 
the work of Delhiites,” he said.

A Raj Niwas official, however,
termed Sisodia’s claims “blatant
lies”.

“The statements of deputy CM
are nothing but habitual blatant
lies aimed at protecting his gov-
ernment’s abject incompetence 
and failure, now that the NGT 
has exposed their contemptuous
neglect of the Supreme Court and
Yamuna. The current LG took 
over seven months ago, and has 

since then taken concrete steps 
that have visibly showing results
in Najafgarh drain and the 
Yamuna. The deputy CM should
have cited specific instances of 
LG stopping works of Yamuna 
cleaning. But, he did not, because
nothing of this sort happened. He
is lying through the teeth bla-
tantly to cover his failure, which
is their characteristic style. The 
deputy CM should do better,” the
Raj Niwas official said.

The Delhi assembly also
approved additional grants of 
₹100 crore for roadworks under 
the Mukhyamantri Sadak Yojana.

Govt approves ₹1,028 crore for 
cleaning Yamuna, water utility 

HT Correspondent 

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Aam Aadmi Party 
(AAP) legislators on Thursday 
demanded capital punishment 
for the accused in the Sultanpuri
hit-and-drag case during a dis-
cussion over the allegedly deteri-
orating law and order situation 
in the capital.

A 20-year-old woman was hit
by a car and then dragged under-
neath the vehicle for over 14 kilo-
metres on January 1 in the Sul-
tanpuri area. 

The legislators also criticised
the lieutenant governor (LG) 
over what they described as ris-
ing crime rate in Delhi. Law and
public order in Delhi comes 
under the LG. 

The short-duration discussion
was initiated by Madan Lal, AAP
MLA  from Kasturba Nagar. Leg-
islators Durgesh Pathak, Rituraj
Govind, Jarnail Singh and others
participated in it, and environ-

ment minister Gopal Rai during
the course of the deliberations, 
said that the powers of the 
elected government in Delhi 
have been compromised. 

“The Delhi Police remained a
mute spectator and even tried to
protect the accused of the 
Kanjhawla case and the home 
ministry was forced to move only
after people raised their 
voice,” Rai said. 

Legislator Madan Lal said, “All
efforts are being made to hamper
the functioning of the AAP gov-
ernment. The LG is not handling
the police properly. The culprits
in the Sultanpuri case should be
given capital punishment.” 

The LG office and the Delhi
Police did not comment on the 
allegations made in the House. 

Delhi BJP spokesperson Prav-
een Shankar Kapoor said the 
AAP leaders are scared of LG 
because he has exposed the cor-
ruption in the Kejriwal govern-
ment.

AAP MLAs want 
death for accused 
in Sultanpuri case

Environment minister Gopal Rai speaks during a debate on law 
and order situation in the city. ANI

HT Correspondent

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Delhi high court
on Thursday dismissed a peti-
tion by Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
legislator Amanatullah Khan,
challenging the tag of “bad char-
acter” given to him by the Delhi
Police.

Justice Sudhir Kumar Jain,
while pronouncing the verdict,
said the concerned deputy com-
missioner of police has given
reasons in support of the action
against the MLA as per law. The
judge, however, granted Khan
the liberty to approach the Delhi
Police with a representation.

According to the police, a per-
son who has involvement in sev-
eral cases, including that of mur-
der and attempts to murder, and
can disturb peace in an area, is
declared a “bad character”.

A proposal for declaring
Khan, the Okhla legislator, as a
“bad character” was sent to sen-
ior officers on March 28, 2022 by
the Jamia Nagar police station,
noting that 18 first information
reports (FIRs) have been regis-
tered against him. The proposal
was approved on March 30,
2022.

Khan’s lawyer has said that
the authorities “acted in abso-
lutely malafide manner” and
claimed the replica of the history
sheet, which is a confidential
document, was shared on social
media by a spokesperson for a
rival political party to “malign”
his image.

The police, meanwhile,
argued that due procedure was
followed and  “sufficient mate-
rial” was not placed before the
court to prove malafide intent on
their part.

AAP MLA plea on ‘bad 
character’ tag rejected
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U.P. Projects Corporation Ltd.
(ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company)

K-2, Sector-116, Noida
Notice No.: 55/PCL/GM/Zone-6/Noida/2022-23, Dated 18.01.2023

Tender Notice
On behalf of UPPCL e-tenders are invited on percentage rate under
two bid system from eligible contractors/firms registered in U.P.
Projects Corporation Ltd. for the Construction Work of Collectorate
Parisar at Malkhana Sadar Office District Muzaffarnagar,
Uttar Pradesh. Details can be download from the website
“etender.up.nic.in” & UPPCL website www.uprojects.org.

General Manager
Zone-6, UPPCL, Noida

{Friday} SCAN THE CODE
TO BOOK YOUR
ADS ONLINE→

www.htclassifieds.com

READYMADE
GARMENTS I, RAHUL Jain S/o. Lt. Sh. Chakresh

Kumar Jain R/o. H.No. 70, 3rd Floor,
Guru Ram Dass Nagar, Laxmi Nagar,
Delhi - 92 have changed my name to
Rahul Kumar Jain

I,SANDEEP KUMAR S/O Ramji Dass
R/O C-20, Milap Nagar Uttam Nagar,
New Delhi- 110059, have changed my
name to Sandeep Garg for all future
Purposes

I, SUMAN Kumari alias Suman Sinha
D/o Arvind Shriwastav , W/o Abhijeet
Kumar Sinha, residing at L-1st 2870,
Gali No 31/5 , Sangam Vihar Deoli,
New Delhi, Delhi - 110062, changed
my name to Suman Sinha for
all purposes in future.

I, MUKESH Kumar, S/o Chiranji Lal,
R/o L-228, Shastri Nagar, Delhi-52,
declare that my name is wrongly
written as Mukesh Kumar Gupta in
my Passport. My Correct and Actual
name is Mukesh Kumar as per my
all id Proof. both are same and one
person, shall henceforth be known
as Mukesh Kumar for all purposes

I, SHREYA Sood S/O Mr Vijay Kumar
Sood born on 20 December 1987,
residing at Flat No 602, Kalypso
Court 6, Jaypee Greens Wishtown,
Sector 128, Gautam Buddha Nagar,
Noida, UP- 201304 have changed my
name to Shrey Sood vide affidavit no
IN-DL47541143118398V dated
14 January 2023 at Delhi

I, BIRESHWAR Choudhary No-
14822968H Rank-LNK S/o Rajeshwar
Chaudhary R/o–Flat No-65 B block
Pkt-7, Nasirpur, Dwarka Phase-1,
Dabri, South West Delhi, Delhi-
110045, have change my wife name
from Archana Devi to Archana
Chaudhary vide affidavit no- IN-
DL47551996973259V Dt 14/01/2023.

I ROBIDA Naaz D/o Shahid Hussain
W/o Vivek Mishra R/o GA-113- A, Pul
Pehlad Pur, Gupta Colony, Badarpur,
Jaitpur, New Delhi- 110044 I have
changed my name to Namita and
also changed my religion from Islam
to Hinduism w.e.f. 24/07/2018
for all future purposes.

I, SUNNY Mahendru S/o Shri Dharmpal
R/o RZ-112, Block - A, Nursingh
Garden, Khyala, Tilak Nagar, New
Delhi - 110018 have changed my
name to Sunny for all future
purposes

I, TAHIR Khan Malik S/o Jan Mohd R/o
D-33, Shaheed Nagar, Chikamberpur,
Ghaziabad (U.P) 201006 my father's
name is wrongly mentioned in my
passport Jaan Mohammad.The actual
name of my father is Jan Mohd.

I, SHABNAM Bano W/o Hakimullah R/o
C-214/10,Gali No.6, Seelampur,Bhajan-
pura, Delhi-53 affirm that Shabnam,
Shabnam Begam and Shabnam Bano
all names are mine. In future I will
be known as Shabnam Bano.

I, GOURAV Jha alias Gourav S/o Sanjay
Jha , residing at 17/5 Fruit Garden,
NH 5 NIT Faridabad Haryana -
121001, changed my name to Gourav
Jha for all purposes in future.

I, VIJAY Kumar S/o Udai Bhan R/o H.
No. J-113, Sector - 10, DLF Faridabad
have lost my original Sale Deed
Document No. 3529, dated
02.06.1997 in favour of Udai Bhan
S/o Gaya Lal, Sale Deed Document
No. 3758, dated 06.06.1997 in favour
of Shakuntala Devi W/o Udai Bhan,
Sale DeedDocument No. 2449 dated
08.07.1994 in favour of Sunita Boora
W/o OP Boora, GPA Document No.
3167 dated 16.02.1994 in favour of
Narender Singh S/o Devraj Girdhar.
Finder may contact above address

I, SANJAY Tyagi, Director DYPL S/o
Late Sh. Dev Dutt Tyagi R/o EW-2,
Mianwali Nagar Paschim Vihar, New
Delhi - 110087 have lost Sale Deed
Page No. 4,Dated 16-12-1999
executed by UPAVP in favour of
Mr. Mahipal Singh & Mrs. Mithlesh in
respect of the Property in name of
Dev Yash Projects and infrastrcture
Pvt Ltd EW-2, Mianwali Nagar,
Paschim Vihar New Delhi. The said
Deed is Duly Registered with the
office of concerned sub registrar of
assurances, As Document No. 8727 /
8728, Vol No. 4135 / 4301 on Page
No. 1029 / 1046 in Addl Book No.-1,
on 16/12/1999, During the course of
photocopy a Page having Serial
No.-4, Misplace from the Sale Deed
Document Bunch and not Traceable.
Finder may please contact at above
address or Mob No. 9870655302

THIS IS to bring to your kind notice
that, Hardeep Singh Kohli, s/o Late
Nanak Singh Kohli, r/o M-136, Greater
Kailash Part-II New Delhi, our
property documents including the
Agreement executed between DLF
and Kavita Sawhney, are missing. If
found kindly contact on 9811260743.

I HAVE lost my original Diploma ( Tools
and Die Making), passed in year 2012
with serial no. 6846 and roll No.
286308 issued by Board of Technical
Education , Delhi, Name – Ankit
Panchal. If found please inform on
98108-70207.

I, ANKIT s/o Bhawani Shanker residing
at H. No. 2749, Sector 46 Gurgaon,
Haryana have changed my name and
shall hereafter be known as Ankit
Goyal, for all future purposes.

I, ARPIT s/o Bhawani Shanker residing
at H. No. 2749, Sector 46 Gurgaon,
Haryana have changed my name and
shall hereafter be known as Arpit
Goyal, for all future purposes.

I, RAMA Shanker Gupta S/o Sh.
Mahadev Gupta R/o H No. A-214, Gali
No. 5, Kabir Nagar Shahdara, Delhi-
94 declare that Rama Shanker Gupta
and Rama Shanker are same & one
person for all purposes.

I, HARISH Chand S/o Late Shri
Kirorimal R/o EB-202 G-8 Area Maya
Enclave, Hari Nagar South West
Delhi-110064, I have changed my
name from Harish Chand to Harish
Chand Garg for all future purpose

I, SARITA Rani D/o Sh. Gopal Dass
Disarwani R/o AF-66C, Shalimar
Bagh, Delhi - 110088 have changed
my name to Sarita Disarwani for all
future purposes.

I, VINITA Malik W/o Sh. Neeraj Malik
R/o Flat No.304, Park Tower Mapsko
Royale Village, Sector-82, Gurugram,
Haryana have changed my name
from Vinita Dawar Malik to Vinita
Malik for all future purposes.

I, ANU W/o Sh. Abhishek Singhal R/o
123, State Bank Colony, G.T. Karnal
Road, Delhi - 110009 have changed
my name to Anu Singhal for
all future purposes

I, ANITA Singh W/O Rajesh Kumar
Singh R/o H.No. 401, Prateek Kunj,
Sector-21C-111 NSSO GH-11,
Faridabad, Haryana have changed
my name from Anita Chhedi Singh to
Anita Singh for all future purposes.

I DINESH Kant Singal S/O Om Prakash
Singal R/O 53 Kapil Vihar Pitampura
Delhi 34 Have Changed My Name To
Dinesh Singal For All Purposes.

I , Rahul Udainia S/o Shri Rakesh
Udainiya, R/o 56, Vijay Nagar,
Orai, Distt.- Jalaun, U.P.- 285001,
have changed my name to Rahul
Udainiya for all purposes.

I, KAUSHAL Kumar S/o Shri Ravinder
Kumar R/o House No.530, Sector-21A
Faridabad, Haryana have changed
my minor daughter's name from
Leeyana Sah to Leeyana Shah for all
future purposes.

I, RAJESH Sharma S/O Mohan Chandra
Sharma, R/o C-701 Mahavir Sadhana
CHS, Sector-14, Sanpada, Navi
Mumbai, Maharashtra-400705,
have changed my name and shall
hereafter be Known as Rajesh Joshi.

I RAJNI/ Rajnee W/O, Sudhir Kumar
R/o 69,sreshtha Vihar, delhi-110092
have changed my name to Rajni
Gupta for all purposes.

I, AMARJEET w/o Munish Kumar R/o
Metro Appartment No. 43-A, Second
Floor, Jahangir Puri, Delhi - 110033,
have changed my name from Sonia
to Amarjeet.

I, POOJA Sharma W/o Mr. Aasutosh
Sharma R/o Flat No. C, Tower-24 N,
Central Park Resorts, Sohna Road,
Sector-48, South City-II, Gurgaon,
Haryana-122018 have changed my
name from Pooja Sharma to Pujha
Sharma for all future purposes.

I, EKTA W/o Mr. Sunny R/o RZ - 112,
Block-A, Nursingh Garden, Khyala,
Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018 have
changed my name to Ekta Mahendru
for all future purposes

PORSCHE CAYENNE S. Petrol. Regd
Nov 2013. White with panoramic
sunroof. Fully loaded. Rear seat
entertainment. Done 79000 KM.
Owner 9810011187

VVIP NUMBER more than brand new
2020 HTK plus manual Kia done
5000km silver grey scratchless supe-
rb mint absolutely original condition
Puneet, D 903 NFC 9810423456

AUDI A6 2013 March Diesel Second
Owner 1,13 lakhs, extremely well
kept, fully insured, LCD screens,
Sun Roof, Delhi number. 8 lakhs.
owner 9810417610

INVESTORS REQUIRED for Food
Truck Rental Business & A Retail
Showroom. Financially Sound Only.
Contact 6397143296

I, SUB Jagjeet Singh R/o Vill- Makkar,
Post- Karer, Teh- Barsar, Dist-
Hamirpur, Hp-174311 Have Changed
My Son’s Name From Rohit Thakur to
Piyush Thakur for All Future Purpose
Vide Affidavit Before Notary Public
Delhi Dated-17-01-2023.

I, NEHA Bahl W/o Siddharth Bhatli
R/o M-150, Ground Floor Blossoms 2,
Sector-51, Mayfield Garden, Islampur
(97), Gurugram, Haryana have
changed my name from Neha Bahl to
Neha Bhatli for all future purposes.

TENDER NOTICE

LOST & FOUND

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME CHANGE OF NAME

BUSINESS

AUTOMOBILES

IMPORTED CARS

OTHERS

MERCEDES/
BMW/AUDI

BUSINESS OFFER

PUNJAB STATE TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LIMITED
Corporate Identity No.: U4010PB2010SGC033814, www.pstcl.org
O/o SE/TS (D), Telefax: 0175-2207774, Email: se-trd@pstcl.org

NOTICE INVITING E-TENDER

Type of tender/TE No. Open tender/STQ-2062
Name of complete address of office giving
tender

The Chief Engineer/TS, 3rd Floor, Shakti
Sadan, PSTCL, Patiala

Scope of work SPECIFICATION FOR DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, TESTING & SUPPLY
OF Line Hardware Fittings for 132kV & 220kV Transmission Lines

Starting date of downloading Date of Publication
Last date of downloading 21.02.2023 at 1100 Hrs.
Last date/time for bid submission 21.02.2023 at 1100 Hrs.
Date/time for opening of bids 23.02.2023 at 1100 Hrs.
Detailed NIT/Specification may be downloaded from PSTCL E-Tendering website http://
eproc.punjab.gov.in.nicgep/app Corrigendum if any, will not be published in newspapers. As
such the website may be visited regularly for updates. Sd/-
20556 Dy. CE/TS (Design), PSTCL, Patiala
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testing against the now-repealed 
farm laws. Mishra said it was a 
case of cross-FIR as farmers 
attacked his car and even killed 
two occupants.

“If this court rejects bail, we
have serious doubts they (accused)
will be given bail. The accused 
may be languishing in jail,” said a 

The Supreme Court adjourned 
the case for January 24.

PM Narendra Modi

Ashish Mishra

and in the state),” he added.
“The development of a city is

possible when there is govern-
ment (in the state) committed
for the development. The role of
local bodies in the development
of Mumbai is huge,” he said.
“There is no dearth of budget,
just the money for the develop-
ment of Mumbai should be spent
at the right place.” 

“If that money is used for cor-
ruption, then how will the future
of Mumbai be bright?” Modi said
in a veiled attack on Uddhav
Thackeray-led Shiv Sena that

Vijay Swaroop

vswaroop@hindustantimes.com

PATNA: Bihar chief minister Nit-
ish Kumar on Thursday down-
played the mega rally organised
by his Telangana counterpart K
Chandrashekar Rao-led Bharat
Rashtra Samithi (BRS) that
brought together several promi-
nent opposition leaders, calling
it a “party meeting”.

Amid speculations that the
Bihar CM was not invited to the
rally hosted by Rao at Kham-
mam in Telangana on Wednes-
day, Kumar told reporters on
Thursday: “I didn’t know about
a rally being held by KCR. I was
busy with some other work.
Those who were invited to his
party’s rally must have gone
there.” He added: “It was a rally
of the party and some people
were invited.” 

NITISH DOWNPLAYS 
KCR RALLY, CALLS IT 
A PARTY MEETING

Sachin Saini

letters@hindustantimes.com

JAIPUR: Congress leader Sachin
Pilot on Thursday fired a fresh
salvo at Rajasthan chief minister
Ashok Gehlot as he sought to
know why no action was taken
by the government against the
previous Bharatiya Janata Party
regime for alleged corruption.

It was for the fourth day in a
row that the former deputy chief
minister attacked his own party-
led government, amid his ongo-
ing power tussle with Gehlot.
Earlier, he cornered the govern-
ment over a string of paper leak
cases and political appointments
of bureaucrats.

Pilot alleged that when he was
the state party chief from 2013 to
2018 and the Congress was in the
opposition in the state, the party

had exposed the corrupt activi-
ties of the then BJP government
led by Vasundhara Raje. How-
ever, no action has been taken
against the BJP leaders by the
Congress government, he said.

“I do not want to work with
vendetta but we have to take
action against those whose cor-
ruption was exposed by us. We
had constantly challenged the
then Raje government and said
we will expose their wrong
deeds and corruption. We had
promised that after coming to
power, an investigation into the
scams will be done and the guilty
will be punished...,” he told a
gathering at the Kisan Samme-
lan in Sadri area of Pali district.

“Four years of the government
have passed and just 11 months
are left, I hope that action will be
taken,” he added. 

Why no action against 
Raje govt for graft: Pilot

ruled the civic body.
“Uninterrupted growth and

development is possible only if
the civic body is governed by the
party that is in power in the state
and at the Centre,” he added. 

Elections to the Mumbai civic
body are due since April 2022. 

Modi praised the state govern-
ment and said the city will
develop faster under the leader-
ship of CM Eknath Shinde and
his deputy Devendra Fadnavis. 

Reacting on the PM’s visit,
Shiv Sena (UBT) MP Vinayak
Raut said: “CM Eknath Shinde
and his deputy Devendra Fadna-
vis, after realising they are fall-
ing short to fight against Uddhav
Thackeray, had to take help of
PM Modi. PM’s Mumbai visit is
nothing more than that.”

Among the projects launched
by the PM, include ₹1,813 crore
makeover of the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj Terminus and
six sewage treatment plants at
the cost of ₹17,182 crore. 

Surendra P Gangan 

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: For uninterrupted
growth and development of
Mumbai, its civic body should be
governed by the party that is in
power both in Maharashtra and
at the Centre, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said on Thurs-
day, adding that there was no
dearth of budget for the city.

During his three-hour stay in
the city, Modi launched develop-
ment projects worth ₹38,000
crore, inaugurated two Metro
rail lines and took a 7-minute
ride in Metro-7 from the Gun-
davali station in Andheri.

Addressing a rally at the Ban-
dra Kurla Complex (BKC), Modi
said many cities across India are
going to power the growth story
of the country. “Therefore, mak-
ing Mumbai future-ready is one
of the commitments of the dou-
ble-engine government (a term
used for same party at the Centre

{ MUMBAI INFRA PROJECTS UNVEILED }  

PM: Making Mumbai 
future-ready our goal

cerned judicial magistrate. If the 
executor of the will becomes ter-
minally ill and goes through pro-
longed medical treatment with no
hope of recovery, the doctor has 
to constitute a board consisting of
experts of general medicine, car-
diology, neurology, nephrology, 
psychiatry or oncology with expe-
rience in critical care on the 
request of family members.

After the certification of the
first medical board, the district 
collector concerned constitutes 
another board of medical experts.
Following the consent of the sec-
ond medical board, the last call is
taken by the magistrate. If the 
hospital’s medical board denies 
permission to withdraw medical
treatment, the family members of

seem to be in a hurry to take away
someone’s life. But we want 
proper checks and safeguards in 
place,” he said. 

At this point, the bench said
that the petitioners and the gov-
ernment do not seem to on the 
same page. “The government, by
way of an affidavit in these pro-
ceedings, took a stand years ago 
that it does not want a law. Five 
years on, it is still telling us the 
same thing. We are getting kind of
contrary signals as you two argue.
Why don’t you give to us a joint 
compilation of guidelines?” it 
asked the ASG and Datar.

It said the court is willing to
“tweak” and “simplify” the proc-
ess but the government, being an
important stakeholder in the 
entire process, should be on 
board. “We only want this to be 
workable so that people can make
use of this judgement. Our judge-
ments are not meant to only fill 
pages. You have a joint meeting 
and submit a document to us with
consensus. Once you agree on 
what’s agreeable to both of you, 
we can examine it and pass suita-
ble directions,” said the bench, 
adjourning the case for January 
24.

the patient can approach high 
court, which forms a fresh board
of medical experts to enable the 
court take a final call.

However, a plea, argued by
senior counsel Arvind Datar and
advocate Prashant Bhushan on 
behalf of the petitioners, con-
tended that the three-step process
encompassing onerous condi-
tions has made the entire judg-
ment nugatory, and that there has
not been a single case where 
someone desirous of exercising 
the right to passive euthanasia 
could finally comply with the pro-
cedural requirements.

On Thursday, Datar argued
that the top court may rethink the
need to have a review board after
the primary board, consisting of 
experts from the relevant medical
fields, has already taken a call. He
also said that there is no need to 
involve a magistrate or a collector
after the medical board’s 
approval to the withdrawal of life
support system. 

Nataraj, however, opposed this.
“There should be a review board 
and the decision of the review 
board must be given to a magis-
trate because there are issues of 
legalities involved. The applicants

concern is to protect life. Let there
be proper checks before this can 
be done,” said Nataraj. 

The ASG further countered a
demand for doing away with the 
involvement of a judicial magis-
trate in the process of the execu-
tion of passive euthanasia, stress-
ing that the issue of taking life will
ensue several legalities.

The views of the government
came as the bench, which also 
included justices Ajay Rastogi, 
Aniruddha Bose, Hrishikesh Roy
and CT Ravikumar, considered 
modifying the 2018 judgment that
had laid down certain guidelines
in recognition of living wills made
by terminally ill patients for with-
drawal of treatment essential to 
life.

On Tuesday, the bench asked
Nataraj about the status of a legis-
lation on the matter, reminding 
him that the 2018 judgment 
clearly maintained that the guide-
lines laid down by it shall remain
in force till a legislation is brought
on the issue.

Under the 2018 judgment, an
adult can make a living will, 
which should be signed in the 
presence of two attesting wit-
nesses and affirmed by the con-

Utkarsh Anand

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI:  The Union govern-
ment on Thursday told a 
Supreme Court Constitution 
bench that it will not enact a legis-
lation on passive euthanasia, add-
ing that the anxiety to take some-
one’s life must not outweigh the 
requirement of essential safe-
guards.

According to the Centre’s sub-
missions before the five-judge 
bench, the top court’s 2018 judg-
ment on allowing passive eutha-
nasia after complying with cer-
tain safeguards sufficiently occu-
pies the field and that there is no 
need for a law on the matter.

“A legislation is not required.
There is no need of an enact-
ment... Whatever directions have
been passed by this court, we 
accept it,” additional solicitor gen-
eral (ASG) KM Nataraj told the 
bench, headed by justice KM 
Joseph. 

The ASG emphasised that the
government is more concerned 
about protecting life. “While we 
have accepted the court’s judg-
ment, there should not be an anx-
iety to take someone’s life. Our 

Centre: Won’t enact law on passive 
euthanasia, suitable norms a must

“Prima facie he is an accused. 
There is no question of treating 
him as innocent. There is some-
thing against him, no doubt about
that. But there are two versions, 
both having the same genesis. 
Which version is correct will be 
subject matter of trial.” 

The deceased farmers’ families,
represented by senior advocate 
Dushyant Dave, submitted: “He 
(Mishra) is a powerful minister’s 
son who is represented by power-
ful lawyers. We cannot shut our 
eyes to what powerful people can 
do to a trial.”   The bench replied: 
“Father is not an accused and he is
still in power...It is a case of balan-
cing rights of parties.” 

bench of justices Surya Kant and 
JK Maheshwari, while reserving 
its order. 

Mishra, represented by senior
advocate Mukul Rohatgi, said that
“because he is a minister’s son, he
should not be denied bail”. He also
submitted there was no allegation
of tampering of evidence and his 
client had no past criminal ante-
cedents. The state government, 
represented by additional advo-
cate general (AAG) Garima Par-
shad, told the court: “There is no 
tampering of evidence but this is a
grave and heinous crime. If bail is
granted, this will send a wrong 
message to the society.” 

To this, the bench remarked,

Abraham Thomas 
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NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court 
on Thursday reserved its order on
the bail petition of Ashish Mishra,
son of Union minister Ajay 
Mishra, in connection with the 
Lakhimpur Kheri violence, after 
the Uttar Pradesh government 
said the case involved a heinous 
offence.

Ashish Mishra approached the
apex court against rejection of his
bail by the Allahabad high court 
on July 26 last year. He was 
accused of travelling in a car that 
mowed down four farmers in 
October 2021 while they were pro-

{ LAKHIMPUR KHERI CASE } SUPREME COURT

UP opposes Mishra’s bail plea, verdict reserved
NEW DELHI: The Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) on Thurs-
day raided several places in
Jharkhand and Kolkata after
registering a case against busi-
nessman Amit Agarwal, the
complainant in the cash-for-PIL
case involving advocate Rajiv
Kumar, people familiar with the
development said.

Besides Agarwal, CBI has
booked unknown officials of
Kolkata police.

“Enquiry has revealed that
Agarwal had called Kumar to
Kolkata and offered and gave
him ₹50 lakh to induce public
servants to get the PIL dis-
missed,” CBI said.  HTC

CBI BOOKS BENGAL 
BUSINESSMAN IN 
CASH-FOR-PIL CASE 
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Opening

AEML/MDB/2022-23/52 Distribution Construction of Substation in
Mumbai Discom 840.9 2.0 25.01.2023

11.30 hrs
09.02.2023
16.00 hrs

10.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/53 Distribution Supply of Assorted sizes of Pole
and Brackets 716.9 3.0 01.02.2023

11.30 hrs
17.02.2023
16.00 hrs

18.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/54 Distribution Supply of assorted sizes of FRP
Meter Cabins and Accessories 1,467.0 5.0 31.01.2023

11.30 hrs
13.02.2023
16.00 hrs

14.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/55 Distribution
Supply of onload Changeover
Switch Disconnector for
Metering Unit

292.4 3.0 02.02.2023
11.30 hrs

18.02.2023
16.00 hrs

20.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/56 Distribution Supply & Services of 500 kVA &
250 kVA Vehicle Mounted DG Set 229.2 2.3 31.01.2023

11.30 hrs
13.02.2023
16.00 hrs

14.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/57 Distribution Supply of Insulated Connectors
(Power Distribution Block) 528.9 3.0 03.02.2023

11.30 hrs
21.02.2023
16.00 hrs

22.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/58 Distribution Interior fit-outs of Office floor
in Mumbai 1,300.0 13.0 24.01.2023

11.30 hrs
09.02.2023
16.00 hrs

10.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/59 Distribution Construction of Receiving Station
at Vandre 860.0 8.6 30.01.2023

11.30 hrs
13.02.2023
16.00 hrs

14.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/60 Distribution

Proposal for SAP Application
Development - Procurement of
SAP Application development and
SAP BI/BO manpower resources
from vendor. These resources
would be in the form of junior
& senior developers capable of
working on the SAP ABAP & SAP
BI/BO application development
platforms being used by IT to
deliver business requirements FY
2023-24.

215.0 2.2 30.01.2023
11.30 hrs

09.02.2023
16.00 hrs

10.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/61 Distribution

Proposal for Non-SAP IT
Application Development -
Procurement of IT Application
development manpower resources
from vendor. These resources
would be in the form of junior
& senior developers capable of
working on the Dot Net, Java &
Mobile application development
platforms being used by IT to
deliver business requirements FY
2023-24.

390.0 3.9 31.01.2023
11.30 hrs

09.02.2023
16.00 hrs

10.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MDB/2022-23/62 Distribution
Implementation of SAP Vendor
Invoice Management (SAP VIM)
solution

50.0 0.5 31.01.2023
11.30 hrs

15.02.2023
16.00 hrs

16.02.2023
16.00 hrs

AEML/MTB/2022-23/08 Transmission

Replacement of in-service
Polymer insulators with high
creepage polymer insulators in
Cold line at balance locations

146.9 1.5 31.01.2023
14.30 hrs

09.02.2023
16.00 hrs

10.02.2023
16.00 hrs

Date: 20.01.2023 Techno Commercial Department

All Materials & Services will be as per Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited specifications / BOQ.
Prebid Meeting will be done in person/ electronically / telephonically & same will be communicated separately.

For details in respect of Services/ Materials, Qualifying Requirement , Terms & Conditions, Services / Submission of Tender
Documents, etc, Please visit our web site :- www.adanielectricity.com -->Open Tenders. The Tender document will be available on
above link by 20th January 2023

Tenderer must submit their bids online / electronic submission. Vendor should keep in touch with website www.adanielectricity.com
for any corrigendum / Amendment; no separate information regarding Corrigendum will be published in newspaper.
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DEHRADUN: A fresh analysis of 
satellite imagery of Joshimath 
between 2018 and 2022  showed 
that the eastern part of the holy 
town witnessed maximum subsi-
dence with an average displace-
ment of around 10 cm per year, 
reiterating what the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO) 
said.

The analysis, by remote sensing
and landslide experts of Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientif-
ique (CNRS or National Centre for
Scientific Research, which is the 
French state research organisation
and largest fundamental science 
agency in Europe), Ecole et Obser-
vatoire des Sciences de la Terre 
Strasbourg (School and Observa-
tory for Earth Sciences, an institu-
tion under the supervisory author-
ity of the University of Strasbourg
France and CNRS) and Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, Greece,
was accessed by HT on Thursday.

The study pointed to specific
areas in Joshimath which wit-
nessed maximum sliding (or sub-
sidence) in the last four years. 
According to the study, the east-

ern part of the town, designated as
unit A, recorded maximum slid-
ing of 10 cm per year followed by 
the western side, designated as B,
with annual displacement of 3 cm.

The sliding in lower part of the
town, shown as unit C, had accel-
erated since January 2021, the 
study showed. The upper part of 
the town, marked as D, showed 
the  least displacement of 2 cm per
year,  it added. “It appears that two
zones (eastern and western parts
of Joshimath designated as A and
B in the satellite image) have been
continuously moving in the past 
four years (2018-2022) on the 
downhill part of the slope. The 
surface displacement rates are 
higher in the eastern part of the 
slope (unit A) with a value exceed-
ing 10 cm per year for the period 
2018 to 2022,” the study said.

Following an acceleration in
subsidence in early January, the 
state has been forced to relocate 
people, and embark on a planned
demolition of the worst affected 
commercial structures. 

The analysis said that subsi-
dence has accelerated in the east-
ern, western and lower parts of 
Joshimath town since December
22 but did not provide data on 

Shankar Mishra

how much the town has sunk 
since then. 

The findings are consistent
with the latest analysis of satellite
images of the area by ISRO and 
recent field observations. 

According to  two reports of the
ISRO’s affiliates,  National Remote
Sensing Centre and the Indian 
Institute of Remote Sensing, land
subsidence in Joshimath 
increased rapidly, especially in the
13-day period between December
27 and  January 8 when the town
witnessed a subsidence of 5.4 cm.

YP Sundriyal, a geologist from
HNB Garhwal University, Srina-
gar, said the fresh analysis con-
firmed  what locals have been say-
ing since last year. “The subsi-
dence rates increased in 
December and in the first week of
January, which is consistent with
the cracks in 849 houses and 
ground fissures reported in Joshi-
math. The government should use
this data for long-term planning 
for Joshimath and evacuate peo-
ple from the area at the earliest.” 

Atul Sati, convenor of Joshi-
math Bachao Sangharsh Samiti, 
said the new analysis by interna-
tional experts made it clear how 
acute the Joshimath crisis is.

COLOMBO: External affairs min-
ister S Jaishankar on Thursday 
held talks with his Sri Lankan 
counterpart Ali Sabry soon after
his arrival here, as India 
informed the International Mon-
etary Fund (IMF) about its assur-
ance which the global lender 
wants from creditors for provid-
ing a much-needed bailout to the
cash-strapped island nation.

Sri Lanka, which is trying to
secure a $2.9 billion bridge loan 
from the IMF, was negotiating to
get financial assurances from its
major creditors - China, Japan 
and India - which is the requisite
for Colombo to get the bailout 
package. Jaishankar, who arrived
from the Maldives on the second
leg of his two-nation tour, met 
Sabry and discussed issues of 
mutual and regional interests, 
according to people familiar with
the matter. “Sri Lanka is a close 
friend and neighbour, and India 
has stood with the people of Sri 
Lanka at all times,” the external 
affairs minister said in New Delhi
on Tuesday. PTI

INDIA WILL STAND 
BY PEOPLE OF SRI 
LANKA, SAYS EAM

“(Prime Minister Narendra) Modi
ji and our loving media people will
keep raising Hindu-Muslim bogey
and spread hatred to distract the 
common people while a team of 
pickpockets does its job. They will
pit religions, castes and languages
against each other to divert the 
attention of the people. Have you 
ever heard real issues like unem-
ployment, inflation and poverty 
being discussed…,” he said.

Congress president Mallikarjun
Kharge also addressed the rally, 
saying: “The BJP always keeps on
speaking one thing or the other 
against the Congress, against us.. 

They are focused only on how to 
win the elections,” he said.

Former Jammu and Kashmir
chief minister and National Con-
ference chief Farooq Abdullah, 
who also attended the rally, said: 
“If we are together, we will be able
to overcome the hatred of the 
present day,” he said. 

On Gandhi’s allegations, J&K
BJP president Ravinder Raina 
said: “People know their history 
and they also know the anti-na-
tional character of the Congress. 
Those who are on the yatra, let me
ask them who disintegrated India
in 1947,” he said.

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi during the Bharat Jodo Yatra at 
Lakhanpur border in Jammu and Kashmir on Thursday. PTI

been put on the airline’s ‘No Fly
List’. Air India has shared a copy
of the internal committee report
with the Director General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) and will also be
intimating other airlines operat-
ing in the country,” the spokes-
person added.

The DGCA’s civil aviation
requirement (CAR) defines an
unruly passenger as one who
fails to respect the rules of con-
duct at an airport or on board an
aircraft or to follow the instruc-
tions of the airport staff or crew
members and thereby, disturbs
the good order and disciple at an

Ravi Krishnan Khajuria

letters@hindustantimes.com

LAKHANPUR: Congress leader 
Rahul Gandhi on Thursday 
launched a scathing attack on the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and 
its ideological mentor, the Rash-
triya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), 
accusing them of creating an 
atmosphere of hatred, violence 
and fear in the country.

He also accused the BJP of
dividing people on the basis of 
religion, caste, languages, instead
of addressing actual issues like 
poverty, unemployment and infla-
tion.

The former Congress presi-
dent’s attack on the BJP and RSS 
came as the party’s Bharat Jodo 
Yatra walked into its final phase 
and entered Jammu & Kashmir at
Lakhanpur. 

The yatra began in Kanyaku-
mari on September 7 and is sched-
uled to end in Srinagar on January
30.

“They (BJP and RSS) create
fear. All of their plans (policies) 
cause fear to someone or some-
thing. They are spreading hatred 
but after walking from Kanyaku-
mari to Kashmir, I can guarantee
that this hatred hasn’t gone deep 
into the people,” he told a rally.

The Wayanad MP added:

Rahul steps up attack on BJP
as party’s rally reaches J&K
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NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

collegium on Wednesday stood

firm on its decision to appoint

senior advocate Saurabh Kirpal,

an openly gay person, as a judge

of a constitutional court in India.

According to people aware of

the matter, the collegium

resolved to reiterate Kirpal’s

name to the Union government

for his appointment in the Delhi

high court as a judge after reject-

ing the Centre’s objections

against his elevation. 
eopl
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Chief Justice of India (CJI) Dhan-

anjaya Y Chandrachud and justi-

ces Sanjay Kishan Kaul and KM

Joseph, met on Wednesday. It

also took up some recommenda-

tions for the appointment in

high courts of Madras, Allaha-

Punjab.

Collegium to send 

Kirpal’s name again 

for HC appointment

oods and
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BACKFLAP

JANUARY 19: HT reported that 
the collegium stood firm on its 
decision to appoint senior 
advocate Saurabh Kirpal as a 
judge of Delhi high court.

Bhagwant Mann and 
Manohar Lal Khattar

Somasekhar Sundaresan and 
R John Sathyan

media on the important policies,
initiatives and directions of the
government”.

Rejecting the objection, the
collegium said that the views on
social media attributed to Sun-
daresan do not furnish any foun-
dation to infer that he is biased
or has any political leaning,
especially when these issues are
in the public domain and have
been extensively deliberated
upon in the print and electronic
media. 

“All citizens have the right to
free speech and expression
under Article 19(1)(a) of the Con-
stitution. Expression of views by
a candidate does not disentitle
him to hold a constitutional
office so long as the person pro-
posed for judgeship is a person
of competence, merit and integ-
rity,” said the top court colle-
gium.

In the second case, the colle-
gium pushed for the appoint-
ment of Sathyan as a judge of the
Madras high court, and the reso-
lution disclosed that the Intelli-
gence Bureau (IB) had flagged
his candidature two of his posts
on social media. 

One of these posts was an arti-
cle critical of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the second
one pertained to a girl student
dying by suicide in 2017 after she
was unable to clear NEET. 

The government, citing IB’s
objections,  returned Sathyan’s
name for reconsideration. 

The collegium, however,
resolved to send back his name,
pointing out that not only all the
consultee judges had a favoura-
ble opinion about suitability of
the lawyer, IB too reported that
he enjoys a good personal and
professional image and that
nothing adverse has come to
notice against his integrity. 

the lawyer possesses compe-
tence, integrity, and intellect. “His
appointment will add value to the
bench of the Delhi high court and
provide inclusion and diversity. 
His conduct and behaviour have
been above board,” it said.

Kirpal was one of the leading
lawyers in the landmark Navtej 
Singh Johar case that led to the 
Supreme Court decriminalising 
homosexuality in 2018.

The collegium further rejected
the government’s apprehensions
that since Kirpal’s partner is a 
Swiss national, it may pose a 
security threat. “There is no rea-
son to presuppose that the part-
ner of the candidate, who is a 
Swiss national, would be inimi-
cally disposed to our country, 
since the country of his origin is a
friendly nation. Many persons in
high positions, including present
and past holders of constitutional
offices, have and have had 
spouses who are foreign nation-
als. Hence, as a matter of princi-
ple, there can be no objection... 
on the ground that his partner is
a foreign national.” It added: “In 
this backdrop, the collegium 
resolves to reiterate its recom-
mendation dated 11 November, 
2021 for appointment of Shri Sau-
rabh Kirpal... which needs to be 
processed expeditiously.”

similar concerns related to the 
Brahmaputra in the North-East. 
Chinese state-run media had 
reported in November 2020 that 
the planned super dam on the Yar-
lung Zangbo would be more than a
hydropower project as it would 
also be meaningful for national 
security. Since a military face-off 
between Indian and Chinese 
troops began in Ladakh sector of 
the LAC in May 2020, numerous 
satellite images and reports have 
detailed the creation of military 
and dual-use infrastructure. 

The Indian leadership has
maintained that the overall ties 
with China cannot be normalised
without peace and tranquillity on

the LAC, whereas the Chinese 
side has said the two countries 
should take forward their ties 
while putting the border issue in 
its “appropriate place”.

Sameer Patil, senior fellow at
the Observer Research Founda-
tion, described the new dam as a 
clear attempt by China to 
strengthen its existing infrastruc-
ture with dual use benefits, as it 
had done previously on the Yar-
lung Zangbo river.  “Given the 
fragile ecology of Tibet, this is 
surely going to have implications 
for India’s water security and will
further exacerbate the already 
strained bilateral relations,” he 
said. 
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Mapping Joshimath crisis 

J O S H I M A T HJ O S H I M A T H

Unit A

Maximum sliding
The eastern part of the 
town recorded maximum 
sliding of 10 cm per year 
between 2018-2022

Unit C

Accelerated sliding
The sliding in lower part 
of the town, shown as 
unit C, had accelerated 
since January 2021

Unit D

Least sliding 
The upper part of 
the town, marked as D, 
has shown the least 
displacement of 
2 cm per year

Unit B 3 cm displacement
The western side of the town, designated as
B, recorded the second highest sliding 
with annual displacement of 3 cm

Joshimath

Eastern Joshimath records maximum 
subsidence of 10cm per yr, says study

HT Correspondent 

letters@hindustantimes.com

DEHRADUN: The Uttarakhand
government on Thursday said
that the underground water
stream that  burst beneath the
Joshimath town, possibly accel-
erating the subsidence there,
was not on account of the con-
struction of a tunnel  by NTPC
for a hydroelectric project as
claimed by  affected residents. 

Uttarakhand disaster man-
agement secretary Ranjit Kumar
Sinha said a preliminary report
of the National Institute of
Hydrology (NIH), Roorkee,
found that the water outflow in
Joshimath and from the tunnel
of the NTPC project are different.
“The situation will be clear after
the reports of other central agen-
cies and the final report of NIH
comes,” he told reporters. 

Residents said the govern-
ment has given a clean chit  to
NTPC without waiting for the
final report. 

 NTPC is building the Tapovan
hydel project, for which a tunnel
is being dug below the Joshi-
math hills, with residents saying
that blasting in the tunnel
caused an underground aquifer
or stream to burst, exacerbating
subsidence in the holy town.
Sinha said  the discharge of
water from the stream in Joshi-
math, which was 540 LPM (litres
per minute) on January 6, has
declined to 150 LPM, 

Responding to his comments,
Atul Sati, convenor of Joshimath
Bachao Sangharsh Samiti (JBSS),
said:  “It is clear that the  govern-
ment is giving a clean chit to
NTPC before the final report of
NIH and other institutions is to
come. If they have nothing to
hide, then they should make
NIH’s preliminary report public
as this is a matter of life and
death for us. If the report is
made public, the affected people
here can make their own deci-
sion.” NTPC has consistently
refuted the allegation against its
project and said no blasts were
conducted for the underground
tunnel. It described the subsi-
dence as a “natural” process in
the Himalayas.”

STREAM BURST 
NOT LINKED TO 
CONSTRUCTION 
OF TUNNEL: GOVT

Utkarsh Anand
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NEW DELHI: With the stalemate 
over the contentious Sutlej-Ya-
muna Link (SYL) canal issue con-
tinuing, the Haryana government
on Thursday told the Supreme 
Court that talks cannot resolve 
the dispute, and pressed for the 
execution of court orders that 
required Punjab to complete the
remaining portion of the canal.

As a bench led by justice San-
jay Kishan Kaul took up the mat-
ter, the Haryana government 
submitted that the only way for-
ward seems to be issuance of 
appropriate directives from the 
top court to ascertain a raft of 
judicial orders starting 2002 can
be given effect to. 

“After this court’s suggestion
in September last year, there 
have been several meetings. The
last meeting took place in Janu-
ary this year. Unfortunately, 
there have not been any progress.
No holistic or plausible solution 
is in sight through this process,” 
senior counsel Shyam Divan, 
appearing for the Haryana gov-
ernment, submitted before the 
bench, which also included justi-
ces AS Oka and BV Nagarathna.

Divan added that there have
been at least nine meetings since
2017. “The matter has been 
repeatedly adjourned since 2017 
to enable us talk. But we believe,
the time has come for this court 
to consider issuing further orders
for the execution of the decree,” 
he said. Divan urged the court to
consider hearing the matter on 
the judicial side instead of push-
ing for reconciliation.  

While Punjab chief minister
Bhagwant Mann said his state 
does not have “even a single drop
of water” to share, his Haryana 
counterpart Manohar Lal Khat-
tar said the full construction of 
the canal and getting water 
through it was a matter of “right”
for his state.

TALKS WILL NOT 
RESOLVE RIVER 
WATER ROW WITH 
PUNJAB, PASS NEW 
ORDERS: HRY TO SC

Utkarsh Anand
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NEW DELHI: Standing by its deci-
sion to appoint two lawyers as
judges in the high courts of
Bombay and Madras respec-
tively, the Supreme Court colle-
gium on Thursday stressed on
the importance of free speech,
saying that “expression of views
by a candidate does not disenti-
tle him to hold a constitutional
office”.

The collegium, comprising
Chief Justice of India Dhanan-
jaya Y Chandrachud and justices
Sanjay Kishan Kaul and KM
Joseph, moved away from con-
vention by putting out in the
public domain its resolutions
with detailed reasons, disclosing
why the government objected to
certain names and the colle-
gium’s response. Earlier, only
the decisions were released on
the court website. 

Notably, the collegium’s
departure from the conventional
practice comes at a time when
the judiciary and the executive
are at loggerheads over the
judges’ selection mechanism
and the division of powers
between the two. 

The lawyers in question were
Somasekhar Sundaresan, who
has been picked for elevation to
the Bombay high court, and R
John Sathyan, who has been
selected for the Madras high
court.

The collegium also sent back
names of advocates Amitesh
Banerjee and Sakya Sen for their
appointment as judges to the
Calcutta high court. 

The collegium said that it was
not open to the government to
send back these names after the
collegium’s reiteration in 2021.

The resolution regarding reit-
eration of the name of Sundare-
san revealed that the govern-
ment wanted the collegium to
reconsider his candidature
because he aired his views on
social media on several matters
pending before the courts. 

The government, in its com-
munication dated November 25,
returned Sundaresan’s name,
calling him a “highly biased
opinionated person” who is
“selectively critical on the social

Collegium stresses on free 
speech, stands by elevations 

Utkarsh Anand
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NEW DELHI: It would be “mani-
festly contrary to the constitu-
tional principles” to block the 
appointment of senior advocate 
Saurabh Kirpal as a judge in the 
Delhi high court because of his 
homosexuality, the Supreme 
Court collegium told the Union 
government in its resolution, 
reiterating Kirpal’s name for the 
appointment.

As reported first by HT on
Thursday, the collegium strongly
backed Kirpal’s candidature, 
brushing aside the objections 
raised by the government, which
on November 25 sent back the 
lawyer’s name for a reconsidera-
tion. The collegium comprises 
CJI Dhananjaya Y Chandrachud,
and justices Sanjay Kishan Kaul 
and KM Joseph.

The resolution, made public by
the collegium on Thursday even-
ing, took head on the concerns 
expressed by the government 
regarding Kirpal’s sexuality, 
asserting that his openness about
his orientation is a matter which
goes to his credit. 

“The decisions of the Constitu-
tion bench of this court have 
established the constitutional 
position that every individual is 
entitled to maintain their own 
dignity and individuality, based 
on sexual orientation... In view of
the constitutionally recognised 
rights which the candidate 
espouses, it would be manifestly
contrary to the constitutional 
principles laid down by the 
Supreme Court to reject his can-
didature on that ground,” stated 
the resolution.

Dismissing the government’s
views that Kirpal’s “ardent 
involvement and passionate 
attachment to the cause of gay 
rights” would not rule out the 
possibility of bias and prejudice, 
the collegium maintained that 

Collegium: Cannot 
deny judgeship due 
to sexual orientation

Rezaul H Laskar 

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: China is building a 
new dam in Tibet on a tributary of
the Ganga, close to the tri-junction
of its borders with India and 
Nepal, that could be used to con-
trol the flow of water downstream,
new satellite imagery has revealed.

The development comes in the
wake of China unveiling plans to 
build a “super” dam close to the 
Line of Actual Control (LAC) in 
Tibet on the lower reaches of the 
Yarlung Zangbo river, which flows
into Arunachal Pradesh as the 
Siang and then to Assam as the 
Brahmaputra. It also comes at a 
time when satellite imagery has 
shown that China has substan-
tially ramped up creation of mili-
tary and dual use infrastructure 
and villages in the eastern and 
western sectors of the LAC.

Satellite images tweeted on
Thursday by Damien Symon, a 
geospatial intelligence researcher
at the Intel Lab, showed earth 
development and dam construc-
tion activity done by the Chinese 
side on Mabja Zangbo river in 
Burang county of Tibet since May
2021. The images depict the 
obstruction of the river’s path, the
formation of a reservoir, and an 
embankment-type dam.

The Mabja Zangbo river flows
into the Ghaghara or Karnali 
river in Nepal before eventually 
joining the Ganga in India. 

The dam is located just a few
kilometres north of the tri-junc-
tion of China’s border with India 
and Nepal, Symon said. 

According to the latest satellite
images, the dam appears to be 
350 metres to 400 metres long, 
Symon said. “The structure is cur-
rently in development, so the pur-
pose is unknown,” he said. “It 
appears to be an embankment 
dam,” he added. “An airport is 
being constructed nearby as 
well.” People familiar with the 
matter said the dam, also located
opposite the Kalapani region of 
Uttarakhand state, could be used
to divert or restrict the waters of 
the Mabja Zangbo river.

The dam could also be used to
store water, whose release could 
create floods downstream, the peo-
ple said. In recent years, China has
built several smaller dams on the 
Yarlung Zangbo river, triggering 

{ IN TIBET } ON GANGA TRIBUTARY 

China building dam 
close to India border

Neha LM Tripathi
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NEW DELHI:  Air India on Thurs-
day imposed a four-month flying
ban on Shankar Mishra, who has
been accused of urinating on an
elderly passenger in a New York-
New Delhi flight in November
last year.

Mishra, who was arrested on
January 6, is currently in jail
after a Delhi court refused to
grant him bail last week.

“The independent three-
member internal committee
under the chairmanship of the
former district judge has con-
cluded that Shankar Mishra is
covered under the definition of
‘unruly passenger’ and is banned
from flying for a period of 4
months as per the relevant pro-
visions of the Civil Aviation
Requirements (CAR),” an Air
India spokesperson said.

“The passenger has already

airport or onboard an aircraft. 
Mishra was travelling from

New York to New Delhi on
November 26 in the business
class of an Air India flight when
he allegedly urinated on an eld-
erly woman co-passenger. In the
aftermath, the crew allegedly did
not act promptly enough to
make the situation comfortable
for the latter, the victim alleged.

An FIR was registered against
Mishra on the basis of a com-
plaint by the woman in Delhi on
January 4 and he was arrested
from Bengaluru two days later. 

In its report, seen by HT, the
internal committee of the airline
said it arrived at “an irresistible
conclusion that the allegations
made against the respondent-
passenger in the proforma for
reporting of unruly/disruptive
passenger... stand established
and accordingly, the committee
holds that the respondent-pas-
senger Shri Shankar Shyamna-

val Mishra is squarely covered
under the definition of ‘unruly
passenger’ as defined in para-
graph 3.1 of the CAR...”

“We may again make it very
clear that the above findings
recorded by this committee are
limited to-the present inquiry
proceedings only and shall not
be taken as expression of any
opinion on the merits of the
criminal case or any other inde-
pendent proceedings,” it added.

On January 7, Tata Group-
owned Air India CEO Campbell
Wilson apologised and said four
cabin crew and a pilot had been
de-rostered in the wake of the
incident. 

The DGCA termed Air India’s
conduct “devoid of empathy”
and issued the airline a show
cause notice for not reporting
the November 26 incident as
well as one in which a drunk
passenger smoked near the lava-
tory in violation of aviation rules.

4-month ban on Air India case accused 

S Jaishankar

Underdeveloped river basin

Earth development 

activity seen in May ‘21

(From top) A satellite image before May 2021 shows no 
construction activity near the Mabja Zangbo river; but around 
May 2021, earth development activity can be seen near the river  
in Burang county of Tibet; latest images depict the obstruction 
of the river’s path, the formation of a reservoir, and an 
embankment-type dam. DAMIEN SYMON’S TWITTER

Embankment 
type dam visible

Frozen river
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the seven UTs. “In pursuance of
clause (1) of article 239 of the
Constitution, the President
hereby directs that the adminis-
trator or Lieutenant Governor of
the National Capital Territory of
Delhi, Andaman and Nicobar
Islands, Dadra and Nagar Haveli
and Daman and Diu, Chandi-
garh, Puducherry and Lakshad-
weep shall, subject to the control
of the President and until further
order, exercise the powers and
discharge the functions of the
appropriate Government or
State Government under the
Industrial Relations Code, 2020
(35 of 2020), to formulate the
rules only in the areas where the
Union territory of the National
Capital Territory of Delhi, Anda-
man and Nicobar Islands, Dadra
and Nagar Haveli and Daman
and Diu, Chandigarh, Pud-
ucherry and Lakshadweep are
required to formulate rules
either as appropriate Govern-
ment or State Government,” the
gazette notification said. 

Utkarsh Anand

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A judge cannot be
swayed by his or her emotions in
convicting an accused, the
Supreme Court emphasised on
Thursday, adding that a court is
bound by the quality of evidence
brought before it by the prosecu-
tion and the law.

“A court cannot say we will
convict you because we feel like
it. A court is bound by the quality
of evidence laid before it. If the
investigating agency does not do
its job properly or  prosecution is
weak, there is very little a court
can do,” said a bench, headed by
justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul.

The bench, which also com-

prised justices AS Oka and BV
Nagarathna, added: “We cannot
be the prosecutor nor can we be
the defence counsel. Our endeav-
our is to provide a level playing
field so that both sides can aid a
court in delivering justice.”

The bench’s remarks came as
it considered a batch of appeals
in relation to a caste massacre in
Bihar in 1998. The massacre,
which claimed 10 lives in Bihar’s
Bhojpur, involved extremists
from Ranveer Sena – a militia
comprising upper caste groups,
which allegedly killed victims
belonging to Scheduled Caste
and other lower castes. Three
accused were sentenced to death
by a trial court in 2010 but the
Patna high court ordered  acquit-

tal of these accused three years
later. Arguing for the informant,
senior counsel Colin Gonsalves
lamented that the courts in Bihar
have failed to deliver justice in
cases of caste massacres. “In
Bihar, there have been massacre
after massacre of people from
the Dalit community and there
are acquittals after acquittals,”
he said.  “That is why we need to
strengthen the legal aid system,”
retorted the bench. 

The case was adjourned for
February 15 for want of submis-
sions by the accused in the case.
Advocate Abhinav Mukerji
appearing on behalf of  Bihar
government said the state is will-
ing to argue its appeal against
the 2013 acquittal order. 

Courts can’t convict on emotions, 
bound by evidence, says top court

Rhythma Kaul
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NEW DELHI:  People who have
hybrid immunity arising from a
prior  infection and vaccination
are much more  protected
against severe Covid and hospi-
talisation from the illness even 12
months after a shot or infection,
when compared to unvaccinated
and uninfected individuals,
according to a new paper pub-
lished in The Lancet Infectious
Diseases journal on Thursday.

A year after developing hybrid
immunity, a person has at least a 
95% lower chance of getting severe
Covid or needing hospitalisation. In
comparison, those  infected a year 
ago but not vaccinated had a 75% 

lower chance of the same. And 
those vaccinated, but not infected, 
had a 88.9% lower chance. 

Protection against reinfection
was also significant for those
with hybrid immunity, although
lower than that against severe
disease.  Those with hybrid
immunity had 42% lower chance

of being reinfected a year later.
Those who had been infected
before (but not vaccinated), had
a 25% lower chance of the same,
found the researchers while ana-
lysing data from 26 studies.

“This systematic review and
meta-regression found that both
previous infection alone and pre-
vious infection combined with
previous vaccination (ie, hybrid
immunity) conferred rapidly
waning protection against SARS-
CoV-2 infection with the omi-
cron variant, but high and sus-
tained protection against hospi-
tal admission or severe disease
due to the omicron variant,” said
researchers in the paper, titled
“Protective effectiveness of pre-
vious SARS-CoV-2 infection and

hybrid immunity against the
Omicron variant and severe dis-
ease: a systematic review and
meta-regression.”

Responding to the develop-
ment, Dr GC Khilnani, former
head, department of pulmonary
and sleep medicine, AIIMS,
Delhi said: “A large percentage
of our population is exposed to
the Omicron subvariant, and at
least 92% of adult  population is
fully vaccinated and 98% has
received at least one  dose
against Covid-19. There has not
been an increase in rate of hospi-
talization though many  newer
sub-variants were reported
months ago, which substantiates
the theory  that hybrid immunity
offers broadest protection.”

People with hybrid immunity run 95% lower 
chance of infection, hospitalisations: Report

Protection against reinfection 
was significant for those with 
hybrid immunity.

NEW DELHI:  India on Thursday
responded to Pakistan Prime
Minister Shehbaz Sharif’s condi-
tional offer of talks by saying an
atmosphere free from terror and
violence is a prerequisite for nor-
mal neighbourly ties.

During an interview with
AlArabiya news channel last
week, Sharif said Pakistan “has
learnt its lesson” after three wars
with India and wants to “live in
peace…provided we are able to
resolve our genuine problems”.

Asked about Sharif’s com-
ments, external affairs ministry
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi
said talks could be held only in
the absence of terrorism. 

 “We have said that we have
always wanted normal neigh-
bourly relations with Pakistan.
But there should be a conducive
atmosphere in which there is no
terror, hostility or violence,”
Bagchi said. HTC

lA
Trade between 
Tanzania, India has 
grown: Om Birla
NEW DELHI: Lok Sabha 
Speaker Om Birla called 
upon Tanzanian Prime 
Minister Kassim 
Majaliwa on Thursday 
and said “Trade and 
investments between the 
two countries have 
grown over the years... 
with India investing in 
Tanzania in diverse 
sectors like ports, health 
services, and small scale 
enterprises”. He said 
water-related projects 
are also underway in 
Tanzania and Zanzibar.

Maha: 10 killed in 
truck-van collision
MUMBAI: Ten people, 
including two children, 
were killed after a 
speeding truck collided 
with their van on 
Mumbai-Goa highway 
in Maharashtra’s Raigad 
on Thursday , police 
said.  Superintendent of 
police Somnath Gharge 
said that the truck driver 
was arrested and an FIR 
was registered against 
him under the IPC.

WANT GOOD TIES 
WITH PAK BUT 
THERE SHOULD BE 
NO TERROR: INDIA

HT Correspondent
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NEW DELHI:  India on Thursday 
dismissed a BBC documentary on
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
role during the 2002 Gujarat riots
as “propaganda”, with the external
affairs ministry saying the film 
reflected bias and a colonial mind-
set. 

UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak,
too, said in the country’s parlia-
ment that he “doesn’t agree with 
the characterisation” of his Indian
counterpart in the series. The doc-
umentary, India: The Modi Ques-
tion, has generated controversy 
since the first part of the series 
aired in  UK on January 17. BBC 
described the two-part documen-
tary as a look at the “troubled rela-
tionship” between the Indian gov-
ernment and the Muslim minority
following Modi’s re-election in 
2019.

Responding to a question about
the documentary at the weekly 
media briefing, external affairs 
ministry spokesperson Arindam 
Bagchi noted the film has not been
screened in India and is not legally
available on social media or 
streaming platforms. 

He also questioned the timing
of the release of the film and the 
“agenda” behind it.

British officials into the Gujarat 
violence, he said, “Are they ruling
the country? I do not agree with 
that characterisation.”

Modi has denied accusations of
failing to stop the riots when he 
was chief minister of Gujarat in 
2002. A Supreme Court-ap-
pointed probe found no evidence
of wrongdoing by him. A special 
investigation team also exoner-
ated him, saying there was “no 
prosecutable evidence”. In June 
2022, the Supreme Court dis-
missed a petition questioning his
exoneration, saying the case was 
“devoid of merits” and had been 
filed for “ulterior design”.

The sectarian riots of 2002 left
more than 1,000 people dead, most
of them Muslims. The violence 
began after a Muslim mob set fire
to a train carrying Hindu pilgrims,
killing 59. 

In response, BBC said: “A wide
range of voices, witnesses and 
experts were approached... We 
offered Indian government a right
to reply to the matters raised in the
series – it declined to respond.”

BJP general secretary CT Ravi
hit out at the BBC documentary, 
stating that their approval wasn’t 
needed.  “Who in their right mind
would ever think of believing the 
propaganda machine called the 
BBC,” he tweeted. 

‘Propaganda’: MEA rejects 
BBC documentary on Modi

P
I am not sure I agree at all 
with the characterisation 
that the honourable gentleman 
has put forward
RISHI SUNAK, UK Prime Minister, 

on documentary by MP Imran Hussain 

“I am only going to comment in
context of what I have heard about
it and what my colleagues have 
seen. Let me just make it very clear
that we think this is a propaganda
piece designed to push a particular
discredited narrative,” Bagchi said.

“The bias, the lack of objectiv-
ity and frankly, a continuing colo-
nial mindset is blatantly visible. If
anything, this film or documen-
tary is a reflection on the agency 
and individuals that are peddling
this narrative again.”

Bagchi added: “It makes us
wonder about the purpose of this
exercise and the agenda behind it
and frankly we do not wish to dig-
nify such efforts.”

 In UK’s House of Commons,
when asked about the documen-
tary by Pakistan-origin MP Imran
Hussain, Sunak said: “The UK 
government’s position on this has

been clear and long-standing and
hasn’t changed. Of course, we 
don’t tolerate persecution where
it appears anywhere but I am not
sure I agree at all with the charac-
terisation that the honourable 
gentleman has put forward to.”

Bagchi also addressed com-
ments by former UK foreign sec-
retary Jack Straw, saying the 
former minister was ostensibly 
referring to an internal report. 
“How do I have access to that? It is
a 20-year-old report. Why would
I just jump on it now? Just 
because Jack Straw says it, how 
do they lend it that much legiti-
macy?” Bagchi asked. “I heard 
words like inquiry and investiga-
tion. There is a reason why we 
used the words colonial mindset.
We do not use words loosely. 
What inquiry?” he said. Referring
to the reported investigation by 

Saubhadra Chatterji 
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NEW DELHI: The Union govern-
ment’s long-pending agenda on
labour reforms is set to receive a
fresh push, with the home minis-
try asking all Union Territories
barring Jammu and Kashmir
and Ladakh to formulate rules
on two Labour Codes including
the contentious Industrial Rela-
tions Code that curbs the influ-
ence of trade unions.

The parliamentary committee
on labour will meet on Friday to
understand from the ministry of
labour and employment, the sta-
tus of  the implementation of the
Labour Codes. The panel’s chair-
man, BJD lawmaker Bhartruhari
Mahtab said, “The implementa-
tion of  pending Labour Codes is
taking time. We don’t know what
is the status of implementation
in each state. We have called the
ministry representatives to
appraise us of status of  codes.” 

The Centre needs the states to
notify the rules on the codes
since labour is a concurrent sub-
ject in the Constitution. India’s
Parliament approved the Wages
Code in August 2019, and the
Code on Industrial Relations,
Code on Social Security, and the
Code on Occupational Safety,
Health and Working Conditions
in September 2020. 

On Tuesday, the Union home
ministry issued notification for

Article 239 had often been
referred during the tussle for
administrative power between
Delhi LG and  AAP government.

The home ministry notifica-
tion assumes importance as no
state has implemented all four
labour codes amid protests by
trade unions and other lobbies.
Mahtab said that in Odisha,
where the BJD is in power, three
codes have been implemented
and talks are on with the labour
unions for the remaining one.
On the other hand, West Bengal
and  Nagaland habe not notified
the rules for any. . 

Out of the 36 states and UTs,
31 have issued draft rules for the
Wages Code that allows a state to
fix minimum wages for different
types of work. The Industrial
Relations Code, which allows
only one union in an establish-
ment (the law is applicable in
establishments with more than
100 workers) was notified in 28
states and UTs. And 26 states
and UTs have notified rules for
the Occupational Safety Health
and Working Conditions Code. 

The labour codes are among
the most ambitious reforms
agenda of NDA government.  In
December, Union  minister Bhu-
pendra Yadav told PTI : “ We
have pre-published draft rules
on four labour codes. The states
are in the process of completing
this exercise. We are pursuing
them to complete the exercise.”

Govt’s pending agenda on labour 
reforms set to get a fresh impetus 

THE CENTRE NEEDS 
THE STATES TO 
NOTIFY THE RULES 
ON THE CODES 
SINCE LABOUR IS A 
CONCURRENT 
SUBJECT IN THE 
CONSTITUTION

IY¸FÊ¨FFSXe SXFª¹F ¶Fe¸FF d³F¦F¸F
(ßF¸F E½Fa SXûªF¦FFSX ¸FaÂFF»F¹F, ·FFSX°F ÀFSXIYFSX)

EMPLOYEES’ STATE INSURANCE CORPORATION
(Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India)

d¨FdIY°ÀFF ¸FWXFd½FôF»F¹F E½Fa AÀ´F°FF»F
E³FE¨F3, E³FAFBÊXMXe, RYSXeQF¶FFQ - 121001 (WXdSX¹FF¯FF)

Medical College & Hospital
NH-3, NIT, Faridabad-121001 (Haryana)

Phone No.: 129-2970111, Email: dean-faridabad@esic.nic.in
Website: www.esic.nic.in

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

ESIC Medical College & Hospital, NH-3, NIT, Faridabad-121001 (Haryana)
invites expression of interest from the interested parties for following services
which are to be started w.e.f. 24.02.2023 (71st ESIC Foundation Day):-
Sr.
No.

Nature of Services Estimated Cost Date & Time of
Meeting

1. Laboratory sample
collection from home of
ESIC beneficiaries.

18 lakh p.a. 24.01.2023 at
11.00 AM

2. Drug delivery to the ESIC
beneficiaries at home.

18 lakh p.a. 24.01.2023 at
12.00 AM

3. E-ICU 1.2 Crore p.a. 24.01.2023 at
02.00 PM

Procurement of services shall be done from interested parties through GeM
Portal. In case such services are not available on GeM, custom bid shall be
floated for award of work on 27th January, 2023.
Interested parties may like to attend the pre-bid meeting on scheduled date
and time at Conference Hall, Medical Superintendent Office, 4th Floor, ESIC
Medical College & Hospital, NH-3, NIT, Faridabad-121001 (Haryana).
Feel free to seek clarification, if any on Tel. No. 1292985090
Date: - 19.01.2023
File No. 134/U/16/12/Misc./2022/

DEAN

Government of Punjab
TENDER NOTICE REFERENCE NO. 110 Dated 18.01.2023

The Department of Pb. W/S & Sew. Division, Sangrur, invites online bids for the following:-

Sr.
No.

Name of Work Rate Earnest
Money

Closing date
& time

1. Survey, Soil testing, Design, Supply &
Const. Installation, Commissioning of
11 MLD STP at Sangrur Distt. Sangrur

Lumpsum 9,00,000.00 10.02.2023 at
5.00 PM

For Details log on to: www.eproc.punjab.gov.in
Note: Any corrigendum (s) to the tender notice shall be published on the above website
only. Sd/-

Executive Engineer
Punjab W/S & Sew. Divn

20595 Sangrur

SXFªFÀ±FF³F ÀFSXIYFSX
d³FQZVFF»F¹F, d¨FdIY°ÀFF E½Fa À½FFÀ±¹F ÀFZ½FFEa, SXFªFÀ±FF³F, ªF¹F´FbSX

IiY¸FFaIY: ÃF¹F/d³Fd½FQF/2023/94 dQ³FFaIY: 16.01.2023
d½FÄFd´°F

SXFáÑXe¹F À½FFÀ±¹F d¸FVF³F, SXFªFÀ±FF³F IZY °FWX°F SXFáÑXe¹F ÃF¹F CX³¸Fc»F³F IYF¹FÊIiY¸F IZY A³°F¦FÊ°F ÀF¸´Fc¯FÊ SXFª¹F ¸FZÔ ÃF¹F SXûd¦F¹FûÔ IYe
£FûªF ½F ªFFa¨F WZX°Fb ¸Fû¶FFBX»F ½F`³F IZY ÀFa¨FF»F³F, SXFª¹F ¸FZÔ SXûd¦F¹FûÔ IYe LTBI ªFFa¨F IYSX½FF¹FZ ªFF³FZ WZX°Fb °F±FF ªFû²F´FbSX VFWXSX
¸FZÔ d³FªFe/SXFªFIYe¹F d¨FdIY°ÀFF ÀFaÀ±FF³FûÔ ¸FZÔ ÀFa·FFd½F°F ÃF¹F SXûd¦F¹FûÔ IZY ³F¸Fc³FZ IZY ´FdSX½FWX³F E½Fa ªFFa¨F dIY¹FZ ªFF³FZ WZX°Fb ÀFZ½FF
´FiQF°FFAûÔ IZY ¨F¹F³F WZ°Fb ´FiÀ°FF½F AF¸FadÂF°F dIY¹FZ ªFF°FZ WX`XaÜ
BX¨LbXIY ÀFZ½FF ´FiQF°FF WZX°Fb IYF¹FÊ IYF d½FÀ°FÈ°F d½F½FSX¯F dQ³FFaIY 20.01.2023 ÀFZ d½F·FF¦Fe¹F ½FZ¶FÀFFBXMX www.
rajswasthya.nic.in °F±FF eproc.rajasthan.gov.in E½Fa sppp.rajasthan.gov.in ´FûMXÊX»F ´FSX CX´F»F¶²F WX`XÜ

d³FQZVFIY (ªF³F À½FF.)
d¨FdIY°ÀFF E½Fa À½FFÀ±¹F ÀFZ½FFEa

Dipr/c/1145/2023 SXFªFÀ±FF³F, ªF¹F´FbSX

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE ARTS
(An Autonomous Trust under Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India)

Janpath Building, Janpath Road, New Delhi-110001
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)

Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi invites
2 “Request for Proposals (RFP)” for Art Spaces in the New
Parliament Building

The details are available at https://ignca.gov.in & cpp portal.

RFP format supported by requisite documents must be submitted
at above mentioned portal latest by 8.02.2023 till 11.00 AM.

CBC 09118/12/0017/2223 Director (Administration)
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iting 2% of proportionate project 
cost of the project passing through
the eco -ensitive zone of Rajaji 
Tiger Reserve should be removed
and amount already deposited 
should be adjusted in future pro-
jects of NHAI in Uttar Pradesh…”

Following this, FAC  observed
that given the huge cost of road 
(and so-called linear) projects, the
2% and 0.5% cost was too large in 
comparison to the forest area 
involved . It said, it made sense to 
instead define the amount as  2% 
or 0.5% of the cost of  project pass-
ing through   forest area, and not of
total project cost. The ministry  has
now officially communicated its 
decision to states and UTs. “In 
respect of linear projects, the stip-
ulated norms of 2% and 0.5% 
towards the cost of WMP and 
SMCP, as provided in the minis-
try’s guidelines dated 8.06.2022, 
will be proportionate to the extent
of forest land involved instead of 
total project cost or actual cost of 
implementation of such plans, 
whichever is more...,” it wrote in 
its January 16 letter. 

“ Road projects are  expensive.
They may be passing through a 
small forest area or eco-sensitive 
zone of a national park but its not 
right to ask them to pay based on 
the entire project cost. It should be
proportionate to the extent of for-
est area involved,” said a senior 
official of the ministry’s  forest divi-
sion. Environmentalists  said 
sometimes damage from road 
projects in eco-sensitive zones is 
irreversible. “ It’s shocking that the
government wants to make it eas-
ier to build roads involving diver-
sion of forests. No cost can com-
pensate for the loss but it should 
act as a deterrent,” said Mallika
Bhanot, member of Uttarakhand
based Ganga Ahvaan.

Jayashree Nandi

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI:  The Centre has 
exempted  road, rail, and trans-
mission line projects from having
to deposit  2% and 0.5% of the total
project cost towards the cost of the
Wildlife Management Plan 
(WMP) and Soil and Moisture 
Conservation Plan (SMCP) in a 
move that will benefit developers,
but which has been criticised by 
environmentalists.

The Union environment minis-
try under guidelines issued on 
June 7, 2022 made it mandatory 
for all projects to deposit 2% of the
total project cost towards the cost
of implementation of WMP and 
0.5% for SMCP,  as the case may 
be, for the purpose of obtaining 
Stage-II (final forest) clearance 
under the Forest Conservation Act
1980.

It decided to tweak the guide-
lines for road and other linear pro-
jects such as  rail lines, sidewalks, 
trails, and transmission lines  after
it was pointed out that these would
end up paying for the entire length
of the project even though only a 
small part would pass through a 
forest. 

“Adverting to said guidelines,
representation has been received 
in the ministry  that given the 
involvement of huge cost in road 
projects, the 2% and 0.5% cost of 
WMP and SCMP is too large in 
comparison to meagre forest area
involved in the project and accord-
ingly, the ministry was requested 
to revisit the said guidelines,” a let-
ter issued to state governments 
and union territories on January 
16  said. HT has seen a copy of the 
letter.  The representations were 
also discussed by the Forest Advi-
sory Committee (FAC) of the min-
istry. The issue was earlier consid-
ered by the FAC in its meeting held
on October 17, 2022 also wherein 
the committee decided that since 
the National Board of Wildlife has
taken a decision in a similar mat-
ter while dealing with the Deh-
radun – Ganeshpur Road, it would
be prudent to obtain the view of 
wildlife division of ministry.  The 
wildlife division said that the 
National Board for Wildlife in its 
meeting held on January 5, 2021 
on the  Dehradun-Ganeshpur 
Road said the “condition of depos-

Govt exempts key 
infra projects from 
wildlife fund rules

The Centre earlier made it 
mandatory for all projects to 
deposit 2% of  total project cost 
for wildlife management.  HT

Application are invited to fill up two (02) posts of Medical
Record Technician (General Central Service Group C,
Non - Gazetted, Non - Ministerial) in the Pay Matrix Level-4
(Rs. 25500-81100) in the Lady Hardinge Medical College &
Smt. S.K Hospital, New Delhi on Deputation basis (Including
Short-Term Contract).

The duly filled application may be sent by speed/Registered
post addressed to Director, Lady Hardinge Medical College &
Smt. S.K Hospital, New Delhi, within 30 days from the date of
Publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

For details login in website http://lhmc-hosp.gov.in

(Kumar Sourabh)
Dy. Director (Admin.)

LHMC & Smt. S.K Hospital
CBC 17148/12/0015/2223 New Delhi

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ANSARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110029

NOTICE INVITING TENDERS (NIT)

Advertised Tender Enquiry No.: 125/TC/Hybrid OT/2022-23.
On behalf of Director, AIIMS, Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110029, online bids are invited in two bid
system (Techno-Commercial Bid and Financial Bid) from reputed, eligible and qualified firms/
manufacturer for supply of following Goods:
S.
No.

Brief Description of Goods Quantity Amount of Bid Security/EMD
(in Rs. or for an equivalent amount

in foreign currency)
1. Purchase of “Robotic DSA Intra-

Operative Imaging with Navigation
System” (Hybrid OT)

01 No. INR Rs. 10000000/-

CRITICAL DATE SHEET
Published Date & Time 18.01.2023, 5.00 P.M.
Bid Document Download/Sale Start Date 18.01.2023, 5.00 P.M.
Seek Clarification Start Date 18.01.2023, 5.00 P.M
Seek Clarification End Date 25.01.2023, 5.00 P.M
Pre Bid Meeting 31.01.2023, 3.00 P.M.
Pre Bid Meeting Place & Address New Seminar, Room, 1st Floor, JPNATC, AIIMS,

New Delhi-110029
Bid Submission End Date & Time 21.02.2023, 12.00 P.M.
Bid Opening Date & Time 22.02.2022, 4.00 P.M.
Instructions:
1. Bids shall be submitted online only at CPPP website: https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app
2. The Bidder shall download the Tender Enquiry Document directly from the websites https://
eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app and shall not tamper/modify it including downloaded Price Bid
template in any manner. In case if the same is found to be tempered/modified in any manner, Tender/
Bid will be summarily rejected and EMD would be forfeited.
3. The complete bidding process is online. Bidders should be possession of valid Digital Signature
Certificate (DSC) of class III for online submission of bids. Prior to bidding DSC need to be registered
on the website mentioned above.
4. Bidders are advised to follow the instructions provided in the “Instructions for Online Bid
Submission” in Para No. 11 of GIB of Tender Enquiry Document.
5. Bidders are advised to visit this website regularly to keep themselves updated, for any changes/
modifications in the Tender Enquiry Document.
6. Intending bidder are advised to visit CPPP website https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure.app regularly
till closing date of submission of bid, for any corrigendum.
7. The documents to be submitted in their bid may be scanned with 100 dpi with black and white
option which helps in fast uploading.
8. The EMD/Bid Security shall be deposited through Bank Guarantee/Demand Draft/FDR drawn
in favour of the AIIMS JPNA Trauma Centre A/c. The original Earnest Money/Bid Security must
be delivered to Stores Officer, Store Section, JPNATC, Raj Nagar, New Delhi-110029 till bid
opening date and time as mentioned in “Critical Date Sheet” failing which the bid shall be summarily
rejected.

CBC 17112/12/0036/2223

Office of The Chief Engineer (Capital Zone) P.W.D., Bhopal (M.P.)

NIT No. 04/G./1/Mis/C.Z./2019 (Year 2023) Bhopal, Date : 10.01.2023
OnlineTender formentionedbelowarebeing invited. TheTender havebeenuploadedon thee-Procurement
system of Public Works Department on the Portal https://mptenders.gov.in Tender details are as below :-

S.
N
o.

Tender No. District Nature
of
work

Name of work Call
No.

Cost of
Project
(PAC) (Rs.
In lack)

Remarks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1
2023_

PWDRB_
242264_1

Bhopal
(manit.
division
no.2 bpl)

Plan

Balance work of Bangrasia- Bilkhiriya-
Amjhara Road (Old Agreement No.
32/16-17)

2nd
Call 747.03

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

2
2023_

PWDRB_
243018_1

Sehore Plan
Constructon of Ichawar Ram Nagar
C.C. Road in Km 1 to 6 Length 6.00 Km
(MDR No. MP-MDR-32-10)

1st
Call 1026.19

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

3
2023_

PWDRB_
243020_1

Sehore Plan
Upgradation of Kothri Kala Nipaniya
Road in Km 1 to 11/4 (MDR No. MP-
MDR-32-10) Length 10.40 Km.)

1st
Call 993.24

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

4
2023_

PWDRB_
243021_1

Sehore
(Div

Budni)
Plan

Construction of Widening and
Strengthening of CC Road From
Babri-Khadgaon-Tiladiya Road Length
8.90 Km.

1st
Call 1306.66

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

5
2023_

PWDRB_
243022_1

Sehore
(Div

Budni)
Plan

Construction of C.C. Road Mathagaon
Van Vikas Nursary Chandikachhar to
Nehlai Vai Mathagaon Nehar Puliya
Road length 14.00 Km.

1st
Call 2516.49

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

6
2023_

PWDRB_
243024_1

Harda Plan
Construction of Nandra to Ajnai rd
3.50 KM 1st

Call 602.45
EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

7
2023_

PWDRB_
243025_1

Harda Plan
Construction of Jhadbida Jinvani rd
3.00 KM 1st

Call 869.93
EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only

8
2023_

PWDRB_
243026_1

Harda Plan
Construction of Kachbedi Bichhola rd
to Sontalai to Bachbedi Main rd 10.50
KM

1st
Call 1265.86

EMD/All Document
are to be submitted

online only
Total 9327.85

The document can only be purchased online from the above website after making online payment. The
last date & time for Purchase of Document on line is Dated 28.01.2023 up to (17:30). Detailed NIT and other
details can be viewed on the above mentioned portal. Amendments to NIT, if any, would be published on
website only, and not in newspaper.

Chief Engine er (Capital Zone)
P.W.D. Bhopal Madhya PradeshG-21869/22

Tender Notice

´FW»FF Oû¬F SÃFF - QcÀFSF Oû¬F ÀFbSÃFF

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER,
RWS&S DIVISION, BALASORE
Tel: 06782-262249, Fax: 262931,

email: eerwss_bls@nic.in,
eerwssbls@gmail.com.

NATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING THROUGH e-Tendering
Cancellation of Tender Identification No, 49 / 2022-23

Dt, 13.01.2023
The Tender invited vide this office TCN No. 49 / 2022-23 dt.

13.01.2023 for the work "Execution of 40 LPCD Retrofitting RPWS
scheme to Bahabalpur under Balasore block of Balasore district with 5
Yrs OM" is hereby cancelled due to unavoidable circumstances

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER,
RWS&S DIVISION, BALASORE

OIPR - 25013/11/0033/2223

O-1665

Scan the code:

You can also call on:
1800-103-1800 (9 AM to 9 PM everyday)

or
Email at: counterclassifieds@hindustantimes.com

We are here for you

To place an obituary or
remembrance advertisement with

Homage

Unforgettable
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federation to be dissolved
because in every state unit, he
has his own people. We want a
fresh start. Until then we are
not ending our protest,” said
Malik.

Former wrestler and BJP
leader Babita Phogat, along
with her father and illustrious
coach Mahavir Phogat, went to
Jantar Mantar to meet the pro-
testing wrestlers, and said they
would talk to the government
on their behalf.

“I am a wrestler first and I
know their pain. I am also in
politics and I will try to talk to
the government and find a
solution,” said Babita, the 2012
world championships medal-
list

Sports minister Thakur,
who was in Hamirpur, said in
the evening that he had cut
short his visit and was return-
ing to Delhi to meet the wres-
tlers.

“The government has
worked for the welfare and
upliftment of sports and play-
ers. Work has been done to
make the federations better.
The allegations levelled by the
wrestlers are serious in nature.
We have taken swift action,
and the government has sent a
notice to WFI and sought a
reply within 72 hours,” Thakur
told ANI.

The meeting, which began
around 10pm, was still on at
midnight.

On Wednesday, the ministry
said it was taking the allega-
tions seriously, and had
demanded an explanation
from WFI within 72 hours. 

“If WFI fails to furnish the
reply within the next 72 hours,
the ministry will proceed to
initiate action against the fed-
eration in terms of the provi-
sions of the National Sports
Development Code, 2011,” the
ministry’s statement said. 

Following this, WFI called
an emergent meeting on Janu-
ary 22 in Gonda to discuss the
issue even as Singh continued
to dismiss the allegations as a
“conspiracy” to unseat him. 

Meanwhile, the support for
the wrestlers grew across the
Indian sporting firmament.

Newly elected Indian Olym-
pic Association president and
track legend PT Usha tweeted
that she wants a complete
investigation into the issues
raised by the wrestlers.

“I have been discussing the
current matter of wrestlers
with the members and for all
of us, the welfare and well-be-
ing of the athletes is the top-
most priority of IOA. We
request athletes to come for-
ward and voice their concerns
with us. We will ensure a com-
plete investigation to ensure
justice. We also have decided
to form a special committee to
deal with such situations that
may arise in the future, for
swifter action,” Usha said.

HT Correspondent 

letters@htlive.com 

LUCKNOW: A controversy 
erupted in Uttar Pradesh’s 
Moradabad district after some 
women students were allegedly 
denied entry by a local private 
college for wearing a burqa.

The  students alleged that the
administration of Hindu College
in Moradabad did not allow 
them to enter the college campus
with a burqa on Wednesday. 
They also alleged that the college
staff asked them to remove the 
burqa at the entrance.

“We were asked to remove our
burqas, otherwise the entry into
the college will not be allowed. 
The college administration is try-
ing to harass us in the name of 
implementing uniform code for 
students, a student said on condi-
tion of anonymity.   

No response was available

from the college administration 
on the alleged incident but they 
said that they have a set dress 
code for students. 

“The dress code for students
here had been implemented and
anybody who refuses to follow it
will be barred from entering the
campus,” said AP Singh, a profes-
sor at Hindu College.

Some students and members
of the Samajwadi Chhatra Sabha
(SCS) — the student wing of state’s
principal opposition party, the 
Samajwadi Party — protested out-
side the entrance of the institu-
tion, shouting slogans against the
college administration.   

In January last year, Karnataka
was rocked by sweeping protests
after some students of the Gov-
ernment Girls PU College in 
Udupi district alleged that they 
were barred from attending 
classes and even denied entry for
wearing a hijab (a headscarf).

Students: Not allowed to 
enter college over burqa

BHOPAL: The Indore Police and
district administration have
directed all police stations to
stay alert amid fears of a possible
communal tension after a group
of Sindhis and Nihang Sikhs
allegedly argued over the pres-
ence of the Guru Granth Sahib at
a Sindhi temple.

The purported incident took
place on December 19 when a
group of Nihang Sikhs linked to
Shiromani Panth Akali Budha
Dal visited a Sindhi temple in
Parshwanath Colony near Vinay
Nagar and alleged the Guru
Granth Sahib was kept “disre-
spectfully”. “Some outsiders
stoked controversy over the
presence of the Guru Granth
Sahib at a Sindhi temple... The
situation is under control. But
we have still asked all police sta-
tions to stay alert to avoid any
tension,” Indore police commis-
sioner H N Mishra said. HTC

POLICE ON ALERT AS 
GROUP OF SINDHIS, 
NIHANGS FACE OFF

NEW DELHI: The National Disas-
ter Response Force (NDRF) is
being given some technical
equipment that will increase its
capability in disaster response
and the force will soon begin its
first-ever comprehensive forest
fire controlling and combat
training for its personnel, senior
government officials said.

Besides, NDRF will soon have
eight more regional response
centres (RRCs) – small self-con-
tained teams based at marked
physical locations in various
states that are vulnerable from
the disaster point of view. 

Speaking at the 18th raising
day function of NDRF in Delhi,
Hitesh Makwana, additional sec-
retary (disaster management) in
the home ministry, said: “The
NDRF has become a visible and
vibrant force. It has created an
identity for itself. It has played
the role of a saviour.” HTC

NDRF SET TO 
GET MORE TECH 
EQUIPMENT

NOTICE INVITING BID
Odisha State Medical Corporation Limited

(OSMCL)
In front of Ram Mandir, Convent Square, Unit � III,

Bhubaneswar -751 001
Notification No.486 Date: 18/01/2023
Tel. : (0674) 2380950, Website : www.osmcl.nic.in , Email : drugs-osmcl@gov.in
Bid Ref. No.: OSMCL/2023-24/DRUGS-DHS-ACD-GR-II/03 Date: 19/01/2023
Online Bids through e-Tender portal (https://tendersodisha.gov.in) are invited from eligible bidders for supply
of Anti Cancer Items (Group-II) as per the particulars mentioned below:
SI.
No. Particulars Date and time

1. Date & time of release of bid 19/01 /2023, 3 PM

2. Date & time for submission of queries by
E-Mail id - drugs-osmcl@gov.in 23 /01/ 2023, up to 5:00 PM

3. Date & time of Online bid submission
Start Date & Time End Date & Time
25 /01 /2023, 3 PM 14 /02 /2023, 6.00 PM

4.
Date & time for submission of Tender Documents,
Tender Document Fee and EMD amount as per
section-IV of tender document

Start Date & Time Start Date & Time

15 /02 /2023, 10 AM 21/02 /2023, 11.00 AM

5. Date & time of online Technical bid opening 21/02/2023, 11:30 AM
6. Date of opening of Price Bid To be informed to the qualified bidders

The bid document with all information relating to the bidding process including cost of bid document, EMDs, Prequalification criteria
and terms & conditions are available in the websites: www.osmcl.nic.in and https://tendersodisha.gov.in The Authority reserves the
right to accept / reject any part thereof or all the bids without assigning any reason thereof.

SD/-
Managing Director
OSMC Ltd., Odisha
OIPR -10112/11/0052/2223

CAD-4556
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force us to reveal names or else
it will be a black day not only
for wrestlers but for the
women of India. There are
girls who are ready to talk, and
if it comes to that, we are ready
to file an FIR against the WFI
chief. We have every proof,”
Vinesh said during the sit-in
earlier on Thursday.

When told that Singh had
countered their charges saying
he will hang himself if a single
accusation of harassment is
proven against him, Vinesh
fumed: “Yesterday, there were
one or two victims among us,
but today there are five-six
wrestlers who have faced har-
assment. I am getting calls
from girls from as far as Kerala
and Maharashtra who have
been harassed. This is a fight
for respect.”

Vinesh also brushed aside
comments from Singh that
most of the players under the
aegis of WFI were on his side.

“Where is the federation?
Look around you — we are the
federation,” she said. “Let him
come out in the open and face
us eye-to-eye. Why is he sitting
inside now? He will not decide
when he will resign. We will
decide.” 

Singh, a Bharatiya Janata
Party (BP) MP from Kaiserganj,
Uttar Pradesh, is in his third
term as federation president
(his tenure ends this year), and
has been accused of running
the body like a fiefdom. 

The wrestlers have also
accused him of “sexual harass-
ment”, “mental torture”,
threats and abuse.

The wrestlers said on Thurs-
day they have left their homes,
and their training, and taken to
the streets because it is high
time they get justice. “Only we
know what we feel right now.
Action should be taken against
him. We will ensure that the
federation chief resigns and
the federation is dissolved,”
Vinesh said. 

Her statements were echoed
by Bajrang Punia, who called
for the sacking of Singh and
dissolving the federation to
herald a “new dawn and new
beginning for Indian wres-
tling”, and by Malik, who said
she expected swift action from
the government.

A team of seven wrestlers,
including Punia, Malik and
Vinesh met sports ministry
officials earlier in the day,
including sports secretary
Sujata Chaturvedi and Director
General of the Sports Author-
ity of India (SAI) Sandip Prad-
han. 

However, the wrestlers said,
they were given assurances
instead of concrete action.

“What we are getting (from
the ministry) is only assuran-
ces but we are not satisfied
with it. We want action against
the WFI chief. We want the

WRESTLERS PROTEST
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J
oshimath is a sad story of humankind’s
insatiable desires clashing with nature’s
limited resources. It also shows that when
modern planners ignore the traditional

wisdom of our ancestors, tragedies occur. 
Originally called Jyotirmath, the holy town is

a seat of Vedic sanatana dharma and Adi 
Shankaracharya established one of the four 
mathas here. Its population was never more 
than a few hundred people, and mostly com-
prised monks, priests and their families. This 
region — with Mana as the last village before 
the China border — bordered Tibet, and was on
the popular route to Kailash Mansarovar. Due
to its strategic location, a heavy presence of 
armed forces was built up over the years, espe-
cially in the decades following the 1962 India-
China war. Its location on the main route to the
Badrinath shrine attracted a large number of 
pilgrims, bringing with it a new wave of urbani-
sation that saw it grow haphazardly 
and rapidly. The results are there for 
all to see today.

Joshimath was sandwiched by two
huge nullahs that worked as natural 
drainage, but they were allowed to be
filled and erased by unchecked con-
struction. Our ancestors knew the sig-
nificance of the drainage, but that 
knowledge was lost. As Piyoosh Rau-
tela, executive director at the Uttara-
khand State Disaster Management Authority 
(USDMA), puts it, the people of the region 
understood the relationship between ground-
water infiltration and slope instability, and 
accordingly identified slide-prone areas to 
ensure safe disposal of excess rainwater into 
nearby water channels. The geological disposi-
tion and presence of thick piles of debris made
this place unsuitable for bearing the load of 
buildings and other structures that were con-
structed without thought. 

This is particularly galling because examples
of more sensitive construction abound in the 
state. Take, for example, the Kedarnath Temple,
which has withstood centuries of avalanches 
and natural catastrophes. In the words of RS 
Fonia, former director of the Archaeological 
Survey of India, the right selection of stones was
used for the temple and it was designed in a 
way that didn’t disrupt the local ecosystem. 

The phenomenon isn’t limited to Joshimath.
Examples of nature revolting against man-
made assaults can be seen in Gopeshwar, 
Almora, Tehri, Haldwani, Haridwar, and even
in the state capital Dehradun. A USDMA survey
found that 19,000 government buildings in vari-
ous parts of the state such as Doon Medical Col-
lege, Sachivalaya, Vidhan Sabha, in addition to
malls, cineplexes, five- and seven-star hotels —

all built on congested roads — remain vulnera-
ble to earthquake and other natural disasters. 

Allowing big malls on arterial roads such as
Hathibarkala road (in Dehradun) has destroyed
the breathing spaces of the city. Building multi-
storeyed concrete structures on playgrounds 
(Dehradun’s famous parade ground has fallen
prey to it) are invitations for disaster. But the 
tragedy should not be used by some people to 
stop development, or jeopardise livelihoods in
a sensitive border area.

What is the way out? I believe instead of
clearing projects in a piecemeal manner, the 
Himalayan area must be taken as a single unit
for purposes of environmental impact assess-
ment, which must be taken far more seriously.
Tunnels, highways and houses cannot be segre-
gated for clearances. The state government and
disaster management authorities need to take
ownership of the area, decide if a particular 

piece of construction is going to ren-
der the entire region vulnerable, and
clamp down on unchecked construc-
tion. We cannot play with nature’s
patience anymore. This is all the more
alarming because what wrecked
Joshimath — unchecked settlements
and construction — can already be
seen choking other pristine areas,
such as Devprayag that marks the
confluence of the Alaknanda and Bha-

girathi, and the birth of the mighty Ganga. 
When he was the chief minister of Gujarat,

Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi meticu-
lously planned the reconstruction and rehabili-
tation of tens of thousands of people after the 
2001 Bhuj earthquake, setting an example for 
the country and the world. As PM, he elabo-
rated on a doctrine for disaster resilience: 
Imbibing the principles of disaster risk man-
agement, including the poor in risk coverage, 
making women’s leadership central, investing
in risk mapping globally, leveraging technol-
ogy, building a network of universities, enhanc-
ing local capacities and initiatives, studying 
every disaster for lessons, and bringing greater
cohesion in international responses to disas-
ters.

The state government must act on this
agenda to mitigate future disasters. Strict rules
need to be made and followed, structural moni-
toring cells need to be set up, and a separate 
hill area development commission should be 
constituted to probe every new project proposal
through the prism of geological and ecological
safety. Our dev bhoomi needs a healing touch. 

Tarun Vijay is a former MP and former chairman

of the National Monuments Authority

The views expressed are personal

Monitor construction in the 
Himalayas to avoid tragedy

Tarun 
Vijay

of them. One, raise its paltry tax revenues
through tax reforms. Two, improve public
financial management and transparency to
improve expenditure targeting and project
selection. Three, impose a legal ceiling of
60-80% on the public debt-to-GDP ratio, to
guard against any future government profli-
gacy. Four, start a process of sustainable tar-
iff reforms to correct the anti-export bias,
beginning with a three year elimination of
para-tariffs (disguised customs duties). Five,
make better use of neighbourhood and loca-
tion, starting with discussions on a deep
trade and economic agreement with India (as
Bangladesh is doing). Six, improve funding
and targeting of the social safety net to pro-
tect people hurt by the ongoing economic cri-
sis, and those likely to be affected by future
reforms. 

As is normal in a crisis, Sri Lanka has
asked the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) for support (a long-delayed decision
that has cost its people dearly). However, the

IMF’s Extended Fund Facility, worth
$2.9 billion, requires a sustainable
debt profile and financing assuran-
ces/debt relief from official and pri-
vate creditors. 

Unfortunately, debt restructuring
is complicated, more so when China
is involved. China is Sri Lanka’s (and
the world’s) biggest bilateral cred-
itor and was owed $7.2 billion by the
end of 2021 — almost 20% of Sri

Lanka’s external public/guaranteed debt.
China is not enthusiastic about global debt
restructuring efforts, worried about a chain
of debt forgiveness requests from borrowing
countries. Also, multiple Chinese institutions
lend to Sri Lanka, each with different terms
and conditions, complicating possible debt
restructuring. While China has made some
supportive statements, it has been passive
and non-transparent on Sri Lanka’s requests
for debt relief. 

Unsurprisingly, China’s position has made
other bilateral creditors cautious. India, a
large bilateral creditor to Sri Lanka (and
unused to facing a debt default), while want-
ing to ensure that it gets the same debt deal
as that offered to China, has, in a letter to
IMF, expressed strong support for Sri Lanka.
Japan, another significant creditor repre-
senting the Paris Club (a group of wealthy
country creditors), is trying hard to play a
constructive role. Private creditors are the
other major holders of Sri Lankan debt. A
debt restructuring agreement with them may
be even more complicated than with official
creditors. 

Sri Lanka can only plead with its creditors
to provide sufficient comfort to convince the
IMF that its debt path, post-assurances and
post-debt relief, will be sustainable. Unfortu-
nately, the hopes of speedy IMF disburse-
ment have already been pushed back by sev-
eral months. 

Sri Lanka has a long and challenging road
ahead. After securing debt restructuring, it
will need to make painful choices, tackle
vested interests and undertake severe fiscal
tightening. In addition, it will have to
enhance and improve social protection to
minimise the pain of the less fortunate. The
beleaguered people of Sri Lanka can only
hope that relief comes soon. 
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to have any expectations of real
change from Pakistan, given its
present situation. But it is useful, nev-
ertheless, to note that even if the state-
ment says nothing particularly new, it
is a departure from the exaggerated
polemic that has emanated on India-
Pakistan issues in recent times. The
India-Pakistan terrain in itself is so
bleak and differences on many issues
so stark and foundational that any ref-
erences to living in peace and wanting
good relations are welcome, no mat-
ter how large a pinch of salt we may
take alongside it.

It is also useful to remind ourselves
that Sharif represents a party that has
been in the past a pragmatic and posi-
tive interlocutor on the bilateral rela-
tionship. The party’s head and the
PM’s brother, Nawaz Sharif, repre-
sents a political constituency in Paki-
stan that sees greater stability in rela-

tions with India as being in the coun-
try’s interest.

So, we need not be excessively cyni-
cal in evaluating such statements. As
an aspiration or even a vague and
much qualified declaration of intent,
they serve the purpose of introducing
a positive note in an otherwise nega-
tive relationship characterised by bit-
terness and deep mistrust. This does
not mean that we suspend disbelief or
jump to conclusions about what is
doable in the near term. But we will
not be doing a disservice to our
national interest by maintaining a
certain equanimity in our tone on
Pakistan, even while being cognisant
of the real threats and dangers that
emanate from it.
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The India-Pakistan terrain is so bleak and differences on many issues so 
stark that any references to living in peace and wanting good relations are 
welcome, no matter how large a pinch of salt we may take alongside it REUTERS

T
he writing was on the wall. In 2021,
Sri Lanka’s foreign reserves barely
covered two months of imports. In
April 2022, Sri Lanka announced a

default on its external sovereign debt. On
December 5, the World Bank approved Sri
Lanka’s reverse graduation, allowing it to
access concessional financing meant for
poor or highly vulnerable countries that it
graduated from in 2017. The fall was com-
plete. 

A country that was the first in South Asia
to embrace outward-oriented policies, was
among Amartya Sen’s favourite examples of
strong social and economic development,
and one whose economy grew despite a
26-year civil war, Sri Lanka has now become
a textbook case of how not to run economic
policies. 

Much has been written about how Sri
Lanka came to be in this dire situation, espe-
cially the impact of the 2019 Easter bombings
on tourism, untimely tax cuts, an unneces-
sary diktat on organic farming, the
effect of Covid-19 and the Russian
invasion of Ukraine. But, let’s focus
on two long-term policy errors that,
over time, made Sri Lanka highly
vulnerable to external and internal
shocks.

First, since about 2005, Sri Lanka
became addicted to borrowing,
especially external borrowing, to
finance large and sometimes dubi-
ous infrastructure projects. This trend accel-
erated after the end of the civil war in 2009.
As a result, Sri Lanka’s external debt grew
from 39% of the national income in 2010 to
72% in 2020. The comparable ratio for Paki-
stan — the other crisis country in South Asia
right now — was 45% in 2020. In addition,
with poor tax collections, Sri Lanka’s total
debt, a manageable 69% of the Gross Domes-
tic Product (GDP) in 2010, soared to 131% by
2022. 

Second, Sri Lanka’s trade regime turned
increasingly non-transparent and protec-
tionist since the turn of the century -- a policy
disaster in a small and import-dependent
economy. As a result, trade fell from a high
of 89% of GDP in 2000 to 54% in 2018 (pre-
Easter bombings) and 43% in 2021. The anti-
export bias and large fiscal deficits led to per-
sistent current account deficits financed
mainly by foreign borrowing. 

To get out of this morass, Sri Lanka will
have to make difficult choices that address
its enduring policy mistakes. Here are a few
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The roots of the 
wrestling crisis

In quitting, Ardern 
sets an example 

I
t is a rare moment when a politician steps down
from their powerful perch. Most attempt to cling
onto power long past their prime, attempting 

schemes and deals that often tarnish their standing. 
On Thursday, though, New Zealand prime minister 
Jacinda Ardern broke away from this tradition with 
a shock announcement that she was going to quit. 
Holding back tears, Ms Ardern said she had no more 
in the tank to continue, adding that she was only 
human.

When Ms Ardern took office in 2017, she was 
hailed as a global icon of the Left, and an emblem for 
a generation that saw someone relinquishing 
antiquated notions of what a politician should look 
like or behave. A former DJ, she became only the 
second world leader to give birth while in office and 
won global acclaim for her handling of the pandemic 
in the early stages, as well as her empathetic reaction 
in the aftermath of the 2019 Christchurch shootings. 
In recent months, though, her government faced 
resentment from many who opposed Covid-19 
mandates and rules. In her announcement, Ardern 
made a point of telling her daughter Neve that she 
was looking forward to being there when she started 
school this year, and long-time partner Clarke 
Gayford that it was time they married, pointing to 
the tremendous toll of the high-pressure job on her 
personal life, as a mother to a young girl. 

History will be the judge of her political legacy, as
well as the arbiter of the question of whether she 
faced harsher assessment because she was a woman 
leader in what was for a long time a boys’ club. Still, 
in deciding to step down while she was on top 
instead of trying to hold on to influence, she has set 
an example, one that many powerful leaders across 
the world would do well to note. 

A
n unprecedented rebellion by some of the
country’s top wrestlers against the Wrestling
Federation of India (WFI) and the allegedly
dictatorial tendencies of its boss, Brij 

Bhushan Sharan Singh, has put the spotlight back on 
the culture of impunity that has come to characterise 
sport administration in India. Tokyo Olympics bronze 
medallist Bajrang Punia, Rio Olympics bronze 
medallist Sakshi Malik, and two-time world 
championships medallist Vinesh Phogat led a group 
of around 30 wrestlers in a sit-in at Jantar Mantar. 
They demanded the immediate removal of Mr Singh, 
also a Bharatiya Janata Party MP, to save wrestling. 
The athletes alleged that Mr Singh, who is in his third 
term as WFI chief, ran the body as a fiefdom, sexually 
harassed some players, and used abusive language. 
Ms Phogat said she was “mentally tortured” after the 
Tokyo Olympics, where she lost in the quarterfinals, 
and received death threats from the federation. She 
alleged women players were sexually exploited at the 
national camp, and was backed up by Ms Malik. 

Mr Singh has termed the allegations a conspiracy, 
and the government has moved quickly to assuage the 
concerns expressed by the players. The charges 
against Mr Singh — especially those of sexually 
harassing and abusing women players — are serious, 
and they deserve a thorough investigation, preferably 
by a professional agency or law-enforcement. The 
authorities would do well to enlist senior players, men 
and women, to instil confidence in younger athletes, 
and dispel the air of sexism and chauvinism that 
appears to pervade the body’s functioning. In a 
country where women face formidable barriers in 
pursuing sport, the apprehension of abuse can deter 
talented players and make families reluctant to send 
young women to camps and meets. Swift and 
transparent action will be necessary to reverse this. 

Beyond this, the sordid episode underlines the 
problems plaguing Indian sport, where a handful of 
politically connected administrators have run 
federations despite indifferent results and complaints 
from players, using their influence to stymie any 
dissent. The 2011 national sports code attempted to 
change this by bringing in regulations for good 
governance. But its implementation has been less 
than satisfactory, and in some cases, has seen the 
emergence of a new class of administrators. This 
crisis should precipitate a good-faith effort at cleaning 
house and putting the focus back on the players and 
their well-being. Wrestling is India’s most successful 
individual Olympic sport. It deserves better.

T
wo different impulses jos-
tle against each other in
Pakistan today. The first is
a pronounced uncertainty
about how long the
present government led by

Shehbaz Sharif can last or how long it
can push back a general election.
Underwriting this uncertainty is per-
haps even greater doubt on whether
the election can end, or even bridge, a
political divide that has transformed
Pakistan’s political spectrum into a
virtual combat zone between the Pak-
istan Tehreek-e-Insaf on one side and
the Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz)
and the Pakistan People’s Party on the
other.

The second impulse is the down-
ward trajectory of the economy,
which totters on the very edge of
going into free fall. A balance-of-pay-
ments crisis combined with rampant
inflation and looming shortages of

critical commodities is not a novel sit-
uation for Pakistan and has recurred
frequently. But it appears that the
options available this time around
have certainly narrowed. The political
uncertainty — which occasionally
borders on chaos — does not help; in
fact, it aggravates the overall situa-
tion.

To these impulses must be added
other factors.

 One axis is provided by the contin-
ued friction with the Taliban govern-
ment in Afghanistan which has an
added edge because of the significant
threat emanating from the Tehrik-i-
Taliban Pakistan. Another is the after-
math of the massive and devastating
floods that left in its wake
numerous challenges, all of
which require substantial
financial expenditure. A
recent international pledg-
ing conference ended with a
positive headline of $10 bil-
lion, but it remains open
how much, and how
quickly, these pledged
amounts will actually mate-
rialise. A third axis is made up by the
aftermath of an intense bout of civil-
military feuding, in which the princi-
pals were former chief of army staff
Qamar Bajwa and former Prime Min-
ister (PM) Imran Khan. This clash has
left all sides bruised, and the army in
particular finds its public profile
dented.

Rhetoric against the army is not
new in Pakistan, and most political
parties have indulged in it from time

to time and with varying degrees of
intensity. Imran Khan, however,
employed this weapon with flourish
and a polemical pitch that was new.
In the process, he also recast himself
as the protagonist and ideologue of
civilian supremacy in Pakistan. This
transformation — from being the cho-
sen favourite and the head of the most
effective “king’s party” the army ever
created, to a democrat resisting the
military’s inroads into politics — has
astounded and infuriated his critics.
But it has, nonetheless, been success-
ful.

All of this collectively contributes
to the general impression, both within
Pakistan and outside it, of a rudder-

less nation — one in which
there are far too many mov-
ing parts for any reasonable
estimate to be made about
which direction the country
is headed.

In this broad context, how
should one view the recent
comment from Sharif about
wanting good relations with
India, Pakistan having learnt

its lessons from past conflicts, and
wanting peace? This was qualified by
references on the need to resolve
“burning issues like Kashmir”. Fur-
ther qualification came from the
Prime Minister’s Office that talks
could only follow a reversal of the
August 2019 legislative changes by
India on Article 370.

So, is there something which has
changed or something new? Not
much really, and it will be unrealistic

Maintain equanimity in 
dealing with Pakistan
Recent statements by 
Pakistan PM Sharif on 
bilateral ties come at a 
time when the country is 
mired in political and 
economic uncertainties. 
While not letting its 
guard down, it won’t be 
wrong to view this 
development positively

A

{ OLAF SCHOLZ } GERMAN CHANCELLOR 

P
I am doing my utmost to ensure that
the free trade agreements we have
successfully negotiated with Canada,
Korea, Japan, New Zealand, and
Chile will soon be followed by new

ones with India and Indonesia.

To fix its economy, Lanka 
must make tough choices

E STA B L I S H E D  I N  1 9 24

An unprecedented stir by top players points to 
a culture of impunity in the federation. Fix this

Sanjay 
Kathuria 

TCA 
Raghavan 

A country that was the first in South Asia to 
embrace outward-oriented policies and one 
whose economy grew despite a 26-year civil 
war, Sri Lanka has become a textbook case 
of how not to run economic policies REUTERS
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Pakistani Taliban 
attack police 
outpost, kill 3
PESHAWAR:  The Paki-
stani Taliban on Thur-
sday claimed respon-
sibility for a suicide 
attack on a police post 
in northern Pakistan 
that killed three police 
officers. Attackers thr-
ew grenades at a police 
outpost and entered the 
premises where a suic-
ide bomber detonated 
explosives. REUTERS

145 people feared 
dead after Congo 
boat sinking
KINSHASA:  At least 145 
passengers are missing 
and feared dead after a 
motorised boat over-
loaded with goods and 
animals sank at night 
on a river in north-
western Congo, auth-
orities said on Thur-
sday. It occurred near 
the town of Basankusu. 
About 55 people 
survived the disaster, 
officials said.  AP

Taiwan premier, 
Cabinet resign 
ahead of rejig
TAIPEI:  Taiwan Premier 
Su Tseng-chang subm-
itted his resignation 
along with that of his 
Cabinet to President 
Tsai Ing-wen on Thur-
sday ahead of a widely 
expected government 
reshuffle. Su’s move 
follows the ruling 
party’s trouncing at 
local polls in Nove-
mber, and comes as 
Taiwan gears up for 
presidential and 
parliamentary elections 
in early 2024. REUTERS

Trump presses 
Facebook to 
restore his a/c
WASHINGTON:  Former 
US president Donald 
Trump is urging 
Facebook to reinstate 
his account two years 
after it was deactivated. 
Facebook banned 
Trump a day after the 
January 6, 2021 insur-
rection, when a mob of 
his supporters tried to 
halt the certification of 
his election defeat to 
Joe Biden by storming 
the US Capitol. AFP

Iran slams EU parl 
for urging terror 
label on Guards
TEHRAN:  Iran conde-
mned on Thursday a 
European parliament 
call to blacklist the 
Islamic Revolutionary 
Guard Corps as a 
terrorist group, which 
would pave the way for 
sanctions against the 
powerful military force. 
Foreign minister 
Hossein Amir-
Abdollahian called the 
resolution “harsh and 
unprofessional” . AFP

in 100 of the most backward dis-
tricts in the country, which
included two districts from Kar-
nataka — Raichur (rank 12) and
Yadgir (rank 40). 

The districts were ranked
from best to worst. 

While Raichur scored 43.53%
on various development indica-
tors, Yadgir scored 37.1%. 

Under the initiative, Niti
Aayog monitors real-time
progress made in 49 indicators
from five areas — health and
nutrition, education, agriculture
and water resources, basic
infrastructure, financial inclu-
sion and skill development. 

The PM laid the foundation
stone of the ₹2,050 crore Yadgir
multi-village drinking water
supply scheme, which will pro-
vide potable water to about
230,000 households across 700
rural habitations and three
towns. 

He also inaugurated the
₹4,700 crore Narayanpur Left
Bank Canal-Extension Renova-
tion and Modernisation Project
(NLBC-ERM) that aims to irri-
gate 450,000 hectares of land
and benefit 300,000 farmers
across 560 villages.

In Kalaburagi district, he dis-
tributed title deeds to 50,000
beneficiaries, and laid the foun-
dation stone of a 71km stretch of
the Surat-Chennai Expressway,
being built at a cost of over ₹100
crore, that will reduce the dis-
tance from 1,600km to 1,270km.

The PM said his government

MODI IN K’TAKA

western disturbance, the region
normally sees moisture-laden
easterly to southeasterly winds,
which are warmer than north-
westerly winds. 

This, coupled with cloudy
skies, tends to drive up the mini-
mum temperature to a higher
than normal value. While the
Palam weather station recorded
a minimum of 9°C, Lodhi road
was 5.6°C. Delhi’s lowest was
5°C at Ayanagar.

COLD WAVE

not to be named. 
Among the women officers

already approved for the next
rank is Lieutenant Colonel
Rishma Sarin, wife of a highly
decorated fallen soldier, Major
Mohit Sharma of 1 Para (Special
Forces). Sharma was posthu-
mously awarded the country’s

COMMAND ROLES

was trying to reduce the chal-
lenges of north Karnataka, a rel-
atively less developed part of the
otherwise prosperous state, by
boosting connectivity. 

“Be it agriculture, industry or
tourism, connectivity is equally
important for all. Today, when
the country is laying an empha-
sis on connectivity-related
infrastructure, Karnataka is
also getting more benefits due
to a double-engine government.
The Surat-Chennai Economic
Corridor is also going to benefit
a large part of north Karnataka.
Due to the connectivity of the
two big port cities of the coun-
try, new industries have opened
up in this entire region,” he said.
Double-engine is a term used by
the BJP to refer to the party’s
governments both at the state
and national level. 

Taking a dig at previous
administrations, Modi said that
they didn’t think of ways to
improve the condition of dis-
tricts such as Yadgir. 

“We have the example of
Yadgir in north Karnataka. The
potential of this sector is second
to none. Despite this capability,
this region was left far behind in
the journey of development.
The previous governments
washed their hands of any
responsibility by declaring
many districts backward. The
previous governments did not
take time to think about what is
the reason behind the back-
wardness of this area, how to
remove the backwardness of

this area, let alone working
hard,” he added.

The battleground region of
Kalyana Karnataka holds 31 of
the state’s 224 assembly seats
and usually witnesses a direct
contest between the BJP, which
holds 12 seats, and the Congress,
which holds 15. 

The BJP won 104 seats in the
2018 assembly elections and
emerged as the single-largest
party but failed to form the gov-
ernment as the Congress and
the Janata Dal-Secular joined
hands. But that government col-
lapsed on July 23, 2019 after 17
lawmakers quit. 

A new BJP government
under former chief minister BS
Yediyurappa was sworn in three
days later, but after his depar-
ture in July 2021, the adminis-
tration under chief minister BS
Bommai has faced a string of
crises, internal dissent, and
mounting demands from influ-
ential communities for reserva-
tion. The party is hoping to
return to power on the back of
its development policies and
Lingayat support, but faces the
Congress and the JD(S). 

In his speech, Modi said the
next 25 years would be the
Amrit Kaal to build a developed
India. 

“India can develop when
every citizen of the country,
every family, and every state
joins this campaign. India can
develop when, whether it is a
farmer working in the fields or a
labourer working in industries,

Reuters
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WELLINGTON:  New Zealand
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
on Thursday made a shock
announcement that she had “no
more in the tank” to continue
leading the country and would
step down no later than early
February and not seek re-elec-
tion.

Ardern, holding back tears,
said that it had been a tough five
and a half years as prime minis-
ter and that she was only
human and needed to step
aside. 

“This summer, I had hoped to
find a way to prepare for not
just another year, but another
term - because that is what this
year requires. I have not been
able to do that,” Ardern, 42, told
a news conference.

“I know there will be much
discussion in the aftermath of
this decision as to what the so
called ‘real’ reason was... The
only interesting angle you will

find is that after going on six
years of some big challenges,
that I am human,” she contin-
ued. 

Ardern said she was not step-
ping down because the job was
hard, but because she believed
others could do a better job.

A ruling New Zealand Labour
Party vote for a new leader will
take place on Sunday; the party
leader will be PM until the next
general election. Ardern’s term
as leader will conclude no later
than February 7 and a general
election will be held on October
14. Ardern said she believed
Labour would win the upcom-
ing election.

Deputy Prime Minister Grant
Robertson, who also serves as
finance minister, said in a state-
ment he would not seek to stand
as the next Labour leader. 

Ardern’s successor as party
leader and prime minister faces
a stern test in a general election,
with support for Labour falling
and the country expected to go
into a recession next quarter.

NZ premier announces shock resignation
How Jacinda Ardern fared
Jacinda Ardern quit after a tumultuous five years that shot 
her to global stardom as a progressive leader but left her 
ground down by the challenges at home

Baby makes UN history: Ardern won 
accolades in 2018 when she appeared with 
her then 3-mth-old daughter in the UN hall - 
the first such instance in UN’s history

Mosque attacks: Ardern won plaudits for 
swiftly enacting gun law reforms after a 
gunman targeted two mosques, killing 51 and 
injuring 40 in 2019 Christchurch attacks

Covid election: Ardern won a second term 
by a landslide in October 2020, as she rode a 
wave of ‘Jacindamania’ popularity 
underpinned by her handling of Covid-19

Popularity wanes: Ardern’s popularity 
waned as she battled declining trust in 
government, a deteriorating economic 
situation, and a resurgent opposition  

“Politicians are human. We give all that we can, for as 
long as we can, and then it’s time. And for me, it’s time.”

The incident was “a result of
the violation of fire safety rules,
during which prohibited sub-
stances were used”, defence
minister Suren Papikyan told a
Cabinet meeting, citing prelimi-
nary information.

“We are talking about gaso-
line,” he said. 

Papikyan dismissed an army
corps commander and several
senior officers over the incident.

Investigators said a criminal
probe was underway into the
violation of safety standards.

In August 2022, more than a
dozen people were killed in an
explosion and subsequent fire
at a busy market in Armenia’s
capital Yerevan. AFP
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PARIS/BARCELONA:  Hundreds
of thousands took to the streets
in France on Thursday to pro-
test a deeply unpopular pen-
sions overhaul, with some dem-
onstrators clashing with police
in Paris, as strikes disrupted
public transport, schools and
much of the civil service.

The changes presented by
President Emmanuel Macron’s
government last week would
raise the retirement age for
most people from 62 to 64 and
increase the years of contribu-
tions required for a full pension.

France’s trade unions called
for a mass mobilisation, the first
time they have united since 12
years ago, when the retirement
age was hiked from 60 to 62.

Around 400,000 people
marched in the capital against
President Macron’s plan to
extend the retirement age, and
over 2 million in all of France,
according to the hard-left CGT
union. Police said earlier they
had prepared for 550,000 to
750,000 protesters in all of
France, including up to 80,000
in the capital.

Interior minister Gerald Dar-
manin said on Wednesday that
10,000 police would be on alert,
more than a third of them in the
capital. 

Many parents were looking

after their children as some 40%
of primary school teachers and
more than 30% of educators in
the secondary system took part
in the strike, according to offi-
cial estimates. Unions put par-
ticipation much higher, at 70%
and 65% respectively.

Electricity output cut
Strikers at state-owned energy
provider EDF said they had low-
ered electricity output by 7,000
megawatts, while grid operator
RTE put the figure at 5,000 MW
- enough to power two cities the

size of Paris.
But the CGT union federation

said the reduction would have
“no impact on users”.

Philippe Martinez, head of
the hard-left CGT union, told
broadcaster Public Senat the
planned pension reform “bun-
dles together everyone’s dissat-
isfaction” with the government,
and that the rare united front
among worker representatives
showed “the problem is very
serious”. 

“This will be a big day of
mobilisation, especially with all

the unions on the same page,”
Martinez said.

Prez defends reform
President Macron said on
Thursday he hoped nationwide
protests gripping France over
his controversial pension
reform drive would take place
without descending into vio-
lence. Speaking after a Franco-
Spanish summit in Barcelona,
Macron defended the proposed
changes as “fair and responsi-
ble”.

But he said he hoped the

demonstrations would take
place “without excesses, vio-
lence or destruction”, insisting
the deeply unpopular reform
was “democratically proposed
and approved”. 

Trade route disrupted
Trucks were backed up along a
motorway in northern France
on Thursday after workers’
strike halted ferry crossings
between Dover and Calais, a
major sea route for trade
between United Kingdom and
the continent.

Strikes hit France as unions 
fight prez’s pensions reform 
Around 400,000 
people marched in 
the capital and over 
2mn in all of France, 
according to the 
hard-left CGT union

Protesters wave flares during a rally called against the government pension reform plan in Marseille, France, on Thursday. AFP

YEREVAN, ARMENIA:  A fire
killed 15 servicemen and seri-
ously injured three others in
Armenia on Thursday after rip-
ping through a military bar-
racks overnight, the defence
ministry said. The blaze “broke
out in the barracks of an engi-
neer and sniper company of a
military unit”, the ministry said.

“Fifteen servicemen were
killed as a result... The condition
of three (other) servicemen is
assessed as serious.”

It said the fire started at
around 1:30am local time on
Thursday in the barracks in
Azat, a village in the eastern
region of Gegharkunik, near the
border with Azerbaijan. 

Armenia: Fire kills 15 
at military barracks

BEIJING:  The number of Covid
patients needing critical care in
China’s hospitals has peaked,
health authorities said on
Thursday, as millions travelled
across the country for long-
awaited reunions with families,
raising fears of fresh outbreaks.

There has been widespread
scepticism over China’s official
Covid data since it abruptly
axed anti-virus controls last
month that had shielded China’s
1.4 billion people from the dis-
ease for three years.

China said last Saturday that
nearly 60,000 people with Covid
had died in hospitals between
December 8 and January 12 - a
roughly ten-fold increase from
previous disclosures. However,
that number excludes those
who die at home, and some doc-
tors in China have said they are
discouraged from putting Covid
on death certificates.

As travel picks up during the

busy Lunar New Year holiday
season, as many as 36,000 peo-
ple could die each day from the
disease, according to the latest
forecasts from UK-based health
data firm Airfinity. Other
experts predict over 1mn will
die from the disease this year.

But a National Health Com-
mission official said on Thurs-
day that China has passed the
peak period of Covid patients in
fever clinics, emergency rooms
and with critical conditions.

The number of patients with
critical conditions in hospital
were more than 40% lower on
January 17 than a peak seen on
January 5, an official said.

This comes after President Xi
Jinping expressed concern that
rural areas were ill-equipped to
deal with a surge in infections
as Lunar New Year holidays,
which start on January 21, bring
throngs of city-dwellers back to
their home towns. REUTERS

Critical Covid cases 
have peaked: China

Agencies

letters@hindustantimes.com

MOSCOW:  An ally of President
Vladimir Putin warned Nato on
Thursday that a defeat of Russia
in Ukraine could trigger a
nuclear war. “The defeat of a
nuclear power in a conventional
war may trigger a nuclear war,”
former Russian president
Dmitry Medvedev, who serves
as deputy chairman of Putin’s
powerful security council, said
in a post on Telegram.

“Nuclear powers have never
lost major conflicts on which
their fate depends,” said Medve-
dev, who served as president
from 2008 to 2012.

Meanwhile, a Ukrainian pres-
idential aide said on Thursday it
was time for the West to stop
fearing Russian President Vlad-
imir Putin and send much-
needed modern tanks to his
war-torn country.

“Time to stop trembling at
Putin and take the final step,”

presidential adviser Mykhailo
Podolyak tweeted. 

Britain on Thursday said it
would send 600 Brimstone mis-
siles to war-torn Ukraine to help
its fight against Russian forces
while Denmark said it will
donate 19 French-made Caesar
howitzer artillery systems to
Ukraine.

After visiting the war-torn
country, EU chief Charles
Michel on Thursday said that
tanks “must be delivered” to
Ukraine. 

“I firmly believe that tanks
must be delivered,” Michel
tweeted after talks with Ukrain-
ian President Volodymyr Zelen-
sky. “We want to support you
because we are aware that the
next few weeks may be decisive
for what comes next.”

Also, Ukrainian authorities
on Thursday were investigating
the circumstances surrounding
a helicopter crash that killed the
country’s interior minister and
13 others on Wednesday.

N-war if Russia is 
defeated: Putin ally

{  }
everyone’s life is better. India
can develop only when the
crops in the fields are good and
factories also expand,” he
added. 

The Opposition criticised the
visit. Leader of Opposition and
former chief minister Siddara-
maiah said that Modi was tak-
ing advantage of schemes initi-
ated by the previous Congress
government. “We cooked, and
they are eating. After we did
everything, they are now projec-
ting that they did everything,”
he added.

Karnataka Congress chief DK
Shivakumar said Modi was
coming to give “chocolate” as
elections are nearing. 

“He did not come when peo-
ple were in trouble due to
floods. It will be better if he
speaks about his action plan for
the employment of youth, why
farmers’ incomes have not dou-
bled, and why cooking gas pri-
ces have not been reduced,” he
added. 

This year, Delhi residents
have experienced an unusually
prolonged cold spell through
the majority of January, IMD
data shows.

At a low of 2.6°C at the Saf-
darjung, Wednesday was the
third successive cold wave day
for Delhi, and the eighth cold
wave day in the month so far –
the second-highest number of
such days in the month of Janu-
ary in the last 31 years, IMD data
between 1992 and 2023 showed.

The highest – 12 cold wave
days – were recorded in January
2008. However, the longest spell
of consecutive cold wave days
four that year. 

In 1997, 1998 and 2021, Delhi
recorded seven such days in the
entire month. 

IMD classifies a cold wave in
the region when the minimum
temperature is 4.5 degrees or
more below the normal mark,
or when it drops to 4°C or lower.

This year, the city also wit-
nessed a longer cold wave spell
of five consecutive cold wave
days between January 5 and 9 —
the highest streak in the last 31
years. The last time Delhi suf-
fered a similar spell of winter
was in 2013, when five consecu-
tive cold wave days were
recorded. On Thursday, the
city’s maximum also rose,
touching 22.6°C — three notches
above normal and three degrees
higher than Wednesday’s maxi-
mum of 19.6°C.

Under the influence of the
western disturbances, IMD has

forecast a drizzle late on Janu-
ary 23 and light rain on January
24. On January 25 again, there
will be chances of a drizzle. 

While the maximum temper-
ature is forecast to hover
between 21°C and 23°C till Janu-
ary 25, Delhi’s minimum is fore-
cast to rise further and will
hover between 9°C and 10°C
between January 20 and 25.

Delhi’s air quality, mean-
while, worsened further on
Thursday, as the Air Quality
Index (AQI) touched a reading
of 338 (very poor) according to
Central Pollution Control
Board’s 4pm bulletin. 

The reading stood at 306
(very poor) on Wednesday.

Forecasts by the Early Warn-
ing System (EWS), used by
CAQM to take pre-emptive
action, show Delhi’s AQI is
likely to return to “poor” by Jan-
uary 20, owing to rain and an
increase in wind speed. 

An AQI between 0-50 is con-
sidered good, 51 and 100 satis-
factory, 101 and 200 moderate,
201 and 300 poor, 301 and 400
very poor, and over 400 is
severe.

highest peace-time gallantry
award, the Ashoka Chakra, for
his heroism during a counter-
terror operation in Kashmir in
2009. Before that, the Special
Forces officer had led a string of
operations in Kashmir, includ-
ing one that involved infiltrating
the ranks of a terrorist outfit and
killing some of its top operators.

Select-grade means the offi-
cers are selected for promotion
based on merit, rather than on
the basis of time spent in service.

The women officers being
assessed by the selection board 
are from the 1992 to 2006 batch 
and were commissioned in vari-
ous arms and services including 
Engineers, Signals, Army Air 
Defence, Intelligence Corps, Army
Service Corps, Army Ordnance 
Corps, and Electrical and Mechan-
ical Engineers, said the first offi-
cial. Also, 60 of the women offi-
cers being considered for promo-
tion have been called as observers
for the selection board to ensure 
fairness and to clarify their appre-
hensions if any, the official said. 

To be sure, women doctors in
the armed forces have risen to the
three-star rank (lieutenant gen-
eral and equivalent in the other 
two services). Also, six women 
officers were granted the time-
scale rank of colonel by the army
last year after completing 26 years
of service. These officers are also 
being considered by the selection
board for promotion to the select-
grade rank to ensure career pro-
gression, HT has learnt. 

The 108 women officers who

are declared fit will be eligible to 
hold command assignments, and
the first set of such postings will be
issued by January-end. “To pro-
vide equal opportunities to 
women, the army has granted Per-
manent Commission (PC) to 
women officers on a par with their
male counterparts. With this, 
women officers can aspire to 
achieve greater glory and shoulder
higher ranks and responsibility,” 
the first official added. Women 
officers who have been granted PC
are undergoing special training 
courses and have also been given 
challenging assignments to 
empower them for higher leader-
ship roles, the officials said. 

Last week, Army chief Gen-
eral Manoj Pande said the com-
missioning of women officers in
the regiment of artillery was on
the cards. He said empowerment
of women was a focus area in
which the army had made good
progress. 

In early January, the army for
the first time deployed a woman
officer, Captain Shiva Chouhan,
at Siachen, the world’s highest
and coldest battleground. It also
army deployed its largest contin-
gent of 27 women peacekeepers
in Sudan’s disputed region of
Abyei, where they will provide
relief and assistance to women
and children, and perform secu-
rity-related tasks in a challeng-
ing mission as part of the United
Nations Interim Security Force
(UNISFA).  To be sure, tanks and
combat positions in infantry are
still no-go zones for women.
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e-Tender Document for auction (condemn items-Tower)

Police Telecom Headquarters
Bhadbhada Road, Bhopal, M.P.
E-mail : ssp_radio@mppolice.gov.in

NO. PDM/PUR/Tower auction/D-1253/2023 DATE : 14.01.2023

-:: Open e-Tender Cum Auction Notice ::-
Invites e-tender for auction of Wireless Towers as shown below mentioned :-

S.
No.

ITEM NAME TOTAL
QTY.

OFF SET
PRICE in Rs.

Required
EMD in Rs.

Tender
Fee in Rs.

1 150 ft. Wireless Tower-PTS
Pachmarhi, Distt.- Narmadapuram

01
Nos.

2,88,000/- 6000/- 1000/-

1. Cost of tender documents is Rs. 1,000/- (One thousand only) which is non-
refundable and no Exemption in any condition. Tender fee will be deposited
online.

2. The tender fee and EMD should be deposit online through website.

3. The Tender should be submitted online on website https://www.mptenders.
gov.in in favour of SSP (Radio) Bhopal within scheduled date and time.

4. The Tender documents can be download from MP Police website (https://
www.mppolice.gov.in)

5. Bidder can be bid only above the offset Price Rupees 2,88,000/- and GST taxes
are applicable as per govt. rules with GST certificate.

6. Schedule :-
a Documents Download/Sale Start Date/Time 16/01/2023 From 1700 Hours.
b Bid Submission Start Date/Time 23/01/2023 From 1700 Hours.
c Bid Submission End Date/Time 06/02/2023 Upto 1600 Hours.
d Bid will be Opened on Date/Time 07/02/2023 At 1610 Hours.

G-21814/22

DIG (T/C) / SSP (Radio)
Police Telecom Headquarters,

Bhopal´FW»FF Oû¬F SÃFF - QcÀFSF Oû¬F ÀFbSÃFF

HIMACHAL PRADESH
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

E-Procurement Notice
INVITATION FOR BIDS (IFB)

1. The Executive Engineer, Una Division HPPWD Una H.P. on behalf of Governor of H.P. invites the online bids on percentage
rate, in electronic tendering system, in 2 Cover System for the under mentioned works from the eligible and approved
contractors / Firms registered with HPPWD Department.

Sr.
No.

Name of work Estimated
cost

EMD Through
online

Time
Limit

Cost of tender
Through online

Eligible
class of
contractor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 Periodical Maintenance on Una Rampur Haroli

Palkwah Jaijon road km. 0/0 to 2/0, 15/0 to 16/0 and
18/0 to 23/0 (SH.:- Patch work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra
crossing and side lines,cat eyes etc. therein) Under
State Head (MDR)

2,15,65,390/- 2,48,200/- Two
Months

5,000/- Class- A & B

2 Periodical Maintenance on Panjawar Bathri road km.
9/0 to 10/0, 17/0 to 18/0, 23/0 to 28/0 & 33/0 to 34/0
VR 001(SH.:- Patch work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra
crossing and side lines therein) Under State Head

1,78,65,395/- 2,11,200/- Two
Months

5,000/- Class- A, B
& C

3 Periodical Maintenance from Gondpur Turf Jai Chand
to Jhol Majra km. 2/0 to 2/500 VR 067, Gondpur
Turf Jai Chand to Sahuwal km. 0/0 to 1/100 VR. 121,
Gondpur Turf Jai Chand to Bilna km. 0/0 to 0/500
VR. 138, Link road to Lambibarhi of Bathu km. 0/0
to 0/800 VR. 125 Tehsil Haroli Distt. Una (SH.:- Patch
work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra crossing and side lines
therein) Under State Head

37,03,536/- 63,100/- Two
Months

1,500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

4 Periodical Maintenance from Panjawar Bathri road to
village Sainsowal km. 0/0 2/170 VR 128, Link road
Lalri to Dhilwan km. 0/500 to 1/0 VR. 169 Tehsil Haroli
Distt. Una (SH.:- Patch work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra
crossing and side lines therein) Under State Head

35,65,368/- 61,000/- Two
Months

500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

5 Periodical Maintenance on link road to village Khad
km. 1/0 to 2/0 VR023, Panjawar Bathri road to Tholian
Tehsil Haroli Distt. Una Km. 0/0 to 0/870 & 1/160 to
2/030 VR050 (SH.:- Patch work, 30 mm thick BC,
Zebra crossing and side lines therein) Under PMGSY
Head

33,86,168/- 58,300/- Two
Months

1,500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

6 Periodical Maintenance on link road to village Saloh
Tehsil Haroli Distt. Una km. 0/0 to 2/600 VR. 026(SH.:-
Patch work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra crossing and side
lines therein) Under PMGSY Head

31,36,563/- 54,600/- Two
Months

1,500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

7 Periodical Maintenance from N.U.A.M road to Village
Tabba km. 0/0 to 0/210, 0/410 to 1/220 & 1/300 to 2/0
VR No. 095 (SH.:- Patch work, 30 mm thick BC, Zebra
crossing and side lines therein) Under PMGSY Head

21,25,630/- 39,400/- Two
Months

500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

8 Periodical Maintenance on link road from Sanoli to
Melwan Tehsil Una Distt. Una km. /00/ to 1/0 VR145,
Link road to Kanya Maha vidyala at Lalsingi Tehsil Una
Distt. Una Km. 0/0 to 0/050 VR112 (SH.:- Patch work,
30 mm thick BC, Zebra crossing and side lines therein)
Under State Head

12,80,630/- 25,700/- Two
Months

500/- Class- A, B,
C & D

2. Date of release of Invitation for Bids through e-procurement: 31.01.2023.
3. Cost of Bid Form: As per detail in column No. 6 in form through online in favour of Executive Engineer, Una Division

HPPWD, Una payable at Una.
4. Availability of Bid Document and mode of submission: The bid document is available online and bid should be submitted

online on website http://hptenders.gov.in. Bidder would be required to register on the web-site which is free of cost. For
submission of bids, the bidder is required to have Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) from one of the authorized Certifying
Authorities (CA). “Aspiring bidders who have not obtained the user ID and password for participating in e-tendering in
HPPWD may obtain the same from the website: http://hptenders.gov.in Digital signature is mandatory to participate in the
e-tendering. Bidders already possessing the digital signature issued from authorized CAs can use the same in this tender.

5. Key Dates:

1 Date of Online Publication 31.01.2023 (0900 HRS)
2 Document Download Start and End Date 31.01.2023 (0900 HRS upto

06.02.2023 (0900 HRS)
3 Bid Submission Start and End Date 31.01.2023 (0900 HRS upto

06.02.2023 (0900 HRS)
4 Physical Submission of Required original Document/Profile. 06.02.2023 upto 1030 HRS
5 Date of Technical Bid opening, Evaluation of Technical Bid followed by Opening of Financial Bid. 06.02.2023 (1100 HRS).

6. TENDER DETAILS:
The Tender Documents shall be uploaded online in 2 Cover:
a. Cover 1: shall contain scanned copies of all “Technical Documents/Eligibility Information.”
b. Cover 2: shall contain “BOQ/Financial Bid”, where contractor will Quote his offer for each item.

7. Submission of Original Documents: The bidders are required to submit required Technical Documents in Executive
Engineer, Una Division, HPPWD, Una H.P. as specified in Key dates Sr. 4 on Tender Opening Date, failing which the bids will
be declared non-responsive.

8. BID OPENING DETAILS: The bids shall be opened on 06.02.2023 at 1100 HRS in the office of Executive Engineer, Una
Division, HP: PWD, Una by the authorised officer. In their interest the tenderer is advised to be present along with original
documents at the time of opening of tenders. If the office happens to be closed on the date of opening of the bids as
specified, the bids will be opened on the next working day at the same time and venue. The date for opening of financial bids
will be intimated separately after evaluation of technical bids.

9. The bids for the work shall remain valid for acceptance for a period not less than 75 days after the deadline date for bid
submission.

10. Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. The officer inviting tender shall not be held liable for any delays due to
system failure beyond its control. Even though the system will attempt to notify the bidders of any bid updates, the Employer
shall not be liable for any information not received by the bidder. It is the bidders’ responsibility to verify the website for the
latest information related to the tender.

NOTE:- The bidders are requested to submit their bid as per Notification issued by the Principal Secretary PW to the Govt. of
HP vide No. PBW(B)A(3)1/2020 dated 22.07.2020 & Govt. of HP vide No. PBW (B)A(3)1/2020-1 dated 07.10.2021.
The bidders are advised to note other details of tenders from the department website www.hptenders.gov.in.

Executive Engineer
Una Division

HPPWD, Una Pin Code 174303
Telephone No. 01975-226036

e-mail: ee-una-hp@nic.in
DPR HP-5355 On behalf of Governor of Himachal Pradesh

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
RURAL WORKS CIRCLE, BARIPADA

By E Mail/e-Despatch
E Mail ID serwcbaripada@gmail.com / Ph-No-06792-261343/261344 / Gangraj, Baripada

"e" Procurement Notice for Bridge Work
Identification No.- Online Tender- Road N.C.B. No. 259 for 2022-23.

Letter No.136 / Date. 18.1.2023 //

1 Name of the work :- Bridge works under Biju Setu Yojana in the District of Mayurbhanj
2. Total No. of work :- 03 Nos. (Three)
3. Estimated Cost :- Rs.294.93 lakhs to Rs.517.57 lakhs (approximately).
4. Eligible Class of Contractor : - As per annexure.
5. Period of Completion :- As per annexure.
6. Other details

Procurement Officer
Bid

Identification
No

Availability of tender
On-line for bidding

Last Date &
Time of seeking

Tender
Clarification

Date & Time of Opening of
Tender in O/O C,C.E.R.W.

Circle, Baripada

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Chief Construction
Engineer, Rural Works
Circle, Baripada

Bridge
On-line N.C.B.

No. 259

Dt.
24.01.2023

at
11.00 A.M.

Dt.
07.02.2023
up to

5.00 P.M.

Dt.06.02.2023
up to

5.00 P.M.

Dt.
08.02.2023

at
11.00 A.M.

Will be
intimated
later

From To Technical Bid Financial Bid

O-1658

* Further details can be seen from the website: www.tendersorissa.gov.in.
* Any Corrigendum / Addendum will be displayed in the above e_tender website only

Chief Construction Engineer,
R.W. Circle. Baripada.

OIPR - 25181/11/0060/2223

GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER

RURAL WORKS CIRCLE, SUNABEDA
email- serwsbd2003@yahoo.com

No: Date:
e- Procurement Notice for Road works

1 Name of the work Construction of roads as per Annexure (8 Nos)
3 Class of contractor B", "A" & Special Class of (Odisha PWD) or relevant class of other licensing authority.
3 Estimated Cost Varies from Rs.155.92 Lakhs to Rs. 744.86 Lakhs (Approximately)
4 Details projects as per :

Annexure attached.

Procurement Officer
Bid

Identification
No

Availability of tender
On-line for bidding

Last Date &
Time of seeking

Tender
Clarification

Date & Time of Opening of
Tender

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Chief Construction
Engineer, Rural Works
Circle, Sunabeda

CCERWCSBD
- Online -
41/2022-23

24.01.2023
at

11.00 A.M.

07.02.2023
up to

5.30 P.M.

06.02.2023
up to

2.00 P.M.

08.02.2023
at

11.00 A.M.

To be
intimated
separately

From To Technical Bid Financial Bid

5. The details of works can be seen from the web site https://www.tendersodisha.gov.in
6. Any Corrigendum/Addendum will be displayed in the above e-tender web site

Chief Construction Engineer,
Rural Works Circle, Sunabeda.

OIPR - 25182/11/0052/2223

O-1660

GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF

RURAL WORKS, ODISHA, BHUBANESWAR
(E-Mail address � cerw_bbsr@yahoo.com)

Ltr. No - // Dt. 12.01.2023
"e" Procurement Notice for bridge works in Odisha

(Online-09 (Bridge) / 2022-23 dt. 12.01.2023)
1. Name of the work : Construction of bridge work
2. Total No. of works : 23 (Twenty Three) nos
3. Estimated cost : Rs 1001.07 lakh to Rs 4995 00 lakh
4. Class of contractor : A Class, Special Class & Super Class.
5. Period of completion : 18 (Eighteen). 24(Twenty Four) & 30(Thirty) calendar months.
6. Other details :

O-1656

Procurement Officer
Bid

identification
No

No. of
bridge works

Availability of tender online for
bidding

From To
Chief Engineer, Buildings & Bridges.
Rural Works, Odisha, Bhubaneswar

Online-09(Bridge) /
2022-23

23 (Twenty
Three) nos

24.01.2023
at 11.00 A.M.

14.02.2023 upto
5.00 P M

Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. which will be available in website www.tendersorissa.gov.in
Chief Engineer (Buildings & Bridges),
Rural Works, Odisha, Bhubaneswar

OIPR - 25123/11/0023/2223

DELHI CANTONMENT BOARD
TENDER NOTICE

Delhi Cantonment Board invites tenders from the Govt. approved contractors in appropriate category through e-tendering for the
following works as detailed below;
Date of release of tender through e-procurement : 25.01.2023 at 1700 hrs
Last date & time for downloading of tender documents : 16.02.2023 upto 1300 hrs
Last date and time submission of e-tenders : 16.02.2023 upto 1300 hrs
Date and time for opening of e-tenders : 17.02.2023 at 1330 hrs
Details of work

SI.
No.

Name of work Amount of
Contract

Earnest Money
Deposit Amount

1. Term Contract for repair to Drains & Civic Amenities like dustbins, group
latrines, urinals, water through and other allied structure in Ward No.1, 5,
7 & 8, Delhi Cantt

Rs. 4,00,00,000/- Rs. 4,75,000/-

2. Term contract for improvement, repair, construction of footpath/walking
plaza, jogging tracks in Delhi Cantonment

Rs. 8,00,00,000/- Rs. 7,25,000/-

The bidder may download the “Tender Document” and other terms and conditions as available on the website of
http://defproc.gov.in
Please note that any amendment, clarification, errata to tender documents shall be uploaded on website http://defproc.gov.in
& Cantt Board website www.delhi.cantt.gov.in. All intending bidders are required to visit aforementioned websites to check for
amendments, clarifications, errata etc prior to quoting their rates & no compensation whatsoever shall be admissible to the bidders
for failure to register the same.
Telephone No. 25695450
No. DCB/8/C-1/TN/2022-23/15 Sd/-
OFFICE OF THE CANTONMENT BOARD Chief Executive Officer
Website : www.delhi.cantt.gov.in Delhi Cantonment
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{ WEATHER }  
TEMPERATURE    HIGH    LOW

TEMPERATURE IN 
FOUR METROS

Delhi

21°c I 08°c

Mumbai

29°c I 21°c

Kolkata

24°c I 15°c

Chennai

31°c I 21°c  22°c I 07°c21°c I 08°c   

ALMANAC

22°c I 07°c

l 27 Jumada Al-Akhirah, 1444
l Magha, Krishna 

Paksha, 13, 14
l Samvat 2079
 Sunset: Friday 

at 05:49 p.m.
 Sunrise: Saturday 

at 07:13 a.m.
 Moonset:  Friday 

at 03:59 p.m.
 Moonrise: Saturday 

at 06:50 a.m.

Today is 
20th January 2023      

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

{ THE CROSSWORDS } 

{ SUDOKU }
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PUZZLE 16448 © Gemini Crosswords 2018 All rights reservedCRYPTIC CLUES

ACROSS
 1 To free from blame (7)

 5 Corrupt payment (5)

 8 Be on the ball (4,5,4)

 9 Enforced absence abroad (5)

 10 Secrecy (7)

 11 Abominate (6)

 12 Disposition (6)

 15 Furtive procedure (7)

 17 Thick rope (5)

 19 Place providing lodging (8,5)

 20 Northwest Canada territory (5)

 21 Unanimously (7)

ACROSS

 1 A female impersonator (7)

 5 Plain clothes expert in Moslem law (5)

 8 Perplexity produced by master barmen’s 
concoction (13)

 9  A buzzer that doesn’t work (5)

 10 A match for the devil (7)

 11 He failed to turn the tide (6)

 12 Raise with some relief (6)

 15 A muscle that is unaffected by 
retraction (7)

 17 It goes on record (5)

 19 Marksmen who have meteoric careers? 
(8,5)

 20 Give in return (5)

 21 Layers welcome in the upper parts (7)

DOWN

 1 Advanced to be a school principal (5)

 2 It was a question of life or death to Hamlet 
(2,2,2,3,2,2)

 3 Are moving home - it must be serious (7)

 4 Fast string of horses (6)

 5 The most noted of the arts (5)

 6 Subject to no charges (4,4,5)

 7 Confines one after another we hear (7)

 11 Bob may be crusty about a point (7)

 13 Aimless sort of girl (7)

 14 Growing local office of a bank for 
example (6)

 16 Carried drink to little Edward (5)

 18 Goes over the ground where the knights 
used to fight (5)

DOWN
 1 Joint on leg (5)

 2 Mere guess (4,2,3,4)

 3 Unruly (7)

 4 Pass by (6)

 5 Culinary herb (5)

 6 Morally obliged (2,6,5)

 7 Lacking restraint (7)

 11 Disregard orders (7)

 13 Intoxicating liquor (7)

 14 Gratitude (6)

 16 Burdened (5)

 18 Foe (5)

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and 

each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9. 

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

DIFFICULDIFFICULDIFFICULDIFFICULDIFFICUL

QUICK CLUES

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTIONS (16447)

Moderate fog Moderate fogModerate fog

Anu Sharma

anu.sharma@livemint.com

NEW DELHI:  After a blockbuster
December for airlines, with
high fares and strong demand,
January has seen as much as a
40% drop in spot fares on sev-
eral metro routes, indicating
demand has softened, data from
multiple travel websites
showed.

Spot fares for a Mumbai-
Delhi flight have declined to
₹ 6 , 0 0 0 - 2 7 , 0 0 0  f r o m
₹14,000-27,000 in December.
Spot fares for Mumbai-Benga-
l u r u  c u r r e n t l y  c o s t
₹ 4 , 0 0 0 - 6 , 0 0 0  f r o m
₹4,000-14,000 in December.
Similarly, fares for Delhi-Kolk-
ata are down to ₹8,000-18,000
from ₹15,000-22,000 in Decem-
ber, data from travel portals
showed. 

“Average spot fares in Janu-
ary have decreased by 15-20%,
month-on-month, due to a
decrease in demand as com-
pared to the peak travel season
of December. The drop in air-
fares can also be due to the
recent travel sales being rolled
out by airlines in January.
December saw significant travel
demand on account of Christ-
mas and New Year vacations,

which also drove airfares
higher,” said Aloke Bajpai,
group CEO and co-founder of
Ixigo.

India’s aviation market saw
the strongest demand since the
onset of covid in December,
with monthly air passenger
traffic at 12.7 million passen-
gers, marginally lower than the
level of 13 million passengers in
the pre-covid period of Decem-
ber 2019. 

India also saw a record num-
ber of air travellers on 24
December, as 435,500 people
took to the skies on 2,904
flights. 

This was also higher than the
daily average of 2,900 flight
departures and 400,000 air pas-
sengers in the pre-covid year of

2019.
According to Yatra.com and

Cleartrip, airfares in January
are down by at least 14% com-
pared to December. However,
travel websites also saw a rise in
demand during the upcoming
week. Spot fares for December
were 30% higher than the spot
fares seen in January so far,
Cleartrip said, adding that this
could change for the spot book-
ings for the upcoming long
weekend.

“We are noticing an uptick in
fares by 10-15% during the
Republic Day weekend,” said
Bharatt Malik, business head
for flights at Yatra Online Ltd. 

Similarly, EaseMyTrip has
seen a surge of about 20% in air-
fares for flights during the
Republic Day weekend from the
regular days of the month.
There has been a surge in que-
ries for travel to Goa, Dubai,
New Delhi, Mumbai and Bang-
kok, according to travel website
Kayak. 

“Domestic flight searches
around Republic Day are up
185% compared to the same
period pre-pandemic. Our data
also show an increase of around
24% for international flight
searches,” said Kayak India
manager of Tarun Tahiliani.

Spot airfares fall up to 50% in Jan

India’s aviation market saw 
the strongest demand since 
the onset of covid in Dec. AP

Aman Rawat

aman.rawat@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: Walmart-owned
Indian digital payments app
PhonePe has raised $350 mil-
lion from US private equity firm
General Atlantic at a pre-money
valuation of $12 billion, becom-
ing the latest decacorn as well
as the most valuable home-
grown fintech startup. A deca-
corn is a privately held com-
pany valued at $10 billion or

more.
The investment is the first

tranche of PhonePe’s latest fun-
draising that could see marquee
global and Indian investors
pour in up to $1 billion in
PhonePe. 

Existing investors, including
Tiger Global Management,
Qatar Investment Authority and
Microsoft, are also likely to
invest in PhonePe.

The company plans to deploy
the funds to strengthen infra-

structure, including the devel-
opment of data centres, and to
build financial services offer-
ings at scale in the country. 

“We look forward to deliver-
ing the next phase of our
growth by investing in new
business verticals like insur-
ance, wealth management and
lending while also facilitating
the next wave of growth for UPI
payments in India,” said Sameer
Nigam, co-founder and chief
executive at PhonePe.

The IPO-bound firm also
plans to invest in new busi-
nesses, including insurance,
wealth management, and lend-
ing. The funds will also help the
company scale UPI payments in
India, including UPI lite and
credit on UPI. 

“Our latest fundraising will
help us further accelerate the
government of India’s vision of
digital financial inclusion for
all,” Nigam added. 

The latest fundraising follows

PhonePe’s recently announced
change of domicile to India and
spin-off from Flipkart. As part
of the transaction, existing
shareholders of Flipkart Singa-
pore and PhonePe Singapore,
led by Walmart, bought shares
directly in PhonePe India. The
separation will allow both com-
panies to chart their own
growth paths, build their busi-
nesses independently, and help
unlock and maximize enter-
prise value for their sharehold-

ers, PhonePe said in a state-
ment. 

Founded in December 2015
by Nigam, Rahul Chari and Bur-
zin Engineer, PhonePe offers
financial services to users. It
provides mutual funds and
insurance products on the plat-
form and competes with pub-
licly listed Paytm and Google
Pay in India’s digital payments
space. 

PhonePe was acquired by the
Flipkart Group in 2016. 

Walmart-owned PhonePe raises $350 mn from General Atlantic

Abraham Thomas

abraham.thomas@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI:  The Supreme Court
on Thursday refused to stay a
National Company Law Appel-
late Tribunal (NCLAT) order,
directing Google to deposit 10%
of a ₹1,337 crore fine imposed
by India’s antitrust regulator for
abusing the tech giant’s domi-
nant position in the Android
ecosystem.

A bench headed by Chief Jus-
tice of India D.Y. Chandrachud
said: “Findings of CCI (Competi-
tion Commission of India) can-
not be said to be without juris-
diction or suffering from mani-
fest error,” and refrained from
making any observations on the
arguments made by CCI and
other app manufacturers, real-
izing that it could impact the
proceedings filed by Google
before the NCLAT in its appeal
against the CCI’s 20 October
order. 

The bench allowed Google to
approach NCLAT with this
order in three days. However, it
expedited the hearing by
requesting the tribunal to
decide the matter before 31
March. 

As Google was to comply
with the CCI order on a set of
directions by 19 January, the
court extended the time for
compliance by a week. 

The court’s order came
despite Google agreeing to com-
ply with the CCI order partially.
The court asked Google on pre-
vious occasions whether it was
willing to have the same set of
compliance for the Indian mar-
ket as directed by the European
Commission (EC) in July 2018
on a finding of dominance by
Google in the Android ecosys-

tem. 
Senior advocate Abhishek

Manu Singhvi, who appeared
for Google, told the court that
without prejudice to its appeal
in NCLAT, the company was
willing to comply with four
aspects of the 20 October order.

This included unbundling of
search and Chrome apps as also
Chrome from Search app from
the bouquet of pre-loaded apps
offered to Android device man-
ufacturers, exclusivity to Google
search services, and allowing
smartphone and tablet makers
to produce without Google’s
proprietary applications of Play
and Search pre-installed. 

Singhvi sought 45 days to
comply with these directions. In
addition, he also agreed to pro-
vide a choice screen for custom-
ers, allowing them to choose
their default search engine dur-
ing the initial device setup.
However, as this required struc-
tural change, Singhvi offered to
get it done in four months, even
as in Europe, the company was
given nine months to imple-
ment the same. 

SC rejects Google 
plea to stay order 
on ₹1,337 cr penalty

The court’s order came despite 
Google agreeing to comply 
with the CCI order partially. AP

Sneha Shah & 
Ranjani Raghavan

sneha.shah@livemint.com

MUMBAI : Auditors of car ser-
vice platform GoMechanic,
whose founders confessed to
errors in financial reporting,
had previously identified non-
compliance with accounting
standards that should have
raised red flags for investors.

Following the public confes-
sion on Wednesday, GoMe-
chanic’s investors, who said
they were unaware of the
deception, commissioned a
forensic audit of the startup’s
financial reports by EY. How-
ever, statutory audit reports
filed by the company indicate a
history of poor financial report-
ing and weak guardrails in
internal financial controls. To
be sure, none of these audit
reports indicates any financial
fraud. 

In FY20, PwC’s India affiliate,

the auditor of GoMechanic’s
holding entity Targetone Inno-
vations Pvt. Ltd, issued a ‘quali-
fied opinion’, documents
accessed by Mint from Registrar
of Companies (RoC) show. A
qualified opinion indicates the
auditor’s inability to give a clean
opinion.

PwC’s auditor report said the
firm does not “maintain inven-
tory records for receipts and
issuance of goods directly
received by the customers (ser-
vice partner workshops)”. 

The auditor also said there
was no “formal documentation
to map services rendered by the
workshops to end-customers
with commission invoices
raised by the company on the
workshops for its B2C (busi-
ness-to-consumer) customers”.

These concerns were
addressed by the company and,
therefore, did not reflect in the
FY21 report, two people with
knowledge of the company

financials said. 
However, in FY22, BSR & Co.,

an affiliate of KPMG Interna-
tional, issued a ‘disclaimer on
opinion’ in its audit report not-
ing that the “company has not
established its internal financial

controls with reference to finan-
cial statements”. 

BSR audited the company’s
statements in FY21 and FY22
and continues to be the auditor
on record. There were no quali-
fications in FY21 and FY22. A
disclaimer of opinion indicates
the auditor is unable to express
an opinion on the financial
statements, and does not pro-
vide any assurance on their
accuracy or fairness.

Internal financial controls
apply to companies after they
hit ₹50 crore in revenue, which
became applicable for GoMe-
chanic in FY22. GoMechanic
reported its FY22 operating
income at ₹91 crore from ₹34
crore in FY21. 

On the management and the
board’s responsibilities for
internal financial controls, the
FY22 audit report says: “These
responsibilities include the
design, implementation and
maintenance of adequate inter-

nal financial controls that were
operating effectively for ensur-
ing the orderly and efficient
conduct of its business, includ-
ing adherence to company’s
policies, the safeguarding of its
assets, the prevention and
detection of frauds and errors,
the accuracy and completeness
of the accounting records, and
the timely preparation of relia-
ble financial information.” 

The auditor raised the point
about internal financial control
only in FY22, which was filed in
September with the registrar of
companies, a person familiar
with shareholders’ thinking
said, adding that the investor
group was not aware of the poor
financial controls before the
audit report was filed.

Spokespeople for PwC and
BSR declined to comment, while
spokespersons for GoMechanic
and the investor group did not
respond to a request for com-
ment. 

GoMechanic auditors had raised red flags earlier

GoMechanic co-founder Amit 
Bhasin.

Ujjval Jauhari

ujjval.j@livemint.com

NEW DELHI:  Sun Pharmaceuti-
cal Industries Ltd on Thursday
agreed to buy Concert Pharma-
ceuticals Inc. for $576 million to
access the US company’s experi-
mental drugs for treating skin
diseases, including patchy hair
loss. 

Concert Pharmaceuticals has
an extensive patent portfolio,
including its lead product can-
didate, deuruxolitinib, a late-
stage drug for treating alopecia
areata, an autoimmune derma-
tological disease resulting in
patchy hair loss.

The deal will help strengthen
Sun Pharma’s dermatology
product range in the US. The
company said its immediate
focus is on submitting a New
Drug Application to the US
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in the first half of 2023. 

“Sun Pharma is building a
global dermatology and oph-
thalmology franchise and aims
to be a preferred development

and commercial partner in
these therapies worldwide. The
acquisition of Concert adds a
late-stage, potential best-in-
class treatment for alopecia
areata in deuruxolitinib,” said
Abhay Gandhi, chief executive
of North America at Sun
Pharma. 

Sun Pharma will acquire all
outstanding shares of Concert
through a tender offer for an
upfront payment of $8 per share

of common stock in cash or
$576 million in equity value. 

Concert stockholders will
also receive a non-tradeable
contingent value right entitling
holders to receive up to an addi-
tional $3.50 per share of com-
mon stock in cash, payable
upon the alopecia drug achiev-
ing certain net sales milestones
within specified periods. 

The transaction was
approved by the boards of both

companies. 
“We are pleased to enter into

this exciting transaction with
Sun Pharma, which delivers
substantial value to our share-
holders and is the outcome of a
thorough review process over-
seen by the Concert board,” said
Roger Tung, president and chief
executive officer of Concert
Pharmaceuticals. The transac-
tion is expected to be completed
in the first quarter of 2023. 

For the nine-month ended 30
September, Concert Pharma-
ceuticals reported revenue of
$29,000 and a loss of $90.6 mil-
lion. The research and develop-
ment expense for that nine-
month period was $75.7 million.

As of 30 September, Concert
Pharmaceuticals had $148.9
million in cash, cash equiva-
lents and investments. 

Sun Pharma had net cash of
$1.6 billion as of 30 September.

“I look forward to welcoming
the exceptionally talented Con-
cert team who have worked tire-
lessly to develop the product to
bring it to market,” said Sun
Pharma’s Gandhi. 

“There is a significant unmet
need in the alopecia areata
space, and we aim to build on
Concert’s commitment to sup-
porting the Alopecia Areata
patient community. We are
well-positioned to successfully
bring this product to market
globally,” Gandhi added. 

Moelis and Co. LLC served as
the financial adviser to Sun
Pharma, and Davis Polk and
Wardwell LLP as the legal
adviser. 

MTS Health Partners L.P. and
Chestnut Partners, Inc. served
as financial advisers to Concert
Pharmaceuticals and Goodwin
Procter LLP as legal adviser. 

Sun Pharma to acquire US 
firm Concert for $576 mn 
The deal will help 
strengthen firm’s 
dermatology product 
range in the US

Sun Pharma will acquire all outstanding shares of Concert through a tender offer for an upfront 
payment of $8 per share of common stock in cash. MINT
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NEW DELHI:  Hindustan Unilever
Ltd (HUL) on Thursday beat
Street expectations with a 12%
rise in quarterly net profit, with
the maker of household goods
gaining from higher demand for
products and easing inflation-
ary pressures.

The company’s board also
approved increased payout to
its European parent Unilever
Plc for providing technology,
trademark licences and servi-
ces. This entails paying royalty
and central services fees at
3.45% of HUL’s revenue, up
from 2.65% in FY22. The new
arrangement, which is effective
from February, will be in force
for a period of five years.

Meanwhile, HUL’s standalone
net profit climbed to ₹2,505
crore for the three months
ended 31 December, from
₹2,243 crore a year earlier. A
Bloomberg survey of analysts
forecast the company to report
a profit of ₹2,488 crore. HUL’s
performance is seen as a proxy
for the broader consumer senti-
ment in India. 

The company said demand
slowdown in the rural market
could be bottoming out and that
the worst of inflation may be
behind the consumer goods
industry. 

“Looking forward, we are
cautiously optimistic in the near

term and believe that the worst
of inflation is behind us. This
should aid in a gradual recovery
of consumer demand,” Sanjiv
Mehta, chief executive and
managing director, HUL, said.

Rural markets reported signs
of an improvement in the
December quarter, the company
said. While rural volumes
remained in the negative, they
improved sequentially. 

“Speaking of urban rural
dynamics, market growth was
led by urban. Rural markets are
showing some signs of improve-
ment with December quarter
growth higher than September
quarter and the last 12 months.
With lower inflation, strong
winter crop sowing and the

signs of a pickup in farm
incomes, it is likely that rural
slowdown is bottoming out,”
said Ritesh Tiwari, chief finan-
cial officer, HUL. 

The maker of Lux soaps and
Surf Excel detergent said reve-
nue rose 16% to ₹15,228 crore in
the December quarter from
₹13,092 crore a year earlier.

Quarterly sales volumes rose
5% from a year earlier, but
slowed sequentially. Gross mar-
gins contracted by 4.63 percent-
age points, but improved
sequentially. Earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization (Ebitda) was up
7.9% to ₹3,540 crore.

Mehta said the company is
cautiously optimistic getting
into 2023 and warned that it
might take some time before
rural volumes turn around.
“Value growth in June and July
in rural was negative and vol-
ume growth were at -13% and
-12%, (respectively). The good
bit is that the December quarter
saw 2.5% positive value growth,
and volume growth which used
to be in minus double digit is
down to -9%. Clearly, we are
looking at things which are
improving, but there is a long
way to go before volumes in
rural India become positive,” he
added.

The company said increased
royalty and central services pay-
out to Unilever will be staggered
over three years.

HUL net profit beats 
Street expectations

The company’s board also 
approved increased payout to 
parent Unilever Plc. MINT
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SR.
NO.

NAME OF
BOARD/CORP./

AUTH

NAME OF WORK
NOTICE TENDER

OPENING DATE
CLOSING DATE

AMOUNT/ EMD
(APPROX.)
IN RUPEES

WEBSITE OF
THE BOARD
CORP./AUTH

NODAL OFFICER/
CONTACT

DETAILS/EMAIL
1 HARYANA

POLICE
HOUSING

CORPORATION,
PANCHKULA

CONSTRUCTION /
SPECIAL REPAIR / UP-
GRADATION / ANNUAL

MAINTENANCE
WORKS IN VARIOUS
PLACES IN HARYANA

STATE (TOTAL 7
WORKS)

20.01.2023
03.02.2023

539.61 LACS https://
etenders.hry.

nic.in

9416428589
DBPANCHKULA@

YAHOO.COM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION KINDLY VISIT : www.haryanaeprocurement.gov.in or www.etenders.hry.nic.in
RO NO 13/2023/40/15141/I/19/7

Chief Engineer (PMU), Jal Shakti Vibhag Mandi-175001
Himachal Pradesh

INVITATION FOR PREQUALIFICATION OF BID
Chief Engineer, PMU, Jal Shakti Vibhag, Mandi-175001 Himachal Pradesh, India on
behalf of Governor of Himachal Pradesh, invites the online bid from eligible bidders
under International Procurement Competition through Government e-Procurement
Portal: https://hptenders.gov.in

Sr.
No.

Description Time Last date of Filling
uploading and opening

1 Water and Sanitation project in 5
cities of Himachal Pradesh- “Long
term technical Assistance”

5 Years 24.02.2023 at 04.00 PM IST
and opened on 24.02.2023
at 04.30 PM IST

The tender form and other detail and condition can be obtained from the website
https://hptenders.gov.in and the same is also available at AFD DG market on following
link https://afd.dgmarket.com/tenders/

Chief Engineer (PMU)
DPR HP-5338 HPRWSP Jal Shakti Vibhag Mandi (H.P)

IHQ OF MoD (ARMY)/QMG’s BRANCH
DGST/ARMY PURCHASE ORGANISATION

3rd FLOOR, ‘C’ WING, SENA BHAWAN
NEW DELHI-110011

E-Mail: apo-mod@nic.in, Tele No : 011-21410903
NOTICE OF TENDER: APO

Army Purchase Organization intends to inform prospective bidders that tender for the under mentioned
item has been uploaded and can be accessed through the mentioned tender ID on the Govt. website http://
defproc.gov.in.

S/
No.

Item Quantity
(In Metric
Tonne) (MT)

Tender ID on
DePP Portal

Last date of
Bid submission

1. Soluble Coffee Powder 40 MT 2023_ARMY_574881_1 23 Jan 2023
02.00 PM

2. Cashew Kernel 78 MT 2023_ARMY_574891_1 06 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

3. Veg RTE 102 MT 2023_ARMY_575259_1 06 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

4. Fish Tinned 120 MT 2023_ARMY_575320_1 06 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

5. Chicken Curried
without Bones in Retort
Pouches

114 MT 2023_ARMY_575294_1 06 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

6. Jam Tinned 84 MT 2023_ARMY_575506_1 07 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

7. Veg Tinned 25 MT 2023_ARMY_575494_1 07 Feb 2023
02.00 PM

Sd/-
Brigadier (Procurement)

CBC 10602/11/0070/2223 Army Purchase Organisation

Government of Punjab
Tender Reference No. 146/2022-23

The department of Punjab State Transmission Corporation Limited
invites online bids for “PROCUREMENT OF FREQUENCY PROTECTION
DF/DT RELAYS WITH IN-BUILT FREQUENCY SUPERVISED RATE OF
CHANGE OF FREQUENCY AND AUTO-RECLOSURE” Closing date and
time: 20.02.2023 11.00 AM For details log onto: https://eproc.punjab.
gov.in
Note: Any corrigendum(s) to the Tender Notice shall be published on
the above website only.

Addl. S.E./Protection & OS Division
O/o Chief Engineer/

20583 P&M PSTCL, Ludhiana
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Vinesh Phogat, Sakshi Malik and other wrestlers during their 
protest at Jantar Mantar. RAJ K RAJ/HT

Roger Federer, Nadal, Djok-
ovic—and even Andy Murray
before his hip troubles—were a
constant in the first week of
Slams. In the last decade, Fed-
erer has tasted just one defeat
on or before the second round
of a Slam, the same as Djokovic.
Nadal, continued to be ham-

The world No 20 Dane gal-
loped to an 8-1 lead in the third
game but Lakshya went on a
five-point spree of his own to
bridge the gap. At 15-17, the two
played a breathtakingly high-
tempo rally that encapsulated
the match itself. With shots ran-
ging from high tosses to half

smashes, forehand drives to
backhand flicks, the two went
toe to toe before Lakshya hit one
long. A rousing smash brought
the gap back to two points but a
service error, followed by a net
cord, and yet another long hit
handed the game and match to
Gemke.

“I had a very disappointing
start to the third set; going 1-8
down is not acceptable. I could
have taken some breaks in
between, tried something differ-
ent... didn’t have to wait to go
down by eight points and then
start playing,” Lakshya said.

“I played well to cover up the
game, but in the end, it just
wasn’t enough.”

Gemke will now face world
No 1 and compatriot Viktor
Axelsen, who got the better of
China’s Shi Yu Qi 21-16, 16-21,
21-9 earlier in the day.

With Saina Nehwal going
down to Chen Yufei 21-9, 21-12
and the men’s doubles pair of
Satwik Sairaj and Chirag Shetty
withdrawing due to a groin
strain to Satwik, the Indian
challenge has come to an end in
the Super 750 event.

Lakshya Sen lost to Denmark’s Rasmus Gemke in three games at 
the India Open in New Delhi on Thursday. SANJEEV VERMA/HT

MEN’S SINGLES: Jonatan 
Christie (INA x4) bt Zhao Jun 
Peng (CHN) 21-19, 15-21, 21-12; 
Chou Tien Chen (TPE x5)  bt 
Wang Tzu Wei (TPE) 18-21, 21-17, 
21-10; Viktor Axelsen (DEN x1) 
bt Shi Yu Qi (Chn) 21-16, 16-21, 
21-9; Loh Kean Yew (SIN x3) bt 
Hans-Kristian Vittinghus (Den) 
21-18, 21-17

WOMEN’S SINGLES: Akane 
Yamaguchi (JPN x1) bt Yue Han 
(CHN) 21-14, 21-17; He Bingjiao 
(CHN x4) bt Kim Ga Eun (KOR) 
21-18, 21-15.

WOMEN’S DOUBLES: Zhang 
Shu Xian/Zheng Yu (CHN x6) bt 
Treesa Jolly/Gayatri Gopichand 
(IND) 21-9, 21-16

KEY MATCHES

big upset—with contenders like
Iga Swiatek, Jessica Pegula and
Aryna Sabalenka, among oth-
ers, starting strong.

That the upset bug has hit the
men in the hot 2023 Australian
summer could also potentially
be a glimpse to the post-Big
Three era in men’s tennis.

KEY MATCHES
2nd rd: Men’s: Andrey Rublev (RUS x5) bt Emil 
Ruusuvuori (FIN) 6-2, 6-4, 6-7 (2/7), 6-3; Holger Rune 
(DEN x9) bt Maxime Cressy (USA) 7-5, 6-4, 6-4; Novak 
Djokovic (SRB x4) bt Enzo Couacaud (FRA) 6-1, 6-7 (5/7),
6-2, 6-0; Alexei Popyrin (AUS) bt Taylor Fritz (USA x8) 
6-7 (4/7), 7-6 (7/2), 6-4, 6-7 (6/8), 6-2; Michael Mmoh 
(USA) bt Alexander Zverev (GER x12) 6-7 (1/7), 6-4, 6-3, 
6-2; Jenson Brooksby (USA) bt Casper Ruud (NOR x2) 
6-3, 7-5, 6-7 (4/7), 6-2; Andy Murray (UK) bt Thanasi 
Kokkinakis (AUS) 4-6, 6-7 (4/7), 7-6 (7/5), 6-3, 7-5.
 Women’s: Magda Linette (POL) bt Anett Kontaveit 
(EST x16) 3-6, 6-3, 6-4; Caroline Garcia (FRA x4) bt 
Leylah Fernandez (CAN) 7-6 (7/5), 7-5; Aryna Sabalenka 
(BLR x5) bt Shelby Rogers (USA) 6-3, 6-1; Belinda 
Bencic (SUI x12) bt Claire Liu (USA) 7-6 (7/3), 6-3; 

Marketa Vondrousova (CZE) bt Ons Jabeur (TUN 
x2) 6-1, 5-7, 6-1

Who is Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh?
The Wrestling Federation of India president is a six-time MP from UP’s Gonda and 
Balrampur in the past, and now Kaiserganj. His wife Ketki Devi Singh has been president 
of the Gonda Zila Panchayat and son Prateek Bhushan Singh is presently the MLA from 

the Gonda Sadar seat. Here’s a look at the 66-year-old’s profile

Jan 8, 1957
Bishnoherpur, 
Dist. Gonda (UP) Agriculturist

Qualification

Profession

MA, LLB

SINGH IN SPORTS 
ADMINISTRATION

CONSTITUENCY

PARTY

Kaiserganj (UP)

Bhartiya Janta Party

2004
SINCE President of 

Gonda District 
Wrestling 
Association

2008
SINCE President of 

Uttar Pradesh 
Wrestling 
Association 

2012
SINCE President 

of Wrestling 
Federation 
of India 

INDIAN WRESTLERS AT OLYMPICS

1991, 1999, 2004, 2009*, 2014, 2019
*(as Samajwadi Party candidate)

6TH

1952 2008 2012 2016 2020

BRONZE SILVER BRONZE

KD Jadhav

At Helsinki
BRONZE

Sushil 
Kumar

At Beijing

Sushil 
Kumar

At London

Yogeshwar 
Dutt

At London
BRONZE

Sakshi 
Malik

At Rio 
SILVER

Ravi 
Dahiya

At Tokyo
BRONZE

Bajrang 
Punia

At Tokyo 

Singh’s 6 
terms in 
Lok Sabha

Educated at Saket Mahavidyalay, 
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CRIMINAL CASES
According to his election affidavit 
for the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, 
Singh has four pending cases 
against him in Ayodhya and Gonda. 
He faces charges such as dacoity, 
attempt to murder, and rioting, 
among others

Date of birth

Former wrestler Babita Phogat (L) and coach Mahavir Phogat 
during the protest. RAJ K RAJ/HT
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LUCKNOW: When Brij Bhushan
Sharan Singh enters the wres-
tling hall, one can’t help but
notice. He arrives in a cavalcade
of SUVs, with a throng of 20-30
followers in tow. The officials
bow to him, touch his feet, and
chant “Neta ji zindabad” as he
settles in his chair. It is clear that
he is the man in charge, and that
he enjoys the attention.

The bouts continue but only
until Singh, the 66-year-old who
has been the president of the
Wrestling Federation of India
(WFI) since 2012, starts talking.
He shouts at wrestlers, offers
advice, cracks jokes, threatens to
throw parents out, goes after ref-
erees if he thinks they missed a
move, calls himself the most
“shaktishali (powerful)”, and his
posse responds by laughing and
cheering him on.

The cheers, though, might
have fallen silent on Thursday as
calls for his ouster reached fever
pitch. Singh has been accused of
mental torture and sexual har-
assment by a group of wrestlers
led by Olympians Vinesh Phogat
and Sakshi Malik. Other wres-
tlers — Bajrang Punia and Ravi
Dahiya — have called for an end
to his dictatorial ways. The wres-
tlers, as a group, have said they
won’t get back on the mat as
long as Singh remains at the
helm.

Singh stays defiant
Singh has been defiant against
the onslaught. After all, he is a
difficult man to intimidate. The
six-time parliamentarian who
first entered the Lok Sabha in

1991 is currently the sitting MP
for the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) from Kaiserganj in Uttar
Pradesh. He has faced charges
before, with multiple criminal
cases against him including
attempt to murder, punishment
for dacoity, causing disappear-
ance of evidence, and deterring a
public servant from doing his
duty. He has not been convicted
in any.

But unlike the previous char-
ges against him — he was named
in the Babri mosque demolition
case and even rallied seers to
oppose Maharashtra Navnirman
Sena chief Raj Thackeray’s Ayo-
dhya visit in May 2022 — the lat-
est controversy has come at a
time when the BJP is readying
for the 2024 Lok Sabha polls.
And at this point, with public
sentiment building against him,
it remains to be seen if he can
survive a revolt by Indian sport-
ing superstars.

“97% of players are with the
WFI. Their (the protesting wres-
tlers) careers are over, they can’t
win medals anymore. I am hurt
by the sexual harassment allega-
tions. Not a single player can
bring such charges against me or
the chief coach (Jitender Yadav).
Some wrestlers were pressured
to sit on a dharna,” Singh said as
the walls appeared to be closing
in.

Singh’s high handedness
Stepping back, though, will be a
huge loss of face for a man used
to doing things his way. At
almost every nationals, while
carrying a mike in his hand, he
has been taking top wrestlers for
a round of all the mats just to
show his people how they follow
his instructions. 

In January 2021, during the
national championships in
Noida, he suspended a Railways
coach for being “too animated”
on the sidelines. 

He publicly slapped an athlete
at Ranchi in December 2021.
Despite the act being caught on
camera, he wasn’t apologetic.
Instead, his statement had a

rather boastful tinge to it: “It was
light tap, didn’t hit him hard, had
I done so, he would have landed
far away.”

In August 2022, he stopped
the trials to pick India’s repre-
sentation in the 59kg category
for the World Wrestling Champi-
onship just 54 seconds after it
had begun because a group of
seers from Ayodhya, who were
the chief guests, were not invited
to “bless” the two competitors
before the start of the bout.

Politics and sports
Over the years, such incidents
have become all too common
because this is how Singh
believes people are kept in line.
He says he uses these methods
during political rallies and
believes they work in sport as
well.

Once asked if he was a leader
first or a wrestler, he said, “Pehle
pehalwan (first a wrestler)”.

Strength is a way of life for
him and that is how he made his
way to the top of the wrestling
federation. He started off by
becoming president of Gonda
district wrestling association in
2004, and then became the Pres-
ident of Uttar Pradesh Wrestling
Association in 2008, before
finally becoming the national
wrestling association chief in
2012. In 2019, Singh was elected
unopposed as president of WFI --
the third time that Singh had
assumed the post.

But Singh now appears to be
running out of time. The Union
sports ministry on Wednesday
gave WFI 72 hours to respond to
the allegations. But he still has
the support of his political peers.
“I have known Brij Bhushan
since he was a student in Ayo-
dhya’s Saket College. He was
good in studies, played a promi-
nent role in Ram temple move-
ment and ever since been a dar-
ling of saints. I don’t know who
is behind these allegations, but
to me it appears this could be
some kind of conspiracy against
him,” said Mahant Ram Vilas
Das Vedanti, former BJP MP and
a co-accused in the Babri
mosque demolition case.

Singh has been claimed that
the sexual harassment allega-
tions were motivated and that he
would “hang himself” if any of
those charges were true. 

So, the battle lines have been
drawn. Will Singh discover the
vagaries of sport where the
applecart can be upset in ways
few can predict? Or will the
“shaktishali” leader somehow
manage to survive?

The man facing wrestling’s big revolt
Singh, a six-time 
parliamentarian who 
first entered the Lok 
Sabha in 1991, is 
the sitting MP from 
Kaiserganj in UP

Tokyo Olympics silver medallist Ravi Dahiya, Vinesh Phogat, Bajrang Punia and Sakshi Malik address a press conference during their second day of protest against the 
Wrestling Federation of India (WFI) and its chief Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh, at Jantar Mantar, in New Delhi on Thursday.  ANI

P
“97% of players are with the WFI. Their 
(the protesting wrestlers) careers are 
over, they can’t win medals anymore. I 
am hurt by the sexual harassment 
allegations. Not a single player can bring 
such charges against me or chief coach 
BRIJ BHUSHAN SINGH SHARAN,  WFI president

Rutvick Mehta

rutvick.mehta@htlive.com

MUMBAI: No 1 and 2 seeds—out.
The 8th seed—gone.

You’d think we’re on about
top women’s singles seeds tum-
bling out yet again in the initial
rounds of a Grand Slam. This
time, though, it’s the men biting
the early dust.

Three of the top 10 male sin-
gles players have crashed out
from the second round of the
2023 Australian Open, with
Norwegian second seed Casper
Ruud and American eighth seed
Taylor Fritz following defending
champion Rafael Nadal through
the exit door from Melbourne
Park on Thursday. Ruud, the
world No 3 with two Grand
Slam finals in 2022, was largely
outplayed in his 3-6, 5-7, 7-6(4),
2-6 by American Jenson
Brooksby. Later, an in-form
Fritz couldn’t get past Austra-
lian wild card Alexei Popyrin
living his “dream” in a 6-7(4),
7-6(2), 6-4, 6-7(6), 6-2 victory.

The other top men’s seeds
aren’t exactly sailing smooth
either. Novak Djokovic lost a set
to qualifier Enzo Couacaud (the
first time the Serb has lost a set
to a qualifier or lucky loser since
2009 at his most productive
Slam) while sixth seed Felix
Auger-Aliassime and 10th seed
Hubert Hurkacz were both
stretched to five sets in their
respective second-round con-
tests. Alexander Zverev, the 12th
seed returning from that hor-
rific ankle injury last year, was
also dumped out by lucky loser
Michael Mmoh on Thursday.

Big names and top seeds fall-
ing away or struggling to find
their feet in the first few rounds
has been a trend at Slams
among the women, especially in
the last couple of years. At the
2022 Roland Garros, seven of
the 10 highest seeded women’s
players had been ousted by the
time the third round began. At
this Australian Open, seven are
still around—world No 2 Ons
Jabeur’s 1-6, 7-5, 1-6 defeat to
Marketa Vondrousova the real

pered by frequent injury issues,
has had five. These giants have
been individually and collec-
tively difficult to dislodge early
at the big stage, no matter the
game and grit of the player on
the other side of the court.

If this Australian Open is an
indicator, that gap between the
top contenders and the multiple
challengers in the early rounds
appears to be narrowing among
the men too. As the 24-year-old
Ruud pointed out after his
defeat on Thursday: “I’ve real-
ised there are, in my eyes, so
many players these days that
you’ll have a chance to beat
many players on the Tour, and
there’s a chance you will lose to
many players on the Tour.”

There are overlapping factors
behind the exits of the three
men too. Like Nadal with his
hip, the third-ranked Ruud was
affected by an abdominal issue
in his four-set outing against
Brooksby, although he refused
to pinpoint that as the reason

for his defeat. Ruud and Nadal
also had similar buildups to the
Australian Open. The two
played exhibition matches in
South America before the
United Cup, where Nadal lost
both his matches and Ruud one
of his two before crashing out
from the first round in Auck-
land. Not near enough game
time or match wins coming into
the season-opening Slam. “It
was maybe not enough to be
able to perform well here this
year,” Ruud said. 

Ruud, more at home on clay,
had a brilliant 2022 season win-
ning three ATP titles, reaching
the final at Roland Garros and
US Open as well as the season-
ending ATP Finals. So did Fritz,
who won titles at Indian Wells,
Eastbourne and Tokyo to break
into the top 10. The American
also led Team USA to the United
Cup title earlier this month but,
like Ruud, couldn’t carry the
momentum of last year into this
season’s curtain raiser. 

Ruud stumbles on day of upsets

Second seed Casper Ruud, 12th seed Alexander Zverev and eighth seed Taylor Fritz all bowed out of the Australian Open on Thursday. AFP

Shantanu Srivastava

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Battered and
bruised, Lakshya Sen sunk to
his knees after one hour and 21
minutes as the vociferous
crowd got up to applaud. Across
the net lay Rasmus Gemke,
drenched and drained. It was
tough to tell the winner but for
the scoreline that read 16-21,
21-15, 21-18 in the Dane’s favour.

In a match where the
momentum changed with virtu-
ally every point, Gemke man-
aged to keep his cool to advance
to the quarter-final of the India
Open here on Thursday.

Gemke, who had no answers
to Lakshya’s jump smashes in
the first game, controlled the
rallies and dictated the momen-
tum in the two games that fol-
lowed. “I knew I had to play my
A game. Lakshya was always
going to be a tough opponent. I
wanted to be patient and wait
for the right opportunities,” he
said.

World No 12 Lakshya, coming
off a straight games win over
compatriot HS Prannoy in the
opening round, started the
match strongly, nailing his
jump smashes and finding the
lines regularly. On more than
one occasion, he enticed Gemke
to the net before flicking the
shuttle deep.

At 15-12 in the first game, the
slow rally suddenly came to life
with Lakshya snapping his wrist
for a stunning backhand winner
and followed it up with another
smash to go 17-12 up.

Things, however, changed
dramatically from there. The
second game saw Gemke cut
down on his unforced errors
even as Lakshya’s execution fal-
tered. With his net play becom-
ing increasingly erratic, Lak-
shya tried some high tosses to
keep the shuttle in play but
ended up hitting long. The 9-11
deficit gradually swelled to 11-17
and it was not long before
Gemke forced the decider.

India Open: Lakshya out 
as Indian challenge ends 
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The Welsh team regularly
crowded the hosts throughout
the contest, especially in the
striking circles. 

When they attacked, from the
defenders to strikers, everyone
barring the goalkeeper pressed
towards the shooting circle.
When they defended, all 11 were
in their own circle, defending
against India.

Their not-worrying-about-
counterattack strategy fired back
as all of India’s goals came on
counterattacks.

“England did a pretty good
job. Made it a lot more difficult. I
told the team not to worry, just
play well. We played well in
patches. If you don’t finish the
game, that’s what happens. They
are a good team when you give
them a chance,” said India chief
coach Graham Reid.

“We now have got a crossover
game versus New Zealand.
That’s going to be tough. We
have played them here and in
the Pro League. They will come
out like Wales did, energised.”

Significantly, Reid said that
Hardik, who didn’t play due to a
hamstring strain he suffered
against England, is likely to be
back in the crossover contest
against New Zealand.

“At the end of the day, we
have won. We know we can do
better,” said Harmanpreet.

in the morning. That Gujarat
will jump to so many points with
an outright. To win from there is
very satisfying,” the 33-year-old
spinner said after his superb
show. 

Captain Wadkar’s instructions

lA
Manika, Sathiyan 
storm into semis
DOHA: Indian mixed 
doubles duo of G 
Sathiyan and Manika 
Batra stormed into the 
WTT Contender semi-
finals with a 3-0 win 
over world No 9 
Spanish pair of Maria 
Xiao and Alvaro Robles 
here on Thursday. 
Continuing their 
splendid run, the Indian
duo took less than 24 
minutes to wrap the 
proceedings 11-9, 11-9, 
11-5 and set up a last-
four clash against Lim 
Jonghoon and Shin 
Yubin, the world No 20 
duo from Korea.

Punjab U-16s win 
Vijay Merchant 
COIMBATORE: Punjab 
U-16s dominated from 
start to finish to beat 
Madhya Pradesh U-16s 
by 10 wickets in the 
final of the Vijay 
Merchant Trophy here 
on Thursday. 
Anmoljeet Singh, the 
14-year-old off-spinner 
who has modelled his 
action on Harbhajan 
Singh, got 11 wickets in 
the match.

Mumbai hammer 
NorthEast in ISL
MUMBAI: Mumbai City 
cruised to a 4-0 victory 
over 10-man NorthEast 
United FC in the Indian 
Super League (ISL) on 
Thursday. Ahmed 
Jahouh, Jorge Diaz, 
Greg Stewart and Vinit 
Rai were the goal-
scorers for Mumbai 
City. NorthEast United’s 
Wilmar Jordan was 
sent off in first-half 
stoppage time.

TEAM      OPPONENT

VIDARBHA      GUJARAT 

BIHAR      DELHI 

RAILWAYS      UTTAR PRADESH

YEAR

2023

1949

2017

TARGET

73

78

94

Lowest targets successfully 
defended in Ranji history

6/17
Aditya 
Sarwate’s 
figures on 
Thursday 
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ABU DHABI: Indian golfer Shub-
hankar Sharma showed his lik-
ing for the Yas Links course here
on Thursday, with a bogey-free
start of five-under 67 that put
him three behind Luke Donald,
who will captain the 2023 Ryder
Cup team in Rome later this
year.

With a first-round 67 under
his belt, Sharma, runners-up
here in 2022, smiled and said,
“The day’s job is done. So it’s
time to relax. I’m thinking of
going to the Ferrari World today.
I didn’t go there even last year,
which was a very hectic event as
there were a few delays. So could
not even step out of the room

and go anywhere. But today I
have time.” 

Sharma, with 67, was tied fifth
as leader Donald, with nine bird-
ies against one bogey, shot eight-
under. Australian Jason Scrive-
ner was seven-under with two
eagles, five birdies and two
bogeys, alongside Italian Guido
Migliozzi, who had an eagle and
five birdies. Irishman Seamus
Power, making his first appear-
ance in Abu Dhabi, had six bird-
ies in a bogey-free effort for
fourth spot.

Tied with Sharma at five-un-
der was 2019 Open winner Shane
Lowry, Japan’s Masahiro Kawa-
mura, Sami Valimaki and Swede
Sebastian Soderberg. Tommy
Fleetwood and Henrik Stenson
were among those to card four-
under 68.

Sharma off to bright 
start with 5-under 67

Sandip Sikdar

sandip.sikdar@htlive.com

BHUBANESWAR: Target: Victory
by eight goals. Result: Won by
two.

India were cagey, under pres-
sure, error-prone and simply
lacked punch but they still man-
aged to get the job done and
advance in the World Cup.
Though they had set out to win
by an eight-goal margin to
directly qualify for the quarter-fi-
nals, they will now face New Zea-
land here on Sunday following a
4-2 victory against debutant
Wales in their final Pool D con-
test.

England, who hammered
Spain 4-0 in the other Pool D
match at the Kalinga Stadium
earlier on Thursday, made the
last eight directly while India fin-
ished second and Spain third
with Wales knocked out but not
before giving the hosts a tough
fight, also scoring two goals for
the first time in a World Cup
match.

Significantly for India, the
midfield — in the absence of the
injured Hardik Singh — stepped
up to create enough opportuni-
ties for the forward line with
experienced campaigner Akash-
deep Singh (33rd, 46th) scoring a
brace after Shamsher Singh’s
opener in the 22nd minute. More
importantly, the monkey is off
the back for India captain and
primary drag-flicker Harman-
preet Singh, who finally scored
for the first time in this World
Cup when he slid in India’s
fourth and final goal in the final
minute.

Drag-flicker Gareth Furlong
(43th) scored Wales’s first goal
off a penalty corner (PC) after
quietening the crowd. There was
pin-drop silence in the final min-
ute of the third quarter when
Jacob Draper (45th) scored off a
rebound during a PC to level the
contest at 2-2.

“The way we had
planned we didn’t
play the first two
quarters accordingly
but we did well in
the end. For now, we
have to get ready for
the pre-quarterfinal.
We will analyse,
after watching the
videos, what all we
n e e d  t o  d o  t o
progress further in
the tournament. We
will improve accordingly,” said
Player of the Match Akashdeep.

“Our plan was to play our nor-
mal game, put the scoreboard
pressure on them from the start
which didn’t happen. We didn’t
get a goal in the first quarter
because of which we were play-
ing attacking hockey. But we bet-
tered our game in the third and
fourth quarter.”

India had a mountain to climb
if they wanted to earn the top
spot in Pool D. It was the pres-
sure of scoring that didn’t allow
them to execute their plans.

Knowing they were playing
their last competi-
tive game of the
tournament before
moving to Rourkela
for the 9-16 position
classification play-
offs, the Lewis
Prosser-led Welsh
squad came out in
an attacking mood,
making penetra-
tions into the Indian
striking circle at
every opportunity

they got.
As India searched for more

goals, Wales got chances to
launch their own counters
which reached its zenith in the
third quarter. 

The British outfit scored from
two of the three PC attempts they
got in the third quarter — also in
the match — as Wales stunned
the crowd by levelling the scores.

Hockey 
World Cup 

JAN 13 TO 29

India lack punch against 
Wales, make crossovers

Akashdeep Singh (R) vies for possession with Wales’ Luke Hawker on Thursday. HOCKEY INDIA

BHUBANESWAR: Hockey
powerhouse Netherlands
hammered debutants
Chile 14-0 in the final
Pool C game of the World
Cup. Jip Janssen scored
four goals for Nether-
lands.  

The scoreline is the
biggest margin of victory
in the quadrennial event,
eclipsing Australia’s 12-0
victory over South Africa
in the group stage of the
2010 World Cup in New
Delhi. 

Fourteen goals is also
second in the list of most
goals scored in a World
Cup match with 15 being
the highest when Paki-
stan beat New Zealand
12-3 in Mumbai 1982.
Netherlands advanced to
the quarters by topping
Pool C with nine points
while Malaysia and New
Zealand will play the
crossovers after ending
second and third. Chile
were eliminated. HTC

Dutch beat Chile 
14-0 for biggest 
victory margin in 
World Cup history  

Sanjjeev K Samyal

sanjjeev.samyal@htlive.com

MUMBAI: In a sensational turn-
around, Vidarbha bowled out
Gujarat — chasing 73 for victory
— for 54 in their Ranji Trophy
Group D game in Nagpur on
Thursday. It was the lowest tar-
get successfully defended in
first-class cricket in India. The
previous lowest was a target of
78 that Bihar defended against
Delhi in Jamshedpur in 1948-49.
It may be noted that the first Test
between India and Australia will
be played at Nagpur from Feb 9.

Left-arm spinner Aditya Sar-
wate did the star turn, marking
his 50th first-class match with
figures of 15.3-6-17-6 after his
5/64 in the first innings for a
match haul of 11/81. 

On Day 3, Gujarat resumed
their second innings on 6/1 but
were shot out for 54 inside 31
overs as Vidarbha captain
Akshay Wadkar built pressure
by rotating his spinners astutely.
Left-arm spinner Sarwate was
well supported by another left-
arm spinner Harsh Dubey, who
picked 3/11 in nine overs. 

“It is the best match I have
ever played, to defend a target of
73 and that also when there
wasn’t much help from the
pitch. It is a great achievement
for us,” said Sarwate. 

After being all out for 74 in

the first innings, Vidarbha fared
better in the second to put on
254 runs on the board. But with
just 73 runs to defend in the
fourth innings, no one gave the
hosts a chance. “Commentators
were also saying the same thing

were simple: not to deliver any
loose ball and force the batters to
commit mistakes if they went for
their strokes. It worked. “We
knew Priyank Panchal, their
main player, was not in the
team. They had an inexperi-
enced line-up. Our plan was to
bowl in the right areas, the
wicket was a little up and down,
and we had full faith in our spin-
ners,” said Wadkar. 

Sarwate stuck to his strength
of being patient. “Sarwate
doesn’t run after wickets. Con-
sistency is the key to his suc-
cess,” said the captain.

Mehra puts Delhi on 
verge of victory
NEW DELHI: Young seamer Divij
Mehra starred with figures of
5/29 to put Delhi on the cusp of a
victory over Mumbai on Day 3 of
their Group B match at the Fero-
zeshah Kotla ground on Thurs-
day. At stumps, Mumbai were
168/9 in their second innings,
with a lead of just 92 runs. The
20-year-old Mehra claimed the
scalps of Prithvi Shaw, Musheer
Khan, Armaan Jaffer, Sarfaraz
Khan and Mohit Avasthi. 
Brief scores (select matches): 
In Nagpur: Vidarbha 74 and 254. 
Gujarat 256 and 54 (A Sarwate 
6/17). Vidarbha won by 18 runs.
In New Delhi: Mumbai 293 and 
168/9 (A Rahane 51; D Mehra 
5/29). Delhi 369 (V Rawal 114).

Vidarbha script a historic victory

Pool D: India 4-2 Wales

 Spain 0-4 England

Pool C: Netherlands 14-0 Chile

 Malaysia 3-2 New Zealand
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J
acqueline Fernandez 
has claimed that her 
association with jailed
conman Sukesh 

Chandrashekhar was one 
based on manipulation and 
deceit. “He played with my 
emotions and made my life 
hell” is what she has said in her
latest statement. The actor has 
been embroiled in the ₹200-
crore extortion case after she 
received gifts from the latter 
that he allegedly paid for with 
extorted money.

According to an India Today
report, the 37-year-old added 
in her statement that the two 
started speaking after “Pinky 
Irani (who introduced the 
actor to Chandrashekhar) 
convinced my makeup artist 
that he was an important 

official from the Home 
Ministry”. 

“He introduced himself as
the owner of Sun TV and 
claimed J Jayalalithaa was his 
aunt. Chandrashekhar said he 
was a big fan, and said I 
should do films in south India 
too, and as the owner of Sun 
TV, they had many projects 
lined up,” the actor said in her 
statement. 

Fernandez added that they
would talk on phone calls and 
video calls at least three times 
a day. “He never mentioned he 
was calling from jail. He used 
to call from one corner with a 
curtain and a sofa in the 
background,” she adds, 
maintaining that they last 
spoke on call on August 8, 
2021.

As part of a 
chargesheet 
filed against 

Sukesh 
Chandrashekhar, 

the actors have 
levelled fresh 

allegations 
against the 

jailed 
conman 

After threats from religious groups, 
cinema halls in Gujarat screening 
Shah Rukh Khan-starrer Pathaan 
will receive police protection for a 
smooth release, Pinkvilla reports.

I
n a chargesheet 
recorded as part of the
₹200-crore extortion
case, actor Nora Fatehi

claimed that conman 
Sukesh Chandrashekhar 
wanted her to be his 
girlfriend. “Sukesh said 
he’d finance my life, 
family, career if I agreed 
to be his girlfriend,” Fatehi 
claimed. In return, he 
would take care of her 
financially, according to 
the copy of the chargesheet 
in news reports.

According to an India 
Today report, Fatehi also 
claimed that Pinky Irani — 
who reached out to her 
cousin with the offer — 
told her that Fernandez 
was waiting in line for 

Sukesh’s offer but he 
wanted to date Nora. 
“Many actresses are dying 
to be taken care of by 
Sukesh,” the actor quoted 
Irani’s statement.

“Initially, I did not know
who Sukesh was. I neither 
had any personal contact 
nor any conversations 
with him,” said Fatehi, 
who also received a luxury 
car from the conman, 
which she returned. 

The 30-year-old claimed
that she got to know his 
conman identity only 
when she was summoned 
by the Enforcement 
Directorate (ED). “The only 
time I saw him was when 
the ED confronted me with 
him at its office,” she said.

Sugandha Rawal

sugandha.rawal@hindustantimes.com

I
t’s India calling for Anne-Marie. Sources tell us
that the British singer will take the stage at the
upcoming EDM fest Vh1 Supersonic, which is
making a comeback this year after a two-year

pandemic-induced hiatus.
Anne-Marie was the main vocalist on Clean 

Bandit’s 2016 single Rockabye. Since then, she has 
found stability through her solo career. The 
upcoming gig will mark the pop singer’s first 
performance in India as a solo artiste.  

Among other firsts is a performance by Nigerian
singer-songwriter Chukwuka Ekweani aka CKay, 
known for his song Love Nwantiti.

The comeback edition, which will be held in 
Pune from February 24 to 26, has a mix of 
international as well as home-grown artistes. The 
music festival is curated by DJ Nikhil Chinapa. 

Some of the artistes expected to perform at the 
event are singers Prateek Kuhad, OAFF and Savera, 
rapper French Montana, singer-actor Farhan 
Akhtar and musician duo Bob Moses. The multi-
genre festival, last held in 2020, saw artistes such as 
Illenium, Chon, DIVINE, Diplo and Machine Gun 
Kelly take the stage.

Anne-Marie, 
CKay set to 
perform at 
Supersonic

‘Said he’d finance 
my life, family, 
career if I agreed 
to be his girlfriend’

City
Delhi

JACQUELINE,   
NORA SLAM 
SUKESH IN 
ED CASE

STOP 
PRESS

Jacqueline Fernandez and 
Sukesh Chandrashekhar       PHOTO: TWITTER

‘He played with my 
emotions and made 
my life hell’
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Ashish Kumar Singh

ashish.singh@hindustantimes.com

O
f late, social media seems to
have become the new
ground for actors seeking
work. However, Sarika
doesn’t follow the same.

The actor, who is not active on social 
media, tells us, “I don’t think one rule 
applies to all. Every actor approaches 
their work differently. My approach is 
to try and do good work that excites 
people and leaves a lasting impact.” 

The year 2022 ended on a rather 
high note for the veteran actor, 62. She 
starred in two diverse projects — the 
web show Modern Love: Mumbai and 
the film Uunchai — both of which 
earned much love and appreciation 
from the critics and audience alike. 
However, following the success of her 
film, she confesses that a lot of offers 
for similar roles came her way.

“I like it when there is diversity [in
roles] and you are not repeating 
yourself. It is a kind of a trend that 

when you have a successful film, 
people come to you with same roles. 
That does not interest me,” she says, 
adding that the life of a character ends 
with a film’s release, unless it is a 
franchise. 

Does she, then, think turning down
projects slows down one’s career? “It 
sort of does, but then, it is a risk you 
take as an actor. I have to take it in my 
stride, because in the long run, it 
(doing similar roles) will not help me,” 
asserts Sarika. 

The National Award-winning actor
goes on to state that there is a life 
beyond the silver screen, and that she 
does not mind taking a break while 
waiting for the right opportunity. 
“This whole exercise of waiting for a 
good script to come is very futile. But, 
there is also life. You can’t wake up 
and sleep waiting for a good script,” 
she reasons, adding that she has also 
picked some roles just for the money. 
“But, I am very clear in my head that I 
am doing this [role] for money. Then, I 
do not complain about it,” she adds.

Don’t think one rule 

applies to all: Sarika 

on actors seeking 

work on social media 

The veteran artiste prefers to stick to 

the good-work-gets-work approach

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

Dikhhla Jaa 7 contestant 
further reveals, “I have been 
concerned about my own set of 
friends and not worried about 
what is happening in the 
industry. I don’t give a damn.” 

Before wrapping up, Vaidya
shares a tip to newcomers and 
aspiring actors: “Don’t chase 
superficial things. Always 
chase happiness and stay with 
real people even if they are not 
of professional importance to 
you.” 

P
icking a taboo subject and
making a film on it can go
either way. If you hit the
nail on the head, it can

become a conversation-starter. 
But if you don’t stick to the agenda
and beat around the bush more 
than required, things can go 
downhill. Thankfully, in the 
Rakul Preet Singh-starrer 
Chhatriwali, director Tejas Prabha
Vijay Deoskar doesn’t digress 
much and follows a crisp 
screenplay, albeit with some flaws 
here and there.

It all begins when Sanya 
Dhingra (Singh), a chemistry 
graduate taking home tuitions, 
lands up a job as a condom tester 
at a plant called Can Do Condoms 
in Karnal, Haryana, and hides it 
from her family. While she’s at it, 
Sanya realises that the subjects 
people refrain from talking about 
— including the use of condoms 
and the importance of safe sex — 
are a crucial means of saving 
women’s lives by bringing down 
the incidence of unwanted 
pregnancies, abortions and 
miscarriages. This is why, even 
when her in-laws learn her truth, 
Sanya refuses to give up and 
fights with a strong determination
to spread awareness through sex 
education among kids.  

And in this journey, Sanya has
many characters to deal with. Her 
husband Rishi Kalra (Sumeet 
Vyas) is a loving, caring partner 
who drops his wife to the factory 
every morning, oblivious to the 
fact that she doesn’t work there. 
There’s the patriarch of the 
family, Rishi’s elder brother, 
Rajan Kalra aka Bhai ji (Rajesh 

Tailang), a biology teacher, who is 
an orthodox male. Nisha Kalra 
(Prachee Shah Paandya) as Bhai 
ji’s wife is a helpless homemaker, 
suffering from various health 
issues due to the regular intake of 
contraceptives. Their daughter 
Mini (Riva Arora) goes to school 
and fails to understand why her 
father is reluctant to teach her. 
Then there’s the condom plant 
owner Ratan Lamba (Satish 
Kaushik), who ensures Sanya’s 
secret stays safe with him, 
Dhingra aunty (Dolly Ahluwalia) 
as Sanya’s supportive mother and 
Madan Chacha (Rakesh Bedi) as a 
chemist shop owner.

Chhatriwali starts off as a film
that wants men to understand the 
importance of safe sex, and 
gradually, switches to the cause of 
sex education among kids of a 
particular age. While the 
narrative is engaging, Sanchit 
Gupta and Priyadarshee 
Srivastava’s story needed some 
more depth, I felt. To a large 
extent, it talks about the problems 
at a surface level without delving 
deep into why such a mindset still 
prevails in the society. 
Nevertheless, what I liked is that 
the film manages to convey a 
message without sounding 
preachy.

And it won’t be wrong to say 

that it’s a Rakul Preet Singh film 
from the word go. Coincidentally, 
she was recently seen in Doctor G 
(2022), a film centering around a 
male gynaecologist. With 
Chhatriwali, she proves her ability 
of pulling off such taboo subjects 
with ease and maturity. As Sanya, 
Singh is a true revelation as she 
effortlessly gets into the skin of 
this educated, confident girl. Vyas’ 
character is endearing and quite 
likeable, but I wish there was 
more to his story. Tailang is stern, 
gritty and emotes well. Paandya 
looks refreshing, but again, has a 
half-baked character. At places, 
she brings the most crucial turns 
to the story, but those are 
sidelined to an extent that you 
find it disconcerting.

The film serves you with 
enough relatable moments right 
from a biology chapter being 
avoided in school classrooms, 
kids being curious about sex and 
the reproductive system, to 
husbands not wanting to use 
condoms and elders in the house 
still not comfortable discussing 
these subjects. That being said, it’s
a family entertainer that should 
be watched with children and the 
elderly as that’s the message the 
film wishes to propagate. 

Monika Rawal Kukreja

Rakul Preet Singh sets out to 
teach, not preach about safe sex

CHHATRIWALI
Cast: Rakul Preet Singh, Sumeet 
Vyas, Rajesh Tailang, Prachee 
Shah Paandya, Satish Kaushik, 
Dolly Ahluwalia, Rakesh Bedi
Direction: Tejas Prabha Vijay 
Deoskar

{ NO RATING MOVIE REVIEW }  

Syeda Eba Fatima

eba.fatima@hindustantimes.com

A
ctor Sajjad Delafrooz
fought Salman Khan in
Tiger Zinda Hai (2017)
as the antagonist and

gave a performance that stayed 
in people’s minds for years. But 
despite the film’s success, the 
actor was not seen in many 

projects later. He tells us, “So 
many people have the mindset 
that, ‘Oh he has done a film 
with Salman Khan and it’s all 
sorted for him now’. But, life is 
not like that. The challenges 
become more and more every 
single day.”

While he did receive several
offers, they were all similar to 
his role, villain Abu Usman in 
Tiger Zinda Hai. “I did not take 
them up as I did not want to be 
typecast. If an actor can do a 
role nicely, it does not mean 
they can do only that kind of 
role. I am an artiste who wants 
to experiment with the work 
that I do. I want versatility,” 
reasons the 39-year-old, who 
has since gone on to do web 
projects Special OPS and 
Freddy.

Delafrooz, however, says 
that not signing enough 
projects is something he would 

“never ever repeat”. The actor, 
who was born in Iran, adds, “I 
am not from India. I did not 
know the market here and 
didn’t understand the concept 
of ‘out of sight, out of mind’. It 
was much later that I realised 
how things function. I was told 
that I have to be out there, meet
people and sometimes, take up 
roles even if I don’t like them a 
lot. So now, I am consciously 
putting in a lot of effort to work 
in more number of films.”

And this isn’t all. To survive
in the industry, he says, one 
needs to be on top of the game 
not just in their craft, but also 
with regards to social media. “I 
have also learned that to be an 
actor today, you have to do a lot
more than just act. There is 
social media, PR marketing, 
etc. If you just act and go home, 
you cannot expect much in 
return,” he ends. 

‘People think life is sorted as I 
have worked with Salman 
Khan, but it is not like that’

P
I was told that I have to 
be out there, meet 
people and sometimes, 
take up roles even if I 
don’t like them.
SAJJAD DELAFROOZ,  Actor

Ashish Kumar Singh

R
ahul Vaidya, who 
participated in popular
television shows like

Indian Idol 1 and Fear Factor: 
Khatron Ke Khiladi 11, feels 
confident of knowing the 
difference between real and 
fake friendships. The singer-
actor tells us, “In life, you do 
not need many people. Most 
of them are acquaintances 
and it is only four or five 
people who are your close 
buddies.” 

The actor took to Twitter
and shared, “There 
shouldn’t be any scope for 
fake friendships in this 
Already Fake Enough 
world! I started applying 
this logic almost 10 years 
ago. Try it, it will give you 
another level of confidence 
and happiness in life! Mark my 
words. (sic)” 

Shedding light on the same,
the 35-year-old shares that he 
is not liked by many people 
because he is “allergic” to 
fakeness. “Only a few people 
have the capability to handle 
rawness and reality. I am sorry 
I am made in a certain way and 
I cannot change that,” asserts 
Vaidya. 

Rahul Vaidya is 
‘allergic’ to 
fakeness: Only a 
few can handle 
rawness, reality

Don’t chase
superficial things.

Always chase 
happiness and stay 

with real people.  
RAHUL VAIDYA,  Actor

The Naughty Balam singer 
claims he does not indulge in 
gossip that harms anyone. 
However, he mentions, “The 
only kind of gossip I do is who 
is dating whom. I do not cross 
that line.” 

Mentioning how he stays 
away from fakeness, the Jhalak 

Gulshan on 

nepotism in the 

industry: You 

cannot whine or 

cry about it
Vinay MR Mishra

vinay.mishra@htdigital.in

M
odel Hailey Bieber’s ‘nepo baby’ 
T-shirt rekindled the conversation
around nepotism not only in the

West, but also in India. Actor Gulshan 
Devaiah, however, believes it’s a “stupid 
argument” and one must not keep 
“whining about it”.

“Everybody is going to have their own 
subjective opinion about who’s best-suited 
for a particular role and they are going to 
make their choice. It’s a stupid argument 
that only talented people should get the 
job. Maybe that’s not the right thing to do, 
but that’s the way. You can’t whine and cry 
about it. This is not a selection for IAS or 
IPS that your rank matters,” Devaiah says.

The actor, who completes 13 years in the
industry this year, admits that there have 
been instances wherein he didn’t get the 
role because of another actor with 
connections. He elaborates, “It is upsetting. 
I was close to getting some roles but people 
have veto power. [But] I have no bitterness 
in my heart.” 

The Duranga actor confesses he “never
felt like an outsider”. He adds, “We have to 
stop blaming others. The nepotism 
debate heated up since the death of 
Sushant (Singh Rajput; actor). There’s 
been a lot of negativity... If you look at 
the industry in the South, it is making 
so many waves. You can name all the 
actors who are popular and all of them 
come from families [that have a filmi 
background]. But the Hindi film industry 
is far more democratic, as people like me, 
Vijay Varma, Soham (Shah), Mrunal 
Thakur are all acting and doing well.”

P
Of course, there

are power 
structures, but it’s 

really not some battle... 
The Hindi film industry

is still democratic.
GULSHAN DEVAIAH,  Actor

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
SAJJAD_DELAFROOZ

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GULSHANDEVAIAH78

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
RAHULVAIDYARKV
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Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief 
Marshal VR Chaudhari; Chief of 
the Naval Staff, Admiral R Hari 
Kumar and Chief of the Army Staff, 
General Manoj Pande came 
together for the book launch

An evening saluting the courage 
and fearlessness of bravehearts

At a book launch in the city, raconteurs and 
senior armed forces staff narrated tales of 
valour, sacrifice and boundless patriotism

Sanchita Kalra

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

G
ripping stories of 
bravehearts in uniform who
fought for the country, 

always evoke a deep sense of 
patriotism. And it was evident at 
the book launch of India’s Most 
Fearless 3: New Military Stories of 
Unimaginable Courage and 
Sacrifice in the Capital, co-
authored by journalists Shiv 
Aroor and Rahul Singh, the latter 
being defence editor, Hindustan 
Times. The book features 10 real-
life stories of Indian soldiers who 
demonstrated extraordinary grit 
under hostile conditions.

One of the highlights of the 
evening was the coming together 
of three chiefs of the Indian Armed 
Forces: Chief of the Air Staff, Air 
Chief Marshal VR Chaudhari; 

Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 
R Hari Kumar; and Chief of the 
Army Staff, General Manoj 
Pande, who also recounted 
glorious moments of sacrifice and 
heroism in their careers. 

While Chaudhari recounted 
flying without a canopy in a MiG-
29 jet at a speed of 1.9 Mach (close 
to two times the speed of sound), 
Hari Kumar shared that going out 
to sea is always a new challenge. 
“The sea is a tough master. You 
cannot take it lightly and you have 
to be prepared for challenges 
being thrown at you.”

Pande shared the ethos and 
culture of the army, which keep 
spirits high and heroes motivated. 
“There are three concepts: naam, 
namak, nishaan — which mean 
honour, loyalty and identity 
towards the unit, regiment and the 
nation,” he said.

The evening moved on to a 
panel discussion with author 
Neelima Dalmia Adhar where 
authors and chiefs shared 
inspirational anecdotes with the 
audience that included senior 
officers of the armed forces and 
family members of celebrated 
heroes. Aroor narrated an 
emotional incident from a 2020 
operation called Randori Behak: 
“There was an unforeseeable 

mishap. The tables turned and five 
of our men were lost. Major 
Abhishek, who we spoke to, 
couldn’t go for the funerals of his 
mates. So, there’s no downtime in 
the fauj, there’s no time to visit the 
family. His role was to make sure 
the morale of the men stays high. 
There’s no luxury of grief.” 

Adding to this, Singh said, 
“Some stories don’t even come to 
light. While we look at them as 

hair-raising stories, for [chiefs], 
this is an everyday thing. What 
really astounds me are their 
courageous families.” 

Recalling the time he met late 
Major Mohit Sharma’s parents, 
also seated in the audience, Singh 
shared: “We frequently meet late 
Major Mohit Sharma’s parents. 
His story is now being made into a 
film. I remember, when I took the 
copy of the second book to his 
mum, she held the book, opened 
the page, kissed the photo and 
broke down. She said, ‘Thanks for 
writing about my son but I won’t 
be able to read it’.” 

.◄Milee 
Ashwarya, 
Shiv Aroor, 
General 
Manoj Pande, 
Air Chief 
Marshal VR 
Chaudhari, 
Admiral 
R Hari 
Kumar, 
Rahul Singh 
and Neelima 
Dalmia Adhar 
PHOTO: DHRUV 

SETHI/HT
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{ DAILY HOROSCOPE }  

Friday, January 20, 2023
Dr Prem Kumar Sharma (Astrologer and Vaastu expert) can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152, 40532026 (Sat 
to Mon); Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs); Mumbai: 09716145644 (Last week of every month)

Soldiers of Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) march in sync, creating 
an impressive visual                                                                                       PHOTO: MANISH SWARUP/AP

Singing the 
glory of 
motherland 
is the 
contingent 
of Assam 
Rifles  

Manning the 
tanks are 
Indian Army 
personnel 
during the 
rehearsals at 
Kartavya 
Path PHOTO: PTI

Let me help adjust your hat! In between the 
rehearsals, it’s the camaraderie that keeps 
the officers’ spirits high   

Border Security Force’s 
(BSF) camel contingent 
has swag and stance that’s 
unmatchable PHOTO: PTI

Members of a military band practise in the presence of enthu shutterbugs 

                                                                                                                                                                              PHOTO: MANISH SWARUP/AP

LEO
JUL 23-AUG 23

L
Finances may be stable
enough. Today might be a
good day to decide on
future career goals. But a

small health problem might make
you feel on edge. 
LOVE FOCUS:  If your partner
understands you, it may strengthen
your relationship.
LUCKY NUMBER: 1 LUCKY COLOUR: Light
Yellow

VIRGO
AUG 24-SEP 23

I
Making investments for
the future might be a good
choice. Students need to
be attentive in class to

excel. You can anticipate professional
success.     
LOVE FOCUS: Committed partners will
feel content with the current state of
their relationship.
LUCKY NUMBER: 5 LUCKY COLOUR:

Orange

LIBRA
SEP 24-OCT 23

l
A new job is likely to be
suitable for your skills. If
you carefully plan your
vacation expenses, you’ll

be able to relax while away. Students
can easily be sidetracked.
LOVE FOCUS: Unpleasant events can
affect your marriage.
LUCKY NUMBER: 1 LUCKY COLOUR: Off
White

SCORPIO
OCT 24-NOV 22

S
You can remain healthy if
you meditate regularly
and focus on the positives.
You may rake in cash from

past investments from today.
Internships are a great way for
students to secure good placements.  
LOVE FOCUS: It could be time for you
to spice up the romance.
LUCKY NUMBER: 2 LUCKY COLOUR:

Peach

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 23-DEC 21

s
Your health may improve
with healthy diet and
regular workouts.  Those
who have contributed to a

new business may soon see financial
rewards. Recent graduates might get
past the interview stage.
LOVE FOCUS: Your love life may
flourish.
LUCKY NUMBER: 1 LUCKY COLOUR:

Maroon

CAPRICORN
DEC 22-JAN 21

c
If you lead a project well,
you could be given more
responsibility and a raise
in pay. Be vigilant in

keeping your finances stable.
Students’ performance may improve.
LOVE FOCUS: Try planning exciting
activities to spice up your romantic
repertoire, perhaps outdoors.
LUCKY NUMBER: 9 LUCKY COLOUR:

Magenta

AQUARIUS
JAN 22-FEB 19

a
If you have the capital in
hand, you may be able to
start a profitable business.
Your emotional outbursts

may hurt your loved ones. Stick to
your routine and meditate regularly.
LOVE FOCUS: Share your innermost
thoughts with your partner.
LUCKY NUMBER: 11 LUCKY COLOUR:

Green

PISCES
FEB 20-MAR 20

P
You may earn kudos at the
workplace. Changes to
your travel plans may be
necessary at the eleventh

hour. Students will need to put in
some extra time studying for an
entrance test. 
LOVE FOCUS: Some of you are about to
tie the knot with your sweetheart.   
LUCKY NUMBER: 5 LUCKY COLOUR:

Royal Blue

ARIES
MAR 21-APR 20

A
Exhibiting skill and
efficiency may help you
rise professionally. Some
business trips may not

yield expected results. Inappropriate
spending can derail your budget.
Health may not be in good shape.
LOVE FOCUS: It’s worth it to put your
romantic relationship first.
LUCKY NUMBER: 2 LUCKY COLOUR:

Orange

TAURUS
APR 21-MAY 20

T
You may enjoy a sound
financial position with
astute decisions. Taking
your job for granted can

have worrisome results. Students
may shine in entrance exams.
LOVE FOCUS: Your relationship is
perfect, but romantic date nights can
take it to the next level.
LUCKY NUMBER: 9 LUCKY COLOUR: Dark
Red

GEMINI
MAY 21-JUN 21

G
The day appears to be
good for your overall good
health. You may have to
postpone a lengthy road

trip. Some may be able to pursue
risky but lucrative ventures.  
LOVE FOCUS: With enough trust, you
can make your relationship official.
LUCKY NUMBER: 6 LUCKY COLOUR:

Cream

CANCER
JUN 22-JUL 22

C
An upbeat attitude can
help you do well at work .
A get-together might lead
to happiness at home. You

may still need medicine to treat
allergy, even in good health. 
LOVE FOCUS: You’ll be interested in
someone you meet by chance or at
work.
LUCKY NUMBER: 9 LUCKY COLOUR:

Maroon

PREMASTROLOGER                                  PREMASTROLOGER          ASKPREMASTROLOGER

{ CALVIN AND HOBBES I BILL WATTERSON }  

Some goofiness is a 
must to warm up to 
practice sessions on 
cold mornings

Behind the recent traffic jam chaos at Kartavya Path is the fervour of patriotism that is keeping 
the armed forces personnel going. Amid the winter chills, here’s how they are rehearsing

Saavdhaan! This all-women Assam Rifles 
contingent is rehearsing with full gusto to march 
past while saluting the President on January 26    
PHOTOS: MANOJ VERMA/HT

P
Being part of the

Republic Day 
parade is our chance 

to show patriotism for
our country. 

ADITYA, Assistant commissioner,

Railway Protection Force

P
It’s a once-in-a-lifetime experience to 
come all the way from Assam to 
Delhi to be a part of the parade that 
the whole nation watches live. 
JULIE DAS, A member of Assam Rifles’ contingent

LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT: R-DAY 
PARADE PREP ON 

Text: HTC
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#lookbook

Purple 
party

Actor Sonam Kapoor Ahuja makes a case for power 
dressing in a bright purple waistcoat and pleated tea-
length skirt layered with a matching overcoat. She 
finished the look with a pair of black pointed toe boots, 
neat middle parted hairdo, statement jewellery and a 
dainty handbag. 

Steal the style
If you’re looking to command attention without skimping 
on comfort, take a leaf out of the actor’s style book. Opt for 
an all-purple monochromatic outfit. Like the actor, you can 
team a purple vest with a matching skirt and an overcoat. 
Round off the look with thigh-high boots, neat bun, matte 
makeup and statement jewellery. 

PHOTO: ANI

#stylehack
 PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM

A knotty affair
As smart as they may be, styling belts the right 
way is a challenge many face. Beauty content 
creator Olivia (@oliviajeanette_) shows how to  
adorn your winter wear with a neatly knotted 
belt that will accentuate your outfit’s appeal. 
Begin by looping one end of the belt around 
your fingers. Tuck the end of the belt through 
the loop, then keeping it intact, pass the end 
through it. Take the other end and secure it in 
the overhand knot like you’d do for a regular 
belt. Now, you have a neat rounded knot, 
which good enough for party wear too.

Shweta Sunny

shweta.sunny@hindustantimes.com

T
he world of beauty is an ever-
evolving space, more so, after
social media started dictating the
terms for trends. However, you can
stay ahead in the game with this

beauty forecast that exhibited upcoming 
trends at The Showcase, a mega beauty 
championship by the students of Lakmé
Academy, powered by Aptech, held on 
January 12 in Goa. A 100 teams from 150
centres across the country competed
with each other at the event. 

Designer Samant Chauhan co-
curated the looks for the final 

showcase along with the students. His 
previous collections were set as the 
theme for finalists. “The Showcase is a 
great platform for these students 
which is not just about winning but also 
networking, learning and growing 
creatively,” said Chauhan, who was one of 
the judges. 

Co-judge, filmmaker Farah Khan Kunder 
who will be collaborating with the Gold 
winners of contest, South campus Delhi team 
for her next project, said, “This fabulous 
initiative provided an equal platform for 
students from the metropolitan cities as well 
as the two-tier cities to showcase their 
talent.” 

Pushkaraj Shenai, CEO of Lakmé Lever
said, “Our motto is to give the students a 
platform to showcase their skill sets. The 
participants too, brought elements that 
complemented and amplified their ideas 
and themes in the final looks.” 
Taking cues from the event, here’s a ready-
reckoner of the beauty trends that are set to 
rule 2023. 

The author was invited by Lakmé Academy
for the event.

Good health, sustainability, or lactose-
intolerance, reasons are aplenty for 
people to pursue veganism

Abigail Banerji 

abigail.banerji@hindustantimes.com

T
he month of January is
a celebration of
veganism, to kickstart
the year by giving a
chance to the vegan

way of life.Those following the 
challenge opt out of consuming 
or using products derived from 
animal, such as leather and fur. 
They also refrain from eating 
honey, fish, meat, dairy, etc. 

TOWARDS 

SUSTAINABILITY

One of the main reasons people 
turn to veganism is their love for 
Nature, especially after seeing 
the cruelty that the meat 
industry inflicts on animals.  

For Rahul Tiwari, 38, 
“equality, sustainability and 
compassion” made him turn 
vegan. Following a plant-based 
diet for the last eight-years, he 
has inspired others to adopt this 
lifestyle, along with his sister-in-
law, Swati Vajpayee. 

Sticking to New Year 
resolutions can be hard but not 
for Vajpayee, 33, who became 
vegan in 2018, after seeing 
Tiwari. “He believes in the 
thought — be the change you 
want to see in the world and that 
was inspiring. I might be a tiny 
element in this revolution, but I 
am doing my bit to give back to 
Nature,” she says.

Mansi Gahlot, 25, and her 
husband Aatman Kothari, 28, 
recently tied the knot and the 
highlight of their wedding was 
an all-vegan buffet. She says, 
“My husband and I have been 
vegan for almost eight and three 
years, respectively. Our families 
support us and are very 
accepting of it. Most of the food 
cooked at home is plant-based.”

BRINGING IN 

GOOD HEALTH

Freelance writer Kavya 
Narayanan was 22 when she 
turned vegan due to peer- 
pressure combined with her love 
for nature. “I was only too happy 
to make this switch six and a 

half years ago. It was easy,” she 
says, adding, “I was already 
vegetarian and I didn’t grow up 
eating meat the way a lot of my 
friends did. A lot of the food in 
my diet that I was previously 
eating was already vegan.” 

Majority of the food items in
the Indian diet are culturally 
plant-based. The few dishes that 
use dairy products such as 
butter, cream or ghee can be 
easily swapped out with oil or 
plant-based alternatives such as 
coconut or almond milk, cashew 
cream, or pumpkin seeds. 

Another reason that people 

turn vegan is due to health 
issues such as lactose 
intolerance. Lawyer Dhwani
Bhinde, 26 has been a vegan
for about seven years after
she found out that she was
allergic to dairy. 

She says, “It wasn’t an
easy decision. But I went 

cold turkey vegan due to my
allergies, in order to get my 

health back on track. Dairy was 
starting to have a debilitating 
effect on my health, from having 
severe cystic acne to bloating 
and multiple other painful 
symptoms. This was beginning 
to affect my mental health.”

FOOD #FOMO

Tiwari is a big fan of “chai and 
cheese” but as he had to give it 
up, he found alternatives for 
these two items. “One should try 
oat milk chai, it’s amazing 
and no one can tell the 
difference. Dahi is 
just not the same 
in the vegan 
world and I 
still miss 
papdi chaat. 
Good creamy 
vegan ice 
creams are 
hard to find as 
well,” shares 
Narayan, 
adding, “But since 
I can’t eat it, I opt for 
the next best thing as I 

am not a non-fussy eater and 
that helps when it comes to food 
cravings.” 

Bhinde misses her Gujarati 
kadhi the most. “I have managed 
to veganise all my favourite 
foods and am trying to figure out 
how to make vegan kadhi.”

Vajpayee loved anything with
paneer and ghee but gave it up 
without a thought. “Turning 
vegan has allowed me to explore 
many plant-based food options 
that I was unaware of,” she says.

On the other hand, Gahlot and
Kothari do not miss anything. 
“Once we saw the horrors of the 
dairy industry, we found dairy 
products unappealing. And if we 
crave cheese or butter, there are 
many alternatives, from vegan 
ghee, mayonnaise, milk, eggs 
and even meat,” says Kothari.

P

Veganism is great

and my body 

responds to it 

positively. I track my 

vitamin intake but I have

no issues with food or

health.

KAVYA NARAYANAN,

Freelance writer

VEGAN, FOR 
THE LOVE OF 
NATURE

P
I can do my bit
for the planet. 

Sustainability is a 
lifestyle that starts 

with the food we put
on our table. 

RAHUL TIWARI,
Sales lead

Did you know? 
A UK-based charity Veganuary began the annual challenge in 
2014. The founders wanted to educate and prompt people to 
incorporate more plant-based food into their regular diet. This 
challenge has now become a global phenomenon.

GIMME MORE
COLOUR! 

An eye makeup trend that is set to
add more colour is eyebrows dyed in

different hues, replacing the bleached 
style from last year. Other looks showcased
by the students featured arching eyebrows, 
quirky twists by using a bright colour on one 

of the eyelids, dual-toned eyeshadow, 
bohemian styles blended with neon 

accents, glitter marrying graphic 
texture, rainbow style and prism

winged eyes, shimmery and
two-toned lips.

GO BIG OR GO HOME! 

NAILING IT
Having seen on the likes of singer
Lizzo and Dua Lipa, 3D nails are the

maximalist trend that was a favourite at
the showcase. With flowers, feathers and 
gem dazzle, OTT nails are now the in thing. 
Longer nails are set to replace the shorter 
styles of 2022 with a cleaner manicure and

diamante add-ons. The focus on the 
accessories help in a statement-
making manicure. Metallic nail
polishes may come back with

a nail jewellery twist.

From theatrical face 
gems, balloon ponytails 

to prism winged eyes, 
maximalist trends will 
rule the beautysphere 

this year! 

AVANT-GARDE
HAIRSTYLES

Some of the popular hairstyle seen
on the runway channelled singer Ariana

Grande’s energy with high ponytail, 
balloon ponytails and bejewelled, knotted 

hairstyles. Other styles included avant-
garde hairdos with flower accessories, 
baby hair styled with golden foil, slick 

shimmer hair, crimped hair and a 
modern take on the Ukiyo-e
hairstyle borrowed from the

Japanese Edo period.

 
LET YOUR FACE

SPARKLE 
Inspired by web series Euphoria,

faces adorned with embellishments as
makeup will be one of the trends that 
will shine out. Using face jewels like 
rhinestones, crystals, sequin, pearl 

stickers and such, theatrical makeup will
extend as a personal expression this

year. The look was showcased by
designer Simone Rocha in the

fall 2022 runway.

BEAUTY TRENDS THAT’LL 
REIGN ’23

PHOTO:

SHUTTERSTOCK

@SANJEEVKAPOOR

Ragi roti is a rustic recipes but its 
one of the simplest and quickest 
way to include Ragi in your diet.
Sanjeev Kapoor, Chef
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A blend of the virtual and physical world, metaverse is 
no longer trotting, but galloping towards redefining the 
future of virtual experiences, retailing, servicing, 
consumption and communication. Though there are 
numerous challenges to identify and overcome, in terms 
of large-scale adoption of the technology, the metaverse, 
in all probability, will determine brand relevance.

The number of enormously successful brands racing
to be leaders in this virtual universe is truly astonishing. 
The metaverse offers brands the opportunity to further 
improve brand communication by resonating with 
customers at their level on their terms. This can be 
credited to the ability of the metaverse to enable things 
like Hyper-Personalisation, Real-Time Relevance, 
Enhanced Sensory Experiences, Community Building, 
Unique Storytelling and access to Deep Customer Data.

The combination of all these
results in an extremely

personalised experience for each
individual, thus communicating

your brand message more
intimately and effectively.
This approach will also
improve the way a brand is
perceived in the real-world
market.

The metaverse is being
termed the fourth most

significant invention since the
industrial revolution, and all

things considered, it isn’t
difficult to see why.

How can metaverse 
enable brand 
communication?

#theburningquestion

Anshul
Agarwal,

Founder and
director,

XR Central

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

WATCH 
OUT FOR 
THESE AI 
CHATBOT 
TRENDS

FROM SPECIALISED AI 
CHATBOTS TO 
CONVERSATIONAL AI FOR 
THE METAVERSE, A LOT IS 
EXPECTED TO CHANGE IN 
THE REALM OF ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE IN THE 
FORTHCOMING MONTHS 

HT Tech

C
onversational AI has fast
evolved into a profitable
technology for 
organisations, from voice
assistants such as Siri and

Alexa to intelligent chatbots in 
customer care. In the last 10 years, 
there has been tremendous progress 
in the AI sector, and this expansion 
was amplified by the pandemic. 

According to research, over 800 
million people in more than 190 
countries will be using chatbots to 
accomplish various tasks by this 
year. Several sectors have been at the 
forefront of utilising conversational 
AI technologies, including retail, 
e-commerce, BFSI, healthcare, real 
estate, travel and education. Firms 
are even making use of capabilities of 
conversational AI through its 
expanding capabilities, specialised 
solutions. Here are the top AI chatbot 
trends to watch out for.

SPECIALISED CHATBOTS

Industry-specific AI chatbots are 
expected to become more prevalent 
in the near future. While picking a 
provider, businesses look at chatbot 
companies that offer solutions for 
their industries and problems. The 
healthcare sector is one industry 
where businesses might consider the 
specialised skills and knowledge of 
an AI chatbot provider. During the 
pandemic, Haptik developed the 
MyGovCorona Helpdesk chatbot for 
the Centre to clear citizens’ queries 
regarding Covid-19. This was used by 
more than 60 million people.

FACILITATING BUSINESS 

PROCESSES 

Consumer interactions have become 
much more convenient for firms, 
thanks to chatbots. Customers are 
now preferring conversational 
commerce as it enables them to shop 
whenever convenient. As chatbots 
may help companies boost their 
brand reputation and provide better 
customer service, business owners 
see considerable value in utilising 
them. Additionally, chatbots power 
several corporate processes, such as 
lead generation, sales, customer 

service, marketing engagement and 
brand awareness.

VOICE ASSISTANTS

Voice-enabled assistants such as 
Alexa and Siri are changing the way 
people communicate. Chatbots are 
now using these technologies and 
they can potentially increase user 
experience and customer loyalty in 
the long run. According to Juniper 
Research, customers’ global use of 
voice assistants will reach eight 
billion by 2023. Since chatbots can 
grasp language and speak like 
humans, voice interactions have 
significantly helped customers feel 
connected to businesses. Yellow AI 
has announced the launch of Voice 
2.0, for instance, in a bid to make 
voice technology more intuitive.

CONVERSATIONAL AI FOR THE 

METAVERSE 

To give users an immersive 
experience, AI chatbots will be 
needed for each virtual space to 
assist and guide at every level. 
Around 71% of CEOs worldwide think
the metaverse will benefit their 
companies and brands are already 
lining up to ride its wave. The 
interactions in any virtual space, be it 
a post office, a bank or a fast food 
outlet, will be between a human-
controlled avatar and a chatbot. 
Therefore, these avatars need to have 
an efficient means of communication 
in order to accomplish their task.

CONVERSATIONAL AI 

CHATBOTS FOR MESSAGING 

PLATFORMS 

Research says 59% of consumers 
worldwide prefer to communicate 
directly with brands through 
messaging apps to place orders and 
finish transactions. Consumers may 
now find, explore and buy things on 
Facebook Messenger, Instagram, and 
WhatsApp. Around 40% of people 
worldwide report that chat is how 
they first started purchasing online, 
to some extent. An AI chatbot 
enables businesses to take advantage 
of this enormous potential and 
engage with customers in a 
personalised way where they are 
most likely to be.

Chatbots are essential to survive and thrive, providing businesses plenty of chances 

to improve productivity, flexibility in the face of constantly shifting consumer demands

NEW DELHI
JANUARY 20, 2023

Scan here 

to visit 
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on Friday

Amazon 
might roll out
Prime Lite 
subscription
Reports suggest that 
Amazon is testing a new 
Prime Lite subscription in 
India. It is an annual plan 
that brings the price down 
to ₹999. Users who pick this 
affordable plan will get 
access to the unlimited free 
two-day and standard 
delivery, but not same-day 
delivery. Prime Video will 
also be limited to SD and it 
will support ads.

Commission of India (CCI) in 
October fined Google $161 million 
for exploiting its dominant 
position in Android, and asked it 
to change restrictions imposed on 
smartphone makers related to 
pre-installing apps.

Google has said that India’s new 
antitrust order will change how 
the company markets its Android 
platform and will drive up costs 
for app developers, equipment 
makers and consequently, 
consumers. The Competition 

India antitrust rule can drive up 
costs for app developers 

Samsung 
Galaxy S23 pre-
reserve begins 
Ahead of the launch of Samsung 
Galaxy S23 series on February 1, 
users can pre-reserve their device 
by paying a token amount of 
₹1,999. The pre-reserve can be 
done on Samsung.com, Samsung 
Exclusive Stores, Amazon and 
leading retail outlets across India. 

YouTube may 
soon support 
free TV channel 
streaming  
YouTube is reportedly testing 
TV channel streaming, which 
will be a new, ad-supported 
service. It is in talks with 
various companies to bring 
TV shows, movies and TV 
channels to its platform. In 
fact, the video sharing 
platform is already trialling 
the service with select users. 
YouTube is also beginning to 
share its ad revenue with 
creators of YouTube Shorts.

WhatsApp to 
get new 
features in ’23 
WhatsApp is expected to launch 
several new features in 2023, such 
as the addition of a call tab on 
WhatsApp Desktop, Picture-in-
Picture for video calls on iOS and 
companion mode, that will allow 
users to link and sync WhatsApp 
data and use the app with the 
same profile on several phones.

Apple could be rolling out its iOS 
17 as soon as June this year, 
according to reports. The new 
iPhone OS could bring some new 
changes. The major features that 
can come with the update are 

rumoured to be the next 
generation of CarPlay, an 
alternative app store (for Europe 
only) and support for Apple AR/
VR headset that can launch later 
this year.

#inbrief

Apple iOS 17 to launch in June?

Google 
Chrome hit 
by security 
vulnerabilities 
Cyber security firm Imperva 
Red has disclosed a high-
severity vulnerability, dubbed 
CVE-2022-3656, which has 
been affecting Google 
Chrome and other Chromium-
based browsers. The security 
flaw allows the theft of 
sensitive files such as 
cryptocurrency wallets and 
login credentials. The issue 
has been fully resolved in 
Chrome 108 and it is advised 
that users immediately 
update their browser in order 
to protect themselves.
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Gurugram-
based SAGA 
emerges 
as a stage 
for live events Ayam 

Tikka
PHOTOS: HTCS

Entertainment & Promotional Features

A
merican media 
personality Kim 
Kardashian has just

added another stunning piece 
of jewellery to her iconic 
collection. The 42-year-old, 
during an auction, got her 
hands on the diamond-
encrusted amethyst Attallah 
cross pendant that was once 
worn by late Princess Diana. 
She bagged it for £1,63,800 
(over ₹1.6 crore) and that too, 
within the last five minutes of 
the auction. 

PEOPLE quoted a statement
from Sotheby London Head of 
Jewellery, Kristian Spofforth, 
saying: “This is a bold piece of 
jewellery by its size, colour and 
style which cannot fail to make 
a vibrant statement, whether it 
be of faith or fashion or indeed 
both. We are delighted that this 
piece has found a new lease of 

life within the 
hands of another 
globally famous 
name.” 

The 
pendant 
features 
square-cut amethysts by 
circular-cut diamonds 
weighing 5.25 carats. 
Sources told the publication 
that Kardashian is honoured to 
own a fine piece of jewellery 
once worn by the late princess. 

For the unversed, Princess 
Diana wore the pendant on 
several occasions, the most 
notable being Birthright’s 1987 
London charity gala 
supporting the organisation’s 
humanitarian work for those 
in pregnancy and childbirth. 
The piece was made in the 
1920s by the British jeweller 
Garrard. 

A
ppetising food and
tantalising cocktails,
combined with live
performances, 

soothing music perfectly 
calibrated with state-of-the-art 
sound, is an experience that is 
unrivalled. Gurugram’s SAGA, 
the modern Indian gourmet 
diner, flaunting one of the 
world’s tallest bar displays, has 
aced this game and is now a 
thriving stage for established 
and upcoming artists, 
amalgamating a perfect blend 
of cuisines of India and playful 
bespoke concoctions with laid-
back atmosphere as the sun 
goes down for your 
celebrations.

Elaborating on this, Vishal
Anand, F&B entrepreneur and 
founder of SAGA says, 
“Whether it’s a casual Sunday 
brunch with a little live music 
or post-work Friday evening, 
our patrons will always find 
SAGA buzzing. The intent is to 
entertain our guests, while 
encouraging and empowering 
local artists and performers by 
giving them a platform to 
showcase their work. There are
many such talents that go 
unnoticed and don’t get the 

@YUVSTRONG12

200 in a one day game !! At such a young age incredible 
unbelievable!! A very proud day for me and shubmans dad !!!
congratulations @ShubmanGill the whole country is proud of 
you #NZvsIND
Yuvraj Singh, Former cricketer

M
inissha Lamba has often
voiced her opinion on the
#MeToo movement that

made waves in India and abroad. In 
a recent interview, the actor, when 
asked about the movement and 
filmmaker Sajid Khan — one of 
those accused — the actor referred 

to him as “the creature”. 
The 38-year-old told a leading 

publication, “#MeToo is and has 
been so important in changing the 
conversation around the world 

Sajid Khan PHOTO: TWITTER

about women. It was just a 
revolution that was on the brink, 
waiting to happen.” 

According to Lamba, the 
movement just needed that one 
boiling point, that one catastrophe 
to change the world. And when 
asked about Khan, she said, 
“Regarding the creature you are 
talking about, the less about the 
person the better.” 

Multiple women have accused 
Khan of sexual misconduct under 
the garb of #MeToo. He was recently 
seen in a reality show, but had to 
exit due to prior commitments. 

During his farewell speech on the
show, he got emotional and joined 
his hands while saying, “Jo jo mere 
kisi se bhi jhagde ho, haath jodke 
maafi mangta hu. Lekin aap logo ka 
bahut support raha hai.” HTC

Did Minissha 
Lamba refer to 

Sajid Khan as 
‘creature’?

Kim buys Princess Diana’s amethyst 
cross pendant for £1,63,800  

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MINISSHA_LAMBA

Princess Diana
PHOTO: FACEBOOK

Kim 
Kardashian 
PHOTO: 

INSTAGRAM/

KIMKARDASHIAN

exposure they deserve, and we 
want to take the opportunity to 
bring their work to light. In 
fact, not just local, but we 
also host live gigs that involve 
globally-renowned artists 
with the great finesse of 
diverse music.”

Address: SAGA: Cuisines of
India, Vatika Atrium, Golf 
Course Road, Sector 53, 
Gurugram; From noon to 
2am; For reservations, call: 
+91-7428922300/400; 
Cost for two: 
₹3000 plus 
taxes                                                      HTC

DJ Kamazaki

Interiors of the restaurant

.◄Mysore
Mahal

.▲ ParamSahib, 
Jeetinder, Ruby, 
Sheena and 
Ankoor
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